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ABSTRACT 

In Search of a Land Flmng with Milk and Honey: The Adaptation Experiences of Uprooted 
Chinese and Black Immigrant Studenl in a Mufticultural Society 

Dodor of Philosophy, 1997 

Henry P.H. Chow 
Department of Sociology and Equity Studies in Education 

Ontario InstïMe for Studies in Education of the 
University of Toronto 

This dissertation exarnined the adaptation experiences of Hong Kong and Caribbean 

immigrant students attending public high schools in Metro Toronto during 1993 and 1994 

using a multivariate approach. The present sample comprised of 368 Chinese immigrant 

students from Hong Kong attending 26 different public high schools under the jurisdiction of 

six sbiool boards. The three seledon criteria included (i) last permanent counm of 

residence being Hong Kong; (ii) legal status in Canada being landed immigrant or ciozen; 

and (iii) length of residence in Canada being 5 years or les. The same uiteria applied to 

the cornpanson group, except the last permanent place of residence being the Caribbean, 

rather than Hong Kong. The cornparison group induded 63 Black &dents fmm 10 schools 

under the jurisdiction of three school boards. 

Multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) was conducted on the various scales 

measuring the adaptation expen'ences of these immigrant students. It has been found that 

Hong Kong immigrant students adapted better academically than the Caribbean 

counterparts. On the other hand, Caribbean students were found to be adapting better 

culturally, socially, and linguistically. Racial discrimination was a problem encountered by 

these immigrant students. More specifically, about 25% of the Hong Kong gmup and 17% 

iii 



of the Caribbean group reporteci discrimination experience. To assess their overall 

adaptation experiences, mtdents were asked to indicate whether they would prefer to stay 

in Canada or to return to homeland if they were given a choice. More than one-third of the 

Hong Kong students (34.1 %) expressed that they would retum to Hong Kong. Slightly less 

than one-third (31.3%) indicated that they would stay, and 30.8 per cent said they had no 

particular preference. WNi respect to the Caribbean students, about half of them (51.6%) 

would choose to stay in Canada. Multiple regression and logistic regression analyses 

revealed various sociodemographic and background variables as strong determinants of 

adaptation. Additional qualitative data obtained from personal interviews conduded with 30 

Hong Kong and 10 Caribbean students provided greater depth of understanding of these 

minonty students' adaptation experiences. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

1.1. BACKGROUND 

Migratory movements across national boundaries have been an enduring feature of 

human history. Indeed, human migrations, like ail social phenornena, are social processes 

which are historically conditioned. The first wave of Chinese immigration to Canada began 

in 1858, when gold was discovered in the Fraser Valley in British Columbia. In response 

to the gold rush in Canada, the Chinese initidly rnigrated firom the West Coast of the 

United States. Subsequently, a significant number of Chinese came directly from China, 

especially during 1881 and 1885, when the Canadian Pacific railway was constmcted 

(Bolana and Li, 1989: 1 02). 

Throughout the late 1980s and early 1990s, a new wave of Chinese immigrants from 

Hong Kong has gained much publicity. According to Employment and Immigration 

Canada, the arriva1 number of Hong Kong immigrants increased fiom 6,542 in 1982 to 

38.9 10 in 1992 (see Figure 1- 1). Since 1990, Hong Kong has become the single largest 

source of al1 the immigrants to Canada. In fact, Goodspeed (1990) fûrther postulates that 

another 150,000 wouid come to Canada before this decade is out. Unlike their 

predecessors, a majority of these Hong Kong Chinese come to Canada mainly because of 

their attempt to flee the threat of 1997 - the year in which Communist China will resume 

the exercise of sovereignty over Hong Kong. 

Of al1 the Hong Kong Chinese who immigrate to Canada each year, about one-third of 

them are under the age of 25 (see Figure 1-1). In other words, these immigrants are 

prospective participants in the Canadian educational system. The problem of ensuring the 

successful adaptation of immigrant students to a countq whose language, culture, climate, 

geography, history, and form of government are contrast markedly with those of their 

native land presents a significant number of challenges. 



Figure 1-1 : Hong Kong Immigrants Admitted to Canada, 1982-1992 

(Source: Figures obtoined fiom the EmpI~~vrnent and Immigration Canada's annual reports on 
Immigrant Smtistics from 1982 $0 1992) 

1.2. PURPOSE OF TBE STUDY 

This dissertation attempts to investigate the adaptation experiences of the recent Hong 

Kong immigrant students in Metro Toronto, particularly those at the high schooi Ievel. 

The cultural, social, and educational aspects of the adaptation of these Chinese immigrant 

students will be the pnmary concems of the present study. 

In order to better understand the uniqueness of the adaptation expenences of these 

immigrant students, a small group of Black immigrant students fiom the Caribbean would 

be included for the purpose of cornparison. Indeed, immigrant students fiom Hong Kong 

and the Caribbean share some similarities and dissimilarities. These students are similar in 

the sense that the countries from which they corne have different histoncal expenences of 



colonization. Besides, the distinct physical characteristics of these two groups of students 

set them apart fiorn members of the mainstrearn society in Canada. As dernonstrated in 

Figure 1-2, a significant proportion of al1 the Caribbean immigrants who immigrated to 

Canada from 1982 to 1992 were also under 25 years of age (ranged fiorn 38% to 55%). 

They would also be prospective participants in the educational system in Canada. On the 

other hand, there are significant differences between the Hong Kong Chinese and 

Caribbean immigrants in terms of their c u l ~ r a l  and language backgrounds. 

(Solrrce: Figures obtained from the Empioyment and Immigration Canada's annual reports on 
Immigrant Statistics from 1982 to 1992) 

1.3. MAJOR RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

The present study is guided by the following major research questions: 

(a) How do the Hong Kong immigrant and Caribbean students adapt to new life in 

Canada socially, culturally, and educationally? 



(b) How satisfied are these immigrant students with life, including both acadernic and 

non-acadernic aspects, in Canada? 

(c) Are there significant differences between the Hong Kong and Caribbean immigrants 

students in ternis of their adaptation experiences? 

(d) What are the future plans of these immigrant students? 

(e) What are the key determinants (i.e., socio-dernographic and background variables) of 

the adaptation experiences of these minonty immigrant students? 

1.4. SIGNDFICANCE OF THE STUDY 

First of dl, although the recent influx of Chinese immigrant students from Hong Kong 

has attracted much media attention, research on the adaptation experiences of Chinese 

immigrant students has been surprisingly sparse in view of its complexity and importance. 

In fact. previous studies tended to focus oniy on students attending post-secondary 

institutions (Chan, 1987; Wong, 1977). However, it should be emphasized that the 

experiences of high school immigrant students, who are relatively younger and less 

mature, are likely to be different fiom those attending colleges or universities. It is hoped 

that this study will fil1 a lacuna in the present literature on the Chinese immigrant students 

in Canada. 

Secondly, the results of this study will be beneficial not merely to the various Boards of 

Education and high schools, but to al1 other educationai institutions where a body of 

Chinese immigrant students are found. Its findings cm be used as basic information for 

developing academic and cultural programs (e.g., orientation programs, ESL programs) 

and support services (e.g., cross-cultural counselling) to cater to the specific needs of 

these newly-arrived immigrants. 



Thirdly, the findings of this study can provide the prospective immigrant students with 

vaiuable information concerning the different adaptation problems that they may expect to 

encounter when they immigrate to Canada. As a result, they may be better and more 

quickly able to adapt during the transition into a new culture. 

Last, but not least, governrnental departments which are responsible for formulating 

immigration policies rnay also find the results useful. It should be borne in rnind that well- 

adjusted immigrant students can be an asset to their "adopted" country, for they are able 

to extract the best from both their original culture and the hoa  culture to their own 

benefits, as well as making Canada a more co1ourfùl and interesting country to live in. 

1.5. DEFINITION OF IMPORTANT TERMS 

a. Immigmt Student. An immigrant student is defined as one who meets the 

following three critena: (i) country of birth: outside Canada (Le., Hong Kong in the case 

of the Chinese students and the various Caribbean countries in the case of Black students); 

(ii) current status in Canada: landed immigrant or citizen; and (iii) Iength of residence in 

Canada being five years or less. 

b. Place of Origi12. The last place of permanent residence of respondents was referred 

to as "country of origin" or "home country" in the original research instrument. In view of 

the fact that Hong Kong is a colony or temtory rather than a country, the term 

"homeland" would be used in this manuscript. 

1.6. A NOTE ON ROMANIZATION 

Wades-Giles and Pinyin are two different methods of achieving a similar objective - to 

represent the sounds of the Chinese language alphabetically in Roman letters. Wades-Giles 

was a system created by foreignen, to enable foreigners to pronounce Chinese, and to be 

able to refer to names in common use. Pinyin is a system introduced by the Chinese in 



1958. Pinyin is considered to be the system of the present and the future. For example, 

Peking is Wades-Giles for Beijing. 

In Hong Kong, the romanization for Chinese narnes and terms is based pnmarily on the 

Cantonese pronunciation. To use the national language for al1 names in Hong Kong will 

result in the loss of the whole feel of the territory and its people, as well as the delicate 

flavour and nuance of a distinctive local culture. In this manuscript, therefore, names and 

terms pertaining to Hong Kong are spelt in the conventional way, which is usually on the 

Wade-Giles systern. By contrast, names and terms pertaining to Mainland China are spelt 

in the pinyin system. 

1.7. OUTLINE OF THE DISSERTATION 

This dissertation consists of seven chapters. This introductory chapter has frarned the 

purpose, significance, and research questions of the study. Chapter 2 contains a detailed 

examination of the socio-econornic and political context within which emigration fiom 

Hong Kong and the Caribbean was triggered. In Chapter 3, the theory of assimilation and 

the major theoretical models which have been developed for the study of the adaptation 

and developrnent of immigrant groups are discussed. A review of empirical studies 

focusing on the adaptation of Chinese immigrants in North Arnerica (Canada and the 

United States) and an examination of the methodological approaches used in the study of 

adaptation of immigrants are included. Chapter 4 contains details of the research design 

and methods. It also discusses the instruments used to measure the concepts under 

investigation. 

The next two chapters report the research findings. Chapter 5 presents the quantitative 

findings based on the questionnaire survey. Chapter 6 deals with the thematic analysis of 

interviews conducted with a small sarnple of the participants. A few case summaries are 

also presented. The final chapter summarizes the major findings, draws conclusions, 

outlines the limitations, and makes recommendations for fiirther research. 



CHAPTER 2: EMiGRATION TO CANADA: TKE MAJOR DETERMINANTS 

This chapter examines the social, politicai, and economic context within which emigration 

&om Hong Kong and the Caribbean was triggered, as well as why Canada appears to be the 

"land flowing with milk and honey" to the aspiring emigrants. 

2.1. MOTWATIONS FOR IMMIGRATION 

Humanity has exhibiteci nomadic characteristics throughout history. Ilîgratov tendency 

cannot be adequately explaineci by a single factor. This persistent characteristic of human 

beings is indeed attributed to a complex assortment of circurnstances and motives. People have 

moved fiom place to place, over long and short distances, because of dissatisfaction with 

prevailing Ncumstances, together with a somewhat inexplicable sense of optimism that a move 

clsewhere would find more favourable conditions and better opporhinities. in other words, 

human migration takes place because of a variety of "push" and "pull" tàctors. in particular, 

Furnham and Bochner ( 1 986:45) have identifieci the major "pull" factors (destination's culture 

and values, high standard of living, benefits of the welfare state, and improved quality of Ife) 

and " push" factors (economic and po iitical reasons). 

Noticeably, such a conceptuaikation is rather incornplete. For instance, all motives can 

reflect both a "push" and "pi?ll" &or. As weii, according to Taylor (1969:99), this approach 

subsumes al1 motives under the assurnption of the rmxhktion of want-satisfactions, reducing 

the complex decision to migrate IO a type of mechanical balance of extemai and impersonal 

forces. Nevertheless, as suggested by Dirks (1995:3), it identifies the two broad categories of 

causes and motives. Since the present midy focuses on the adaptation experiences of 

immigrants, it wiil &ce to examine the Ncumstances under which people in Hong Kong and 

the Caribbean immigrate to Canada. 



2.2. THE EXODUS OF HONG KONG CHilWSE 

2.2.1. Hong Kong: Bomwed Tirne, Bomwed place1 

Hong Kong (meaning fhgrant harbour) is a British Crown colony. The fact that Hong 

Kong's separation Iiom Mainland China was basicdy the consequence of three Angio-Chinese 

agreements of the nineteenth century: The Treaty of Nanking, signed in 1842 and ratifieci in 

1843 under which Hong Kong Island was ceded in perpetuity; the Convention of P e h g  in 

1860 under which the southem part of Kowloon peiiinsula and Stonecutters Island were ceded 

in perpetuity; the Convention of 1898 under which the New Temtories (comprising 92 per cent 

of the total land area of the temtory) were leased to Britain land-fie for 99 years from July 1, 

1898.' According to Cottreii (1 993), at the time of signing the 1898 Convention, the British 

authorities appeared to have seen the leasing arrangement as a temporary acpedient, to be 

supeded in due course by a M e r  instrument effêcting a permanent transfer of the New 

Temtories to Britain. This, however, never materiahai. 

2-22. The Negotiation on the Future o f  Hong Kong 

It was the fact that the New Temtories are subject to a lease with a fixeci e x p j .  date which 

lay behind the decision by the British government to seek to enter negotiations with the 

govemment of the People's Republic of China (refend to hereafter as the PRC government or 

the Chinese governrnent) on the fùture of Hong Kong. Theoretidy, the British govemment 

can choose to r e m  to China only the New Temtories and continue its d e  over Hong Kong 

and Kowloon after June 30, 1997 when the lease expires. In practice, however, this is simply 

not quite possible. As explained by Chiu (19877): 

W~thout the leased temtones, Hong Kong would have M y  no agidture 
or industry. It wouid lose its container port at Kwai Chung and thus its 
shipping industry. Although the m a y  of the airport is within the ceded 
temtory, the incoming and outgoing a i r d  have to fly over the leased 
temtories. 



That is to say, the leased temitories are of vital importance to the existence of the other parts of 

Hong Kong. This fàct prompted the British govemrnent to initiate discussions with the PRC 

govemment on the fùture of Hong Kong. 

The first round of diplornatic talks on the fuaire of Hong Kong was held in Beijing Ui 

October 1982. Although the Bntish governent felt that Hong Kong people should have their 

representatives in the t h ,  the PRC govemment stemiy rejected this proposal.3 Taiks 

continueci throughout 1983 and 1984 against the backdrop of China's warning that it would 

impose a unilaterd solution uniess a negotiated agreement was reached by September 1984. 

Mer two years of strenuous negotiations, without participation f3om Hong Kong, a Joint 

Declaration was initialed on September 26, 1984 and subsequently signed on December 19, 

1984 by the Bntish and PRC govemments. Under the ternis of the Joint Dedaration, British 

administration and jurisdiction over Hong Kong wili continue to June 30, 1997, and Hong 

Kong (icluding Hong Kong island, Kowloon, and the New Territones) wiU fkom July 1, 1997, 

become a Special Administrative Region (SAR) of the People's Rqublic of China under the 

concept "one country, two systems".' The Joint Declaration provides that for 50 years afler 

1997, Hong Kong's life-style wiil remain unchangeà, and that China's socialist system and 

policies will not be practised in the SAR. The Chinese govemment aiso stated that al Chese 

policies towards Hong Kong containeci in the declaration wouid be stipuiated, in the fom of 

the Basic Law of the Hong Kong Sm by the National People's Congress (NPC), China's 

legislahue. 

This Joint Declaration contains certain ambiguities and uncertainties. As pointeci out by 

Domes (1 983:3-4): 

Even if the govemment of the PRC decides to abide by the contents of the 
Joint Declaration - a decision that is entirely up to that govemment after J d y  1, 
1997, without any viable international guarantees or instruments of supeniision 
- it can stiU interpret the text as it pleases. The govemment of the PRC has 
promiseci that the Hong Kong S pecial Administrative Region "wi l  enjoy a high 
degree of autonomy," but what does "high" mean to the Chinese CommUnist 
party's ruiing eiite? "The laws nirrently in force in Hong Kong wili remain 
basically unchanged," but what does "basically" mean? ... These and other 



similarly ambiguous phrases in the agreement leave considerable room for 
doubt about the ftture of Hong Kong between 1997 and 2047, not to mention 
the period &es 2047, when all pledges given by the PRC in the Joint 
Declaration become formally invalid. 

Various independent opinion surveys have indicated the generai a q t a n c e  of the 

agreement. For instance, a survey conducted by the Survey Research Hong Kong Limted in 

th= period between October 16 and November 2, 1984 found that a rnajonty (71%) of the 

respondents betieved that the draft agreement was "quite gooci". When fàced with the choice 

between the cirafi agreement or no agreement, 90 per cent opted for the draft agreement 

(Cheng, 1986: 1 1). 

Particularly, Scott (1989:213) offered four reasons as to why the people of Hong Kong still 

found the agreement generaliy acceptable despite the British govemment's Mure  to provide 

for Hong Kong representation in the making of the agreement and the arnbiguities of some of 

the terms containhg in the Joint Declaration Fim of ail, aithough some substantive concaris 

such as the nature of the fiiture constitution and the means of interpre~g t were not 

addresseci, it was rather d3Ecult to criticize an accord which promised so many rights and 

privileges and which seemed to maintain the stanis quo. Besides, the British government stated 

quite acplicitly that there was no alternative to the agreement and that it couid not be amended. 

In addition, the agreement has the support of weli-organired groups and institutions, such as 

impo&t commercial and business organizations. Finaüy, it was due to the promise that there 

wouid be "hi@ degree of autonomy" and "Hong Kong people niling Hong Kong" after the 

takeover. Partidariy, in the second half of 1984, there seemed a possiibility. carefdly 

cultivated by the British and Hong Kong govemments, that Hong Kong would be able to 

develop its own representative f o n  of govemment.' 

It shouid be mentioned that a statement issued by the unofficial members of the Hong Kong 

Exeaitve and Legislative Councils in November 1984 also indicated that wMe the agreement 

was acceptable as a whole to the majority of the Hong Kong cornmunity, some specific areas 

of concern were raiseci, including: 



... anxiw about interference fiom the Chinese Governrnent; worry about 
conscription in the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region; uncertainty 
about the acceptability to third countnes of the new form of British passport; 
doubt about the presemation of existing human rights and personal freedoms; 
fear about the stationhg of PLA troops in Hong Kong; resentrnent about the 
tenination of the transmissibility of British nationality for Hong Kong BDTCs 
in 1997; reservations about possible incompatibiiity between the constitution of 
the People's Republic of China and the fùture Basic Law of Hong Kong; and 
concem about the fithfid implernentation of the Agreement and the policies of 
future Chinese leaders (citeci in Chiu et al., 1987:221). 

2.2.3. Transition to Chinese Rule in 1997 

It is quite logicai to think that the Chinese govemment wül not "kdl the goose that lays the 

golden eggs" and to rnake the Hong Kong mode1 of peacm settiement through negotiation 

and economic co-operation attractive for Taiwan. This view, however, may be rather 

simplistic. The foiiowing section outlines some of the major events which have triggesed the 

massive exodus of Hong Kong residents during the tfansitional period. 

Successive changes in immigration laws beginning in 1962 had stripped the British subjects 

in Hong Kong of the right of abode in Britain. According to the British Nationality Act 1981 

(hereafter BNA 1981), a new category of British Dependent Territory Citizens (BDTC) was 

created. This change of name made no tangible difference to the rights of Hong Kong residents 

since BDTCs would still be entitled to cal1 on the assistance of British consular staff when 

traveling overseas and had, as before, no right of abode in Britain. Miners (1 99 1 :24) noted that 

this new type of passport was widely seen in Hong Kong as creating an iderior category of 

British citizemhip and as a sign of Britah's attempt to distance itseif fiom any obligations in 

Hong Kong, especiaily when the inhabitants of Gibraltar and the Falkland Islands were @en 

fidl British citizenship with the right of abode in Britain under the same act of Parliament which 

made people bom or naturalized in Hong Kong merely B D T C ~  



In Eia, the position of the PRC govemment during the Sino-British negotiations was that ail 

Hong Kong Chinese without the right of abode in Britain are Chinese nationals and that the 

British passport that they held were simply travel documents. As point& out by McGurn 

(1 99Z:S4), Britain found that approach, for quite diffkent rasons, as convenient as China dici, 

and consequently the Joint Declarafion stipulateci that the carriers of these second-cias British 

passports wouid not be entitied to British c o d a r  protection in the future Hong Kong SAR. 

In addition, a strong sense of betrayal was keenly felt by the people of Hong Kong as 

Macau residents received very Werent treatment f?om their colonial ders  on the issue of 

nati~natity~ Macau is scheduled to be retumed to China in December, 1999. As in Hong Kong, 

98 per cent of the tenitory's 450,000 inhabitants are Chinese. The approximately 100,000 

Pomiguese nationals in Macau are fidi Pomiguese citizens with the ri& to iive in Portugal. 

Since January 1, 1993, under the Treaty of Rome, these Macau Chinese even enjoy the rights 

of f?ee movement in any other EC country including Britain (Shah, 1995 : 103). 

b. The Daya Bay NucZear Power Plànt Controversy 

A critical issue which captureci much of the attention of the Hong Kong people &er the 

Sino-British negotiations was the decision by the PRC government to b d d  its fint commercial 

nuclear power plant just 50 km h m  the centre of Hong Kong. In kct, it has been known since 

1980 that the PRC govemment wanted to buiid a nuclear plant at Daya Bay, but it was ody 

after the Chemobyl accident in April 1986 that public pressure mounted. S a f i  of the plant,7 

China's ability to manage the plant, close proximity of the plant to Hong Kong, and 

impossibility of evacuation in case of accident due to Hong Kong's unique geographical and 

dernographic situation were among the major concems of the people of Hong Kong. 

In addition to the nurnerous anti-nuclear d. ieç  which took place in the colony, about one 

&on Hong Kong residents (approximately one-= of the total population at that time) 

signed a petition objecting to the building of the plant in 1986 (Scott, 1989:29). An opinion 

poii conducted by Survey Research Hong Kong Limited demonstrated that 72 p n  cent of the 



respogdents were against the project (cited in Scott, 1989:309). The Chinese govemment, 

however, was not swayed. This has demonstrated that the PRC governent would not 

respond tc public pressure. As weU, it has shown Britain's ins'ience of putting its own 

commercial interests first because it was widely known that China would purchase the power 

generator for Daya Bay fiom Britain provided that Hong Kong bought electricity. Otherwise 

China wouid buy dl the equipment for the US !§4 billion plant &om France. At the same the, 

this also indicated the local legislators' reluctance to stand up to Beijing as a majonty of the 

Legislative Council refûsed to dow a debate on the issue (Raffkrty, 1989:462-463). 

During May and June 1989, a few months short of the 40th Anniversary of the PRC, a 

desperate cry for democracy and less compt govemment rang out in Tiananmen Square in 

Beijing. Subsequently, the machine guns and tanks of the People's Liberation Amy brutdy 

suppressed the demonstraton in the square. Accordhg to Werty (1989:5), western sources 

estimateci that about 7,000 people were killed, whereas Amnesty International expressed that at 

least 1,300 civilians were killed in the immediate crackdown 

This tragic incident has put the people of Hong Kong into a state of deep shock and fear for 

their fùture under Chinese sovereign@ Its e f f i  on Hong Kong was irnmediate and 

devast~ting. An opinion poll pubîished by the Sarlh ChiM M-g Post on October 3 1, 1989, 

as pointed out by Cheng (1990:33), demonstrated that 69 per cent of the respondents were not 

very confident nnor even WLy confident that the Basic Law would ensure that the "one country, 

two systems" promise would be kept. 

The struggie for democratic r e m  in China had dramatically transfonned the political 

landscape in Hong Kong. The people of Hong Kong were galvanized into fidi-de collective 

action As o b s e d  by Chan (1 996:23): 



They [The Hong Kong people] were transformed almost ovemight f7om 
apolitical and apathetic residents of a colony to cititens of a threatened 
community cornmittecl to preserve their eeedom and fight for their rights. It 
was this fully awakened and mobilized Hong Kong citiunry that aed  the 
ranks of the May 21 one million and May 28 one and one-baif million mass 
protest marches on the island. These were so unpreceûented in size, scaie, 
magnitude, and intensity that they were powerfiil signs for the PRC and the rest 
of the worid to appreciate. 

The Bntish govemment subsequently initiated a series of measures attempting to bolster 

public confidence in Hong Kong's firme. In pdcular, the British governent promised to 

encourage the international comdi ty  to take a greater interest in Hong Kong, to embark on a 

new internationai airport project, to introduce a bill of rights, and ro ask China to make changes 

in the Basic Law which would aiiow the pace of dernomtic deveiopment More 1997 to be 

accelerated (Miners, 1991 : 1 1). To encourage the Hong Kong people to stay in the territory 

and to provide greater confidence and stability in the community, on Decernber 20, 1989, six 

months after the Tiananmen incident, the British govemment amounced a scheme under which 

the right of abode in Britain would be granteci to 50,000 t';unilies (about 225,000 people 

altogether) without their h a h g  to leave Hong Kong. 

Beijing objected to the British policy of the right of abode in Bntain, asserting that London 

violateci its promise in the Sino-British Declaration. Wang (1995: 1 16) pointed out uiat 

Beijing's fonnal response to the British program involved several points: (1) China would not 

recognize Bntain's transfer of Chinese citkenship into British citizenship under the progmm of 

right of abode in Britaùi; (2) those who received British passports would not have British 

consular protection in the SAR and other parts of the PRC; and (3) Hong Kong Chinese 

citizem accepted as British citizens would not be aiiowed to use th& British cibnship to 

enter and depart ffom Hong Kong and other parts of the PRC. 

The Chinese govemment, instead of making concessions, made clear its determination to 

tighten control over Hong Kong. As observeci by Miners (1 99 1 : 1 1-1 2): 



The drafl Basic Law was changed to widen the scope of the legislation against 
treason and subversion, and to prohibit foreign political orgarhtions from 
conducthg politicai activities in the SAR and local organizations from 
estabiishing ties with foreign political bodies. The list of senior civil sexvants 
who must be Chinese nationals without any foreign right of abode was 
Iengthened, and the sarne restriction was placed on 80 per cent of the 
membership of the Legisiative Cound. The power of the centrai govemment 
to declare a state of ernergency in the SAR was not modifieci, and China 
insisted that it wouid exercise its right to station units of the People's Liberation 
Amy in Hong Kong. 

The Basic Law provides the constitutional basis for the establishment of the Hong Kong 

Specid Administrative Region in 1997 for 50 years and the legal phciples and policies for the 

administration of Hong Kong afler 1997 in accordance with the Joint Declaration Mer  a he- 

year drafting process, the Basic Law was finaiiy completed on April 4, 1990. The eady 

promulgation of the Basic Law apparently signifies a renewed pressure for convergence and a 

greater presence of China in the politicai process in Hong Kong before the transfer of 

sovereignty. However, the Basic Law proved more controversial than the Joint Declaration. It 

wiU be su8icient to highlight a few of the articles that have been found to be particuiariy 

controversial. 

First of aii, the friture head of the Hong Kong SAR governeni, the Chief Exeaitive, wiU 

PO& many of the extra-ordinary powers enjoyed by previous British govemors. Accordkg 

to Article 48, the powers of the Chief Executive include: leading the Hong Kong SAR 

governrnent; being responsible for signhg bills into law and for implementing hem; signing 

budgets; deciding on governrnent policies and issuing directives; appointing and removing 

senior officiais (subject to the endonement of the Central Government); appointing and 

removhg judges; and approving the introduction of motions regarding revenues or acpenditure 

to the legislature (Yahuda, 1996: 88). This Chief Executive wiü, of course, be appointed by 

China 



The third paragraph of Article 18 limits the jurisdiction of the courts of the Hong Kong 

S& and it also exdudes cases relating to the "executive acts of the Central People's 

Governrnent". Article 169 takes away the power of the courts of the Hong Kong SAR in their 

interpretation of certain provisions of the Basic Law. Whde the judiciary is independent of the 

executive, China has introduced a distinction between adjudication and interpretation, 

unknown to Hong Kong's existing cornmon law legai system. Thus while the Hong Kong Fuial 

Court of Appeal may have the power of final adjudication, the final power of interpreting the 

Basic Law lies with the Standing Committee of the NPC in Beijing. In addition, the Standing 

Committee is given the power to revoke laws enacted by the S A .  that the Standing 

Cornmittee considers a;e not in conformity with the Basic Law. The Standing Cornmittee also 

has the power to revoke laws enacted before 1997 on the same grounds. 

Moreover, the Basic Law establishes that a state of emergency in the SAR wiIi be declareci 

by the NPC on one of the foUowing conditions: (1) the country is in a state of war with a 

foreign state; and (2) a turmoil has ocwred within the SAR, and that turmoil endangers the 

national unity or security and is beyond the control of the Hong Kong SAR govemment. Hong 

Kong people worned that +hs regdation meant that the centrai govemment could at any 

moment abandon the Basic Law and replace it with other national laws. Accordhg to Chan 

(1 996:33), the same law in force on June 4, 1989, in Beijing could be implemented in the Hong 

Kong SAR 

The Hong Kong S AR wiU have no power to amend the Basic Law (Article 159). The WC 

retains diis constitutional authority. The SAR, nevertheless, may propose amenciments of the 

law. Even this would also require the consent of two-thirds of the deputies of the SAR to the 

NPC, two-thirds of aii the members of the Legislative Council of the SAR, and the Chief 

Exmtive. 



e. Direct Electiom 

As pohted out earlier, the Hong Kong govemment had issued a Green Paper entitied "The 

Future Development of Representative Govemment in Hong Kong" in July 1984, two months 

before the Joint Declaration was initialeci. The Green Paper addresseci the moa controverd 

aspect of democracy - the direct elections to the Legislative CounciL In short, the people of 

Hong Kong were led to believe that the Green Paper had mapped out the path to a directly 

elected legislahire. In November 1984, a absequent White Paper en- "The Further 

Development of Representative Govenunent in Hong Kong" ostensiby confirmecl the need to 

Uistitute democracy ri@ away. 

According to the Basic Law, however, ody  24 of the 60 members in the f h t  term of the 

legislahire of the Hong Kong SAR (1997-99) would be returned by geographid 

constituencies through direct election. Ten members WU be retumed by an election comminee 

and 30 by fiindonal constituencies. In the second term (1999-2003) and the third term (2003- 

2007), the diredy elected members wiu be increased to 24 and 30 respectively. It should be 

noted that although the elected element wiU steadily increase unîiI it reaches 50 per cent in 

2007, a M y  directly elected legislatue requires the endorsement of two-thirds of the members 

and the approval of the Chief Executive. There is, in short, no guarantee that the Iegislature wiU 

ever be fÙUy electeà by direct universal sufhge  (Chan, 1996:33). 

A recent atternpt by the 1 s t  British Govemor of Hong Kong, Chris Patten, to widen the 

bases of democratic participation8 was viewed by Beijing as a violation of the Basic Law and 

the previous agreements between the two sovereign powers. Consequently, the PRC 

governrnent pledged to replace al1 three tiers of representative bodies elected under the 

proposais of this last Govemor, including the District Boards, the Regional and Urban 

Counds, as weli as the Legislative C o u d ,  in 1997. The people of Hong Kong are 

particularly concerned with Beijing's proposal to replace the Iegislature with a provisional one. 

The establishment of a provisional legislaînre wili doubtlessly throttie the democratic election 



of the Legislative Council, thereby enabiing the Chinese govemment to gain fbil control of the 

legislahire. 

2.2.4. The Uncertain Future of Hong Kong 

The emergence of the 1997 problem in Hong Kong, as pointed out by Lau (1990: 18), has 

"caught the Hong Kong Chinese off balance and created psychological disarray among them. 

The preservation of the capitalkt system and the provision for a high degree of self- 

government, as enshrined in both the Joint Declaration and the Basic Law should theoretically 

have settled for good the f h r e  of the territory Unfomuiately, the deepseated rnistnist of the 

intentions and capabilities of China, as weU as the unpredictabiity of China's fùhire, make Hong 

Kong's fùture exceedingiy uncertain in the mind of the Hong Kong people. 

It is without doubt that the fiiture of Hong Kong UltirnateIy depends on dwelopments in 

China, particularly the continuation of its opendoor policy, progress in its economic refomis, 

achievement in its economic development, and smooth leadership succession. During the 

transitional period, Beijing's paramount concem in Hong Kong, as argued by Luk (WM: IO), is 

absolute control in order to secure the economic prize, to prevent the natives 50x11 getting 

restive, and to forestal1 the Hong Kong experience with human di- and cRil society 

infecting the W a n d  provinces. 

~ h i , a  has apparently not been very successful in bolsering the confidence of the people of 

Hong Kong. As noted by Chan (1996:35), various surveys have demonstrateci îhat the politicai 

expectations and confidence of Hong Kong people has been deciinhg since the signing of the 

Joint Declarahon. In a more recent tenitory-wide poli conducteci by the Chinese University of 

Hong Kong in the m e r  and autumn of 199 1, only 1 1.2 per cent of the respondents tmsted 

the Chinese govemment, compared with 42.6 per cent who reveaied a trust for the Hong Kong 

govemment, and 20.2 per cent who truaed the British govemment (cited in Cheng, 1992: 

xxiii). As weil, the Hong Kong Baptist College's "Hong Kong Transitions Project" poli of 

1,109 Hong Kong households demonstrateù that 78 per cent believed that the S A R  



govement would be plagued by corruption and 63 per cent had no trust or slight trust in 

China's adherence to the terms of the Basic Law (cited in McMillen and Man, 1994). 

The lingering Uisecunty over the fuhire of Hong Kong has led to the mass exodus of the 

people in Hong Kong. Accordhg to official statistics pubiished in the annuai Hong Kong 

report by the Hong Kong govemment, the number or" persons leavhg the territory increased 

from an average of 20,000 a year in the early 1980s to 30,000 in 1987, and reached 66,000 in 

1992 (see Figure 2-1). The Hong Kong govement acknowledged that this was due to a 

combination of hors ,  including concem about Hong Kong's friture after the change of 

sovereignty in 1997 and immigration opportunities in the more popular destination countnes 

(Daiyanani, 1994:412). Quite noticeably, officiai statistics has a h  demonstrated that Canada 

has been the most favoured country of destination (see Figure 2-2). 

Figure 2-1 : Official Hong Kong Govemment Estimates of Emipîion, 1982-1992 

(Source: Ronaid Skeldon (1996). " Hong Kong in an Iritemational Migration 
System" in M.K. Chan and GA. PostigIione (eds.), The Hong Konq 
M e r :  Pasçaae to Chinese Sovereimty. London: M.E. Sharpe, Table 7.2) 



Figure 2-2: Immigrants to Major Destinations Whose Last Place of Petmanent 
Residence Being Hong Kong, 1982- 1992 

and 
Posiiglione (eds.), The Hone. Kone Reader Pasa~e to Chinese ~overeibty. ~o&n: ME. Sharpe, Table 7.1) 

2.3. THE CARIBBEAN DIASPORA IN CANADA 

Emigration has long been custornary in the caribbean.' As suggested by Lowe- (1975), 

although Caribbeans are rather insigruficant in the international migration sfream, those who 

have gone overseas, to Europe and to North America, comprise a significant proportion of the 

islands' total populations. Sorne go away for good, others only briefiy, still others move back 

and forth many thes; but emigrants of ail types consider North America and Europe as arenas 

of oppominity they hope WU compensate for the felt hadequacies of iifè in the Can'bbean 

archipelago. In facf the local drawbacks that impel people to leave stem fiom an insular 

geography and a history of slévery and colonialism. Naturai resources in the Caribbean region 

are very restricted; diseconornies of scale and limitai local markets place them at an increasing 

disadvantage for the production and distribution of goods and social services. Local labour can 

find few employment opportunities, and those who need jobs must search for them eisewhere. 



Gmelch (199257) summarizes well the patterns of Caribbean migration since 

emancipation: 

... over time the migrants moved fiirther and fùrther afield, fmt off the 
plantations bot within the British colonies, foiiowed by wider movernents 
to the non-British Caribbean and Central Arnerica, and then in this century 
to Britain, the United States, and Canada. Second, the movements have 
been in the direction of available jobs. And, not infiequently, the migration 
was actively encourageci by foreign governrnents and companies . . . . The 
destinations of the migrants have aIso been detemhed by the immigration 
policies of the foreign governments .. . In short, West Indian migration, iike 

- migration fiom most Thkd World countries, has generally been a 
consequence of the dependent and underdeveloped position of the 
Caribbean econornies vis-à-vis the wealthy metropoüan societies. Finaily, 
the West Indian migrations generaiiy have been of a temporary nature. 
Although many workers did remain behind in the host countries, nearly all 
left their homelands expecting to retum, and many of those who remain 
abroad today hang ont0 the notion that someday they will go home. 

According to W&er (1984: 12), several w e y s  have been conducteci to define the p- 

motivation for Caribbean migration to Canada, and it is apparent that economic and social 

mobility is a goal shared by most Canbbeans who anive with the expectation that they will 

enjoy certain benefits in reasonably shorter order. Many aspire to accumui@e suflrcient wealth 

ta enable them to retun to the Caribbean with their savings and establish a bett-er life at home. 

Oniy a smaiI proportion are committed at the tirne of their arrivai to remain permanentiy in 

Canada. 

Richmond (1989:2-3) observes that there are immigrants in Canada fiom alrnost 

everywhere in the Caribbean; however, the leadhg couritries of last permanent residence 

reported by Canibean immigrants have ben  Jamaica, Guyana, Haiti, and Trinidad. According 

to the 1991 census, there are 269,705 persons of Cariibean buth living in Canada. They are 

fiom the former British and present French and Dutch Caribbean There are aiso 39,880 

persons bom in Haiti, most of whom live in Quebec. As well, there are 4,780 persons from the 

Spanish Caribbean, including Cuba, the Dominican Republic and Puerto Rico (Henry, 

l994:28). 



2.4. CANADA: TEtF, PROMISED LAND? 

This section focuses on why Canada appears to many aspiring immigrants as a favoured 

country of destination. Four specific "puil" fàct~rs~ including immigration poiicy, 

muiticulturalism policy, degree of eelllStitutional completenes, and educational opportunities, 

will be discussed. 

Sp-g generaily, Canada is a desirable place to live, work, and raise fàdies because of 

its political stability, high standard of living, relative lack of racial tension, as  well as the 

openness of its educational system. The faa that Canada a q t s  a large number of immigrants 

every year is due to its low ferility rate? relatively high outmigration rate, aging population 

problem, and economic ne&. W~th regard to issues of outmigration and low b ' i  rate in 

Canada, Statistics Canada concluded in 1985 that with an mual emigration levd of 

approximately 5Q000 persow and a total fertility rate stabilizing at the level of 1.7 births per 

wornan, Canada would need 175,000 immigrants to stabilize its population each year (Globe 

andMail, January 4, 1988). 

Besides, immigration is the easiest way to maintain a vibrant society and to reverse the 

dwindling birth rate in view of Canada's aging population As explaineci by WeinfeId (1988): 

assuming that Canada's m e n t  total fertility rate of 1.67, and aMua net migration of about 

75,000 remain constant into the next century, Canada's population wouid be 3 1 d o n ,  with 

approximately 18.5 per cent over 65 by 2021. By the middle of the next centuxy, the 

population would decline to 29 million, with roughiy 23.3 per cent over 65. In other words, 

there wiIi be a decrease in total population but an increase in the number of old people. 

As producers and consumen, immigrants are considerd to be important stimuli for 

stimuiating economic growth. Not only do they ease labour shortages caused by capitalist 

expansion, they also take jobs that many Canadians are unwilling to do. With the relatively 

young age of most immigrants, they are quite keIy to underwxite the fùture costs of Setvicing 



an Uicreasingly aging and shrinking population (Eliiott and Fieras, 1990:61). In 1984 aione, for 

instance, 2,094 immigrant entrepreneurs were admitted to Canada, investing $8 17 million and 

creating 8,271 jobs (Malarek, 1987). 

2.4.1. Immigration Policy 

Prior to 1962, Canada's immigration poiicy was discriminatory with respect to the social, 

ethnic, and racial backgrounds of prospective immigrants. In 1962, Canada made major 

aitemations in its immigration policy and regulations to introduce the universai point system 

goveming eligibility. Ln other words, applicants for permanent residence needed to attain a 

certain nurnber of points, which were awarded for language skilis, education, age, and relatives 

already residing in Canada. 

Canada's immigration laws and regdations exist in a combined domestic and global 

environment that is constantiy changhg. For instance, in the eariy 1980s, Canada had to close 

its door to immigrants because the unemployment rate had increased to more than 10 per cent 

and immigrants were perceived to be taking jobs Eom Canadians. Iinmiption leveis were 

subsequently reduced from between 130,000 and 140,000 for 1982 to a record low of 85,OCO 

and 90,000 for 1985. According to Statistics Canada, however, the birth rate in Canada had 

dropped to an average of only 1.66 chiIdren for every woman of childbearing age, down fiom 

3.85 three decades ago. The population decline in Canada wentually would ekct  the country's 

econorny udess more immigrants were admitted. The Minister of State for Immigration 

announced in 1985 that the immigration door, which had been Whially closed since 1982, 

would be open again in 1986. In order to prevent a deciine in Canadian population by the turn 

of the centuxy, between 105,000 and 115,000 immigrants were to be accepteci in 1986 (Lai, 

1988: 110). 

As weli, immigration policy wiil determine the characteristics of the immigrants. In Jmuary 

1986, for example, the Canadian government estabiished a new category within business 

immigration'0, the investor class. This category was intended for people who had considerable 



capital to invest in a Canadian enterprise but were not interested in the hands-on management 

of it. As with the entrepreneurid class, the goal remained to mate or Amintain jobs. Investors 

were not required to padcipate actively in the operation or management of the enterprise. This 

investor scheme was built on the belief that this approach wodd help to fulfil the o v d  

objectives of business immigration policy; that is, to promote, encourage- and fkihte the 

immigration to Canada of experk~iced business people with nsk capital @irks, 1995:106). 

More specificdy, the investors and their families would be admitteci as immigrants if the 

investors had a s u c c d  track record in business in thek native Iand and a net worth of at 

Ieast half a million dollars and invested $250,000 in an approved business for thtee years in 

Canada Apparently, this program has attracted many wealthy Hong Kong entrepreneurs and 

investors to Canada. 

On the other hand, Henry (1994:29-30) pointed out that a noteworthy feature of Canibean 

migration has been the pattem of women immigrating alone. This Mers si@cantiy fkom 

most migratory movements in which more men than women migrate to a new count~~. in 

1981, the ratio of men to women was 0.83, but ifonly those from Jamaica are counted, the sex 

ratio was 0.71 (i-e., 0.71 men to evexy woman migrated). This i.balance7 particuiarly in the 

early years of the Caribbean migration to Canada, reflected in part the govement's domestic 

labour schemes in which women were allowed entq into the country if they agreeà to work as 

domestics for one yearll . On the whole, based on a detailed analysis of the sociodemographic 

profile of Caribbean immigrants in Canada, Anderson (1993 :62) concluded that: 

... it would be a fiir and accwate assessrnent that the volume of Caribbean 
Unmigration into Canada over the period 19674989 and its proportion of the 
national total both indicate that the Caribbean area hm attained and continues 
to maintain a preferred area status for supplying the priority rnanpower and 
skdi needs of Canada 

Immigration over the decades has drastically changeci the ethnic make-up of Canada. As 

pointed out by Samuel (1990:3), ethnic groups other than British or French represented oniy 



10 per cent of the total popuiation in 188 1. ln 199 1, the same groups were 42 per cent of the 

population. According to cautous estimates based on consemative assumptions, the visible 

rninoriry population increased fiom 6.3 per cent of the popuiation in 1986 to 9.1 per cent in 

1 99 1 (Samuel, 1992: 1 7). 

A major feature of contemporary Canada is its espousai of mdtidturaüsm as a basic tenet 

of its policies for immigrant settlement and for ethnidracial relations. In the sense that members 

of ethnic minority groups are diowed, even encouraged, to preserve their own culturai 

hentage, children may be raised in a manner that diverges sharply, in t e m  of value orientations 

and achievement motivation, fiom socialkation practices of the two charter groups. 

Multiculturaiism as a goverment policy can be said to have been at least symbolically 

beneficial in that Canada now officiaiiy celebrates its ethnic diversity and encourages the 

expression of unique ethnic cultures. Various minority ethnic groups have established 

themselves as part of the Canadian identity and are now r e c o g d  in the school Cumculum 

and in national patriotic wents. One major feature of this change for newly aniveci immigrants 

is that govemment services and programs (e.g. ESL programs) are generally more accessible. 

The concept of instihitional completeness, which wiii be elaborated M e r  in the third 

chapter, refers to the e.ent to which an ethnic group in a paaailar locale possess 

organizations developed by or for members of that ethnodture (Breton, 1964). The degree of 

institutional completeness of an ethnic group reinforces their ethnic identity and interpersonai 

ties. The more institutions an ethnic group is able to develop, the more organized it is, and the 

greater its possibility of maintahhg ethnic identity (Henry, 1994:232). As we& Richmond 

(1 967: 16) remarked that institutional completeness depends on the presence of church, culturai 

and recreational clubs, own schools, doaors, lawyers, social weEue, radio programs, 

newspapers, and youth groups. Relatedly, the concept of "community closure" refers to the 

process by which comrnunity members, once they have formed communal relationships, tend to 



monopoiize economic, politid, and social advantages. Closure may be attained by 

cornmunities located at various positions dong the stratification continuum When applied to 

ethnic cornmunities, ethnic cornmunity closure attains or maintains a positively esteemed form 

of ethnic identity (He= l994:232). 

Quite noticeably, new Chinese immigrants are most likeIy to prefer to go to Toronto, 

Vancouver, Montreai, and Calgary (Cannon, 1989: 230). It is obvious that these are places 

where Chinese cornmunities are aiready weii-established. As pohteà out by Lai (1988: W), 

unlike - old Chinatowns, these new Chinatowns are not merely Chinese residential areas and 

rarely have Chinese institutions. Recent Chinese immigrants can readily gain access to a wide 

range of officiai information printed in Chiriese, and can gain advice fiom weLI-established 

community organkations and local Chinese-Canadian prof&onals. As noted by Lay, ln&, 

and WU (1994:421), there are also a range of Chinese social institutions including newspapers, 

retaiiers, and Chinese religious organizations to which the new immigrants have access. 

Using the Chinese media n-ork in Toronto as an example, four daily newspapers (Shg 

Puo, Ming Pao, Wororld Jburmll, und Sitg Duo Daily) are being published, television progmns 

are being broadcast through C M  channe1 47 and Fairchiid TelevisionXanada's National 

Chinese T.V. Network, and radio programs are being broadcast on three stations (AM 1430, 

AM 1 540, FM 88.9). A YeIlow Pages telephone directory is also avdable in the Chinese 

community. Of course, Hong Kong Chuiese wodd find Canada attractive as not only can they 

enjoy a wide range of economic and social senices catering to their ne&, they can regard the 

Chinese comrnunities as an identity and a root of Chinese hentage in Canada. 

Focusing on the Cmibean community in Toronto, Henry (1994:233) suggested that the 

process of institutional completenes has proceeded to a considerable ment. Obsenation of 

the services available in the community indicate that the range of Services available is extensive. 

It ranges ffom simple seNices, such as shops, to advanced professonal seMces in medicine, 

accountancy, and financial seMces. Furthemore, Hauy (1994:233-234) provided an anaiysis 



of the advertisements 

condudeci that: 

p l a d  in SHARE, the main newspaper swing the community and 

. . . over 500 seMces and products were being ad.vdsed. The most represented 
institutions are comrnunity services and organLatons fùnded by the 
government. Air travel services take up rnost of the advertising space in 
SKARE ... A few educational and cuiturai institutions, as weii as legal and 
health services, are feaîured. Although there are in aii iikelihood more churches 
in the community than goceries, few churches would choose to advertise for 
worship. ûther business advertised included restaurants, rd estate, meat 

- market, tropical food$ and clothing. While medical, legai, and dental ficiiities 
are available to the cornmurity, these advanced profesSonal seMces are still irt 
limited supply . 

The educatiod system in Canada is wekstablished. This is attested by the sigdicant 

number of international students who corne to study every year. Indeed, previous studies 

(Chow, 1990; Mickle, 1984) on foreign students f?om Hong Kong, rnany of whom were 

prospective immigrants, demonstrated that the fiequentiy mentioned reasons for corning to 

Canada to M e r  their studies included "a wider choice of fields in Canada'' and "more 

coikges and universities in Canada". 

According to Tan and Roy (1985: 18)' the Chinese "firmiy believe that education is the 

means to upward mobility and success". Similady, Caribbean parents are said to place an 

inordinately high value on education as weU. As stated by FIenryl2 (19%: 126): 

Even poor single mothers will do their utmost to ensure that their chiIdren 
receive as much schoohg as possible their efforts to make sure that their 
children have at least one clean d o m  and one pair of shoes are legion. 
Descriptions of such efforts are highlighted in much of the fictional work 
produced by Caribbean writers. Classic writers such as George Lamming 
discuss the emphasis on the importance of the school in the poorest home. 
More r m t l y ,  S.B. Jones-Hendrikson's description of growhg up poor in St. 
Kitts pointedy stresses the si@cance of school in the Iives of students and 
parents. 



Emphasis on education by both the Chinese and Caribbeans may also be reiated to th& 

colonial experiences. As Calliste ( 1 %O:2 14-2 1 5) remarked: 

Colonialisrn had both demonstrateci the ingredients of '?he good He7' and 
denied or limited the opportunity for their achement. It had provided, 
through education, in particular, the channel for upward social rnobiiity, Even if 
oniy a few benefitted fiom movhg dong this channel, the large majority knew 
of its existence and were prepared to undergo many d c e s  in order to 
benefit f?om it. Thus educatîon has been presented to shidents as a way of their 
achieving a social status different fiom thek parents. 



Notes: 

1 In 1968, Richard Hughes published a book entitied Hona Konn: Bomowed Tome-Bonowed 
Place. His chosen title emphasizes that Hong Kong is a borrowed place living on borrowed 
time. He was uncertain at the t h e  of WIiting as to whether the Hong Kong miracle wouid 
suvive untii 2997. 

2 In 1898, Bntain took advantage of China's defeat by Japan in the war of 1894-95 to demand 
the lease of the area north of Kowloon for 99 years. As pointed out by Miners (1 991 :3), the 
British government would have preferred the outright cession of these New Temitones. 
However, since Russia, Germany, and France were also deïnanding the gant of temtotial 
concessions fiom China at this time, were content to accept 99-year Ieaseholds or les, Bntain 
reluctintly agreed to similar terms. 

3 Beijing cnticized it as a "three-legged stool" concept , which was considered to infringe on 
the sacred right on the PRC governrnent. 

' It should be noted that the Beijing authorities' thinking about C h ' s  r d c a t i o n  the Hong 
Kong and Taiwan issues are closely related. Chinese officiais eqect that the "one country, two 
systems" formula will be applied to Taiwan, Hong Kong, and the territory of Macau, whicb, 
although predominantiy popuiated with Chinese, has had a capitalist system since 1887, 
established by the Portuguese who d e d  there in 1557 (Wang, 1995:41). This "one country, 
two systems" policy has been aiticized by Weng (1988:89) as concepMy bold and creative, 
but ultimately contradictory, overbearing, and transitionai in nature. More specifidy, such a 
poiicy is contradictoxy because it proposes to have a capitalist local systern operating under the 
admùiistration of a comrnunist central government. It is ovdearing as the two systems are 
unequa! in status and size, so that one side is likely to be overwhelmed by the other in the 
normal course of development. F i y ,  it is transitional because the Wetime for the Survival of 
the capitalist system is limiteci and its future adaptation to socialism more or less predestined. 

5 The Hong Kong govemment published a Green Paper entitied "The Further Development of 
~eprektative Govement" in Hong Kong on July 18, 1984 and invited public comment on 
the proposals put forward in it. The Green Paper proposed '?O deveIop progresiiely a system 
of govemment the authority for which is M y  rooted in Hong Kong, which is able to 
represent authoritatively the views of the people of Hong Kong, and which is more dûectly 
accountable to the people of Hong Kong" (cited in Tang and Ching, 1994: 16 1 ) .  

6 When the Chinese and the British began officiai negotiations in September 1982 about the 
ftture of Hong Kong, the British Nationality Act (BNA) 1981 had already been passed. It 
came into force only on Janwy 1, 1983 (Shah, 1995:91). According to this Act, British 
nationality into severai categories. The status of BDTC d e s  with it no right of abode as 
such anywhere in the Empire. A Hong Kong BDTC can only obtain the right of abode in 
Britain &er having gained admission to Bntain in accordance with the criteria of the 
Immigration Rules, and after having satisfied the various registration criteria Understandably, 



Hong Kong people were disappointeci that Gibraltarian BDTCs couid acquire British 
citizenship by exercising a right to register under section 5 of the BNA 198 1. Further, by the 
British Nationality (Falkland Islands) Act of 1983, BDTCs fiom the FalkIand Islands 
automaticaily became fidl BCs with &éct fkom January 1, 1983, the date when the BNA 1981 
came into force. Dummett and Nicol (1990: 250-251) have observed that racial he drawn in 
British nationality law was thus stiarpened, since Gibraltar and the Falklands were the only 
dependencies with white populations. Although there had been support f?om Parliament duMg 
the enactrnent of the BNA 1981 to include Hong Kong subjects as fidl BCs, the government 
easily resisted it. The numbers imrolved, as argued by Bevan (1 986: 127), were the signifiant 
deteminhg faaor (Bevan, 1986: 127). Specificaiiy, it was assumed that the 2.6 miliion British 
Chinese in Hong Kong would aîi be arixious and able to move to B~itain before 1997 
(Dwnxhett and Nicol, l99O:Z42). Bevan (1986: 136) M e r  notd that the FalkIands and 
GibraItar concessions "indicate the inherentiy politicai nature of nationality laws and the sort of 
narrow 'kith and kin' citizenship laws which the like dl other States, is uitimately willing to 
accept" . 

' During the construction about a year a e r  the protest, it was discovered that about one-third 
of the steel bars which should have been included in the foundation of the building to house the 
reactor had been left out inadvertently (Luk, 1994: 14) 

Under Govemor Chris Patten's formula for the 1995 elections, thirty members would corne 
Eom fiinaionai constituencies, each representing an economic, social, professionai, or other 
sector of the corn munit)^, 20 wouid be returned by direct elections in geographical 
consfituencies covering the entire territory (up fiom 18 in 1991); and 10 would be elected by 
the E l d o n  Cornmittee Constituency comprishg members of the district boards. This plan, as  
pointed out by Shipp (1995: 103)' would raise voter participation for fùnctional cunstituencies 
fiom 110,000 in 1992 to approxhately 2.7 million voters without inmeasing the number of 
legislative seats to be decided by direct election. The Governor also called for lowering the 
voting age fiom 21 to 18 and proposed direct voting for aii candidates of diseia and municipal 
boards in Hong Kong, positions which had previously been filleci by appointment 

9 According to Anderson (1993:26), the Caribbean proper, fiom a geographical viewpoint, is 
that archipelago of island territories stretchhg 60m Florida on the southem tip of North 
Arnerica to Venezuela and the Guyanas on the northern coast of South Arnerica. The islands of 
the Greater Antilles and those of the Wuidward and Leeward parts of the Lesser Antilles are 
included. This chah of islands separates the Atlantic Ocean fiom the Caribbean Sea 
Technically speaking, the Caribbean excludes the mainland territories of Central America, but 
fiequently Guyana on the south Amencan mauiland and Beiize (fomeriy British Honduras) are 
included when reference is made to the English-speakllig Cmibean. 

'O Under the business immigration program, business immigrants fall into three major 
categories: selfemployed business people (those who have the ability to establish a business 
which wiil make a signifiant contribution to the economy or to cultural and artistic He of 



Canada); investon (those who have a proven track record in business and have accurnulated 
the required networth of 500,000 or $700,000 and are prepared to commit their funds as 
required in any one of the Wee investment tiers); and entrepreneurs (those who have the ability 
to establish or buy a substantial interest in the ownership of a business or commercial venture) 
(Statistics Canada, 1 99O:27). 

I I  In the late 1970s, a new scheme for domestics was instituted whereby women were aliowed 
to enter Canada on work perrnîts for a penod of two years. They were to work oniy as 
household domestics and their tenure in Canada did not dow thern to apply for Canadian 
citizenship. This scheme was changed in 1984. Women recruited as domestic workers were 
henceforth etigiile to apply for Canadian citizenship once they have been in this country for 
three years (Henry, 1987:216). 

12 The sixth chapter "The Educational Experiences of Caribbean Youth" in Frances Henry's 
book was written Daniel Yom 



CRAPTER 3: IMMlGRANT ADAPTATION: TaEORY & LïïERATURE REVIEW 

This chapter is divided into three sections. The f h t  section provides a critical examination 

of the theory of assimilation and the major theoretical models which have been deveioped for 

the study of the adaptation and development of immigrant groups. The inter-ethnic relations, 

particularly the dilemmas and contradictions of ethnic pluralism in Canada, wiIl be disaisseci. 

The second section reviews the various empirical studies, including their theoretical 

approaches, on the adaptation experiences of Chinese irnmimts in both Canada and the 

United States. The finai section focuses on the methodological approach in the study of the 

adaptation of immigrants. 

3.1. TEE TEiEORY OF ASSIMILATION 

The dominant conceptual h e w o r k  in the study of immigrant groups in North Amenca 

has been represented by the assimilation model. One of the eariiest and perhaps moa influentid 

statements of the assimilation model was embodied in the classic race relations cycle advanced 

by çociologist Robert Park (1 964: 1 50): 

In the relations of race there is a cycle of events which tends everywhere to 
repeat itself ... The race relations cycle, which takes the fom ... of contacts, 
competition, accommodation, and eventual assimilation, is apparently 
progressive and irrevenible. Custorns regulations, immigration restrictions, and 
racial barriers rnay slacken the tempo of the rnovement; rnay perhaps halt it 
altogether for a tirne, but cannot change its direction; cannot, at any rate, 
reverse it. 

Park explained that groups of people first corne into contact through either exploration or 

migration. A competition between the groups is aibsequently set into motion for land, scarce 

resources, as well as goods and services, a competition in which conflict fiquently erupts. 

Overt confiia will graduaily become Iess eequent as one of the two groups establishes 

dominance over the other. The groups develop some fairly regular or custornary ways of living 

together. This is the point at which they are considered to have accommodated to one another. 



The stages of this cycle are "the processes by which the integration of peoples and cultures 

have always and eveqwhere taken place" (Park, 1964: 104). In other words, this four-stage 

cycle pertained to race relations everywhere, not just the United States. 

Beginning with the fïrst contacts, various indMduals within the two groups l e m  some of 

the language, customs, sentiments, and amhides of those in the other group. This process, 

initiateci in the contact phase of the group's relations with one another, gains rnornentum &er 

the more or less stable period of accommodation has been reached. As the groups continue to 

iive together, a "progressive merging" of the srnder group into the larger would take place. 

The memben of the srnaiier group increasingiy adopt the language, mamen, and public 

customs of the larger group. Except in the case of physical differences, this process has " e d  

the extemal signs which formerly distinguished the members of one eom those of another" 

(Park, l964:205). Park saw the sequences as "apparentiy progressive and imeversible". 

Park's mode1 has b e n  subject to much Cnticism. Fint of al, Park's fùndamental assumptio~ 

as pointed out by Blauner (1972), is that assimilation and integration are in the long run the 

most probable and even desirable outcomes of racial and ethnic heterogeneity. This argument 

faiis to take into consideration the aspirations of the minority groups in developing their own 

culfure and institutions. Impîicit in this view is dso the assurnption that the ailturai traditions of 

minority groups are either non-existent or inferior to those of the dominant society. 

Lieberson (1961) contended that Park's race relations cycle is hadequate as it fails to 

recognize that dserences in power relations in the original contact situations may produce 

different stratification outcomes. In particuiar, Lieberson distinguished between two d8erent 

situations of ethnic stratification, namely migrant superordination (i.e., one in which the 

rnigrating group is the dominant ethnic group) and indigenous superordination (Le., one in 

which the group residing in the region at the time of contact is dominant). 



in migrant superordination, the economic, politicai, and cuiturai institutions of the 

subjugated indigenous population are undermineci. However, cod ia  with the dominant group 

c m  persist over long periods of tirne as the subordinate indigenous group se& to maintain its 

traditional institutions. This situation, t2~emplified by the hdian-white relations in the United 

States, is classic colonialism, in which the subordhate group strenuously resist assimilation. On 

the other hanci, when the migrant group is nibordinate, its decision to enter another society is 

more ükely to be voluntary. As well, it is more iikely to accept assimilation into the domhant 

society. This is exemplifieci by the expenence of most European immigrants to Arnenca 

Hune (1991) further mggesteci that some of the underlying assumptions in Park's model 

were being overlooked. In advocating integatioq Amencan social scientists assumed that the 

homogeneous dture  and society wodd be primarily Angio-Saxon. As weii, they assumed that 

the "outsiders" shared these values and ideais, and that they concurred with this Mew of the 

U.S. society. The assimilation process was not to be a two-way process as some immigrants 

had hoped, for Unmigrant cultures were st i l i  considered inferior. Another fiindamental 

assumption was the belief that consensus was good for America and diversity, because of its 

potentiai for confiict, was bad. 

Another crucial weakness of the asdat ion perspective is that cultural ciifferences have 

been emphasized at the cost of entirely structurai concerns. Li and Bolaria (1979) advocated 

the need for a deeper d y s i s  of the stnichiral conditions which have a lasting impact on ethnic 

groups especiaiiy those fiom a visible minority. They argued that the distinaiveness of cultural 

origin in b e n  overernphasized, and that these merences have been used by academics and 

policymaken in explaining ethnic differences. For example, ciifferences of economic inequality 

between ethnic groups have been attributed to d8erentia.i degrees of assimilation or non- 

assimilation, dependuig on one's stance within the assimilation school. 



Furthemore, this model has been appiied as a descriptive and explanatory tool of the same 

ethnic phenornenon. Li and Bolaria (1 979: 102) clarified this point well: 

The pemistence of certain cultural traits (Fong, 1973) or dturai  institutions 
(Breton, 1964) are sometimes used as indicators of the partidar stage the 
ethnic group is in, dong a continuum of integration or assimilation. Other 
tirnes, culturai traits are interpreted as resultants of cenain stages of 
assidation in that cenain groups maintain a certain culnid heritage because 
they are not as yet assimilateci to the dominant culture. 

in other words, they argueci that it is a conceptual tautology to apply the t e m  as sùnultaneous 

causes and consequences. In the study of intergroup relations, the conditions which are caused 

by specific ethnic culture need to be isolated from those which are not the result of a given 

ethnic origin. 

Despite the criticisrns outheci above, Park's race relations cycle has undeniably been well 

received in Amencan society. Hune (1991 :270) pointed out that his model was weii received, 

in part, because it represented what so rnany people wanted. Americans were generally relieved 

that the diverse members of its society could be integrated with a minimum of disruption. 

Similarly. rninority group memben eager to accept the American Dream were anxious to 

believe that in due t h e  racial prejudice and xenophobia would be overcome. Bash (1 979: 1 13) 

aiso stresseci that the tenacious preoccupation with assimilation in sociology is not because 

assimilation represents a scientifically provocative instance of social process, but because it 

constitutes a programmaticdy attractive option for social policy. It is infiormeci, not through a 

logical comection with an impelling theoretical system, but by an ideologicai extension f?om a 

compeihg socio-political cornmitment. 



3.2. ANALYSIS OF IMMIGRANT ADAPTATION: MAJOR THEORETICAL MODELS 

Park's mode4 despite its shoncomuigs, stands as a preainor to subsequent, more 

sophisticated theones of the assimilation process. In the course of criticism, many significant 

contributions have b e n  made to our knowledge of this subject. 

a- Milton Gordot~. In his book Assidation in Amencan Lifè, Gordon (1964) advocated 

that it is usenil to view assiiation as a coliection of sub-processes rather than as a single 

process. The major contribution of Gordon is his complex multi-linear, multi-dimensional view 

of the assimilation process. His 7-stage theos, focuses on the immigrants' withdrawal f?om the 

ethnic group or community and entrance into the dominant group, including (1 )  cultural or 

behavioural assimilation (acculturation), involving a change of behaviourai and cultural patterns 

to those of the host society; (2) structural or social assimilation, large-scaie entrance into 

cliques, clubs and institutions of the host society; (3) maritai assimilation (amalgamation), 

large-scale intexmamiage; (4) identificationai assimilation, the development of a sense of 

peoplehood based primarily on the host society; (5) attitude receptional assimilation, the 

absence of prejudice; (6) behaviourai receptional assimilation, the absence of discrimination; 

and (7) civic assimilation, the absence of value and power conflict. 

Gordon regarded st~ctural assimilation as the most crucial stage in the assimilation process. 

It is only once structural assdation has occurred that the subsequent stages, that is, exogamy, 

developrnent of a national identity, reduction of prejudice and discrimination, and changes in 

attitudes, beliefs, and values, are rendered more likely. Failtire to achieve ~ c t u r a i  assimilation 

nuMies the other stages, consequently halting the assimilation process. His  major distinction of 

cultural and structural assimilation has had widespread application. In fact, a review of 

empirical midies on immigrant adaptation in Canada indicates that Gordon's theoretical 

approach has been widely adopted (e.g., Baker, 1989; Hazuda, Stem, and Hafnier, 1988; 

Iadicola, 198 1 ; Lai, 197 1 ). 



Doubtlessly, Gordon's mode1 is usefiil to the d y s i s  ofinterethnic relations as it speUs out 

the intricacies of the assiimilation process and the various f o m  and degrees it manifests. One 

serious shortcoming of Gordon's assimilation model, according to Marger (1994)- lies in its 

understandimg of struaural assimilation as entaihg interaction with the dominant group rnerely 

at the primary level. Intergroup relations, however, occur at the secondary level as weU and 

indeed are antecedent to p r i w  relations in any signiticant degree. Gordon failed to consider 

issues such as the extent to which members of a minority ethnic group enter into positions of 

power in the society's economic, political, and other key institutions, and the extent to which 

they are afforded oppotnuiities in employment and education equal to those of the dominant 

group. These are sigdcant rneasures of structural assimilation - at the secondary level. 

Marger ( 1 994: 125) M e r  stated that Blacks in the United States appear to have entered 

into rather substantial interaction with the dominant group in ment years in the areas of work, 

govemment, and to a lesser extent, residence. They have, in other words, experienced 

increasing secondary structural assimilation. That they have not accomplished an equivalent 

level of interaction with whites at the primary level would, in Gordon's view, imply that Iittle 

structurai assimilation had occurred. 

Moreover, Gordon seemed to suggest that if minorities do not enter into primary relations 

with the dominant group, it is because the dominant group has held them out. Social 

segregation, however, may be largely voluntary. In addition, Gordon's model has, Wte Park's, 

been criticized by some as implying a unidirectional movement whereby groups- though 

perhaps delayed indefinitely at one stage, do not return to earlier stages. The assimilation 

process is, in this view, invariably progressive in direction. Finaily, Yinger (1994) Uisisted that 

three of these varieties - absence of prejudice, absence of disaimination, and absence of value 

and power contlict cm actudy be seen as causes and then as consequences of the extent 

assimilation, rather than as types of assimilation. 



6. Ro~uzld Ti@. Taft (1957) concephralized assimilation as a process of resocialization. 

Assimilation includes a combination of psychological and behavioural factors such as changes 

in attitudes, values, and identification; acquisition of new social skills and behaviod nom; 

and changes in reference and group aftiiiations and emotional adjustment to a changed 

environment. Consideration is also given to certain societal factors within the hoa group which 

rnight affect the level of assimilation of the immigrant. The lwel of receptivity of the hon 

Society or the absence or presence of educationai and employrnent opportunities afforded by 

the hoa society to the immigrant can hhder or acceierate the assimilation process. 

Assimilation, as perceived by Taft, is composed of five stages. The firt stage involves 

acquiring knowledge of the host group culture on a variety of levels (nich as historicai, 

political, sociai, etc.) and leamhg the new language. The second stage involves the social 

interaction with the hoa group (i.e., the attempt of the immigrants to be accepted and to make 

fiiends). The third stage involves the identification of the immigrants as a member of the hoa 

group through participation in clubs, associations, and organizations. The fourth stage involves 

social and emotionai identification of the immigrants to the host group where they designate it 

as their own reference group. The ûnd stage involves conf'omiing to group n o m .  It is at this 

stage that the immigrants adopt the values, attitudes, and expeaations about people's behaviour 

that are held by the host society. 

c. Ritth Johr1ston. Johnston (1963) indicated that assimilation has been traditionaiiy 

conceived in t e m  of the diminution of extenial dEerences between immigrants and members 

of the host society. She dehed assimilation both in ternis of extemal and subjective 

assimilation. Extemal assimilation irnpiies the immigrant's lesser distinguishability fiom 

members of the host group. In particuiar, she maintaineci that in order to be tLUy assimilateci 

immigrants must not only dress, speak and profess to be iike the members of the host 

community, but they mua also make a conscious effort to identify with the host culture 

adopting its waÿs and values and approving of them as just and proper for themselves. This is 



referred to as "subjective assimilation". To be totaiiy assirnilaieci, one mua be both externally 

and subjectively assimilateci. 

d Alan Rrchar&un. Richardson (196 1, 1967) in Australia dweloped this subjective 

dimension of assimilation to a M e r  extent. He postulated that an immigrant in a new country 

undergoes a sequence of t h e  stages: (1) satisfaction; (2) identification; and (3) acculturation. 

Immigrants initiaiiy experience some degree of satisfaction with their lives in the host culture 

due to the novelty of the new environment, the social fieedom of their roles and the need for 

self-justification for their initial decision to ernigrate. This is characteristicaily folIowed by a 

lowering of satisfaction typical after six or swen months of residence. The novelty of the 

immigrants' new environment wears off and they begin to realize more ftly the dinerence 

between their old commUNty and their new one. 

As the immigrants corne to establish themselves occupationally, economicaily, residentidy, 

and sociaily, their positive attitudes towards and satisfaction in the new environment retum. 

Once the immigrants have achieved a certain level of satisfaction with their lives in the host 

country, they enter the second stage of assimilation. The identification stage is chamcteriized by 

the active participation of the immigrants in the activities of the new comrnunity, and Uicreased 

tendency to think of themselves as a member of the cultural group as reflected in the use of 

"we" and "our" pronouns when refening to the host group. HaWig achieved a certain level of 

identification, the immigrants pass to the third and final stage. It is at this acculturation stage 

that the unmigrants rnake a conscious attempt to adopt the appearance, social behaviours, 

values, and n o m  of the host group as their own. 

Although Richardson's and Taft's theory of assidation were developed in Austraiia and 

Gordon's in the United States, similarities could be seen in the various stages they postulated. 

Gordon's acculturation stage is simiiar to Richardson's third and Taft's nfth stage; Gordon's 

anictural assudation bars  resemblance to Taft's third stage of identification; and finally, 



Gordon's identificational assimilation is similar to Richardson's second and Taft's fourth stage 

of psychological identification. 

e. John Goldus~ ami Anthony Richmond Goldlust and Richmond's (1 974) theory, which 

wiii be elaborated in the final section of this chapter, analyzed how the pre-migration 

characteristics and conditions of the Unmigrant and the situational deterrninants of the hoa 

society combine to af£èct the adaptation process. In other words, the adaptation process is 

conceptuaiïzed as a complex of variables. Pre-migration characteristics, including education, 

degree of urbanization, and motive for emigrating, and the socio-political conditions of the 

receiving society, such as govemment policies, pluralism, süatincatio~ and prejudice, among 

others, combine to innuence the objective (political, econornic, social) and subjective 

(identification, intemalization, satisfàction) aspects of the immigrants' adaptation. 

3.3. MANAGING DIVERSITY IN CANADA: TEE CANADIAN MOSAIC 

In Assimilation in American Life, Gordon (1964) presented, in addition to a theory of 

assimilation, a description of three ideologies of assimilation, including Angio-conformity, 

rnelting pot, and cultural pluralism, that have been used to expiain the dynamics of intergroup 

relations in American Iie. 

a Angid'onfonnity. The Anglo-conformity mode1 was defineci by Gordon (1 964:85) as 

"the complete renunciation of the immigrant's ancesaal culture in favor of the behaviour and 

values of the Anglo-saxon core group". This version of the assimilationist mode1 in the 

Amencan historical experience has emphasized conformity by rninority groups to dominant 

group standards - the desirability and necessity of rnaintaining English social institutions, the 

English language, and English-orienteci culturai patterns. f i s  model assumes that an ethnic 

minority should give up its distinctive cuiturai characteristics and adopt those of the dominant 

group (Gordon, 1964). Ln fact, Newman (1 973 : 53) suggested that this model can be expresseci 



by the formula A + B + C = 4 in which A is the dominant group and B and C represent ethnic 

minority groups that must confom to the values and Mie styles of the dominant group; they 

must "disappear" ifthey wish to achieve positions of power and prestige in the Society. 

b. Melting Pot. As indicated by Gordon (1964:85), the melting pot is referred to "a 

biological merger of the Anglo-saxon peoples with other immigrant groups and a blending of 

their respective cultures hto a new indigenous American type". Similar to Anglo-conformity, 

the objective of a melting pot policy is a society without eiluiic ciifferences. More tolerant than 

a policy of Anglo-confonnity, the meltïng pot ideal sees ethnic ciifferences as being lost in the 

creation of a new society and a new people - a synthesis unique and distinct from any of the 

dBerent groups that formed it. Unlike Anglo-confonnity, none of the contributhg groups is 

considered to be supenor, each is considered to have contributed the best of its cultural 

heritage to the creation of sornething new. 

The melting pot ideai, according to Newman (1973:63) can be expresseci by the formula A 

+ B + C = D, in which A, B. and C represent the different contribu~g groups and D is the 

product of theu synthesis. The melting pot model assumes extensive interaction in both public 

and private spheres between two or more groups such that each contributes equdy to a 

merging and blending of peoples, cultures, and institutions. Given this assumption, continuous 

contact between these ethnic groups will result in a transformation of the characteristics of the 

participating ethnic groups and the development of one distinctive new culture and ethnic unit. 

Since the model assumes no ascriptive barriers to ethnic integration, it should ideally facilitate 

the development of a cornmon sense of national identity. hdeed, the melting pot conception 

has been perhaps the most widely ideaiized popular conception of how ethnic groups have been 

integrated into American society. It was a prominent feature of Fredenck Jackson Tumets 

1893 frontier thesis, which for generations provided the most definitive and compehg 

interpretation of what was most distinctive about American society. According to Turner, "in 



the crucible of the fiontier the immigrants were Americanized, liberateà, and hsed into a mixed 

race" (Turner, 1 966: 1 2). 

c. C11ihm2 Pluralm. First popularized in the 1920s by the social philosopher, Horace 

KaIien, who used it as a rejoinder to Anglo-confiormity and rnelting pot perspectives on 

Amencan identity, cultural pluralism has becorne over the past few decades a favoured 

interpretation of American Society. Gordon (196485) definecf it as "the preservation of the 

communal life and sigru6cant portions of the culture of the later immigrant groups within the 

context of Amencan citizenship and political and economic integration into American society" . 

Pluraiism rejects the inevitability of cuituraI assimilation. As the term has been applied to 

American society, pluralism is a system in which groups with different culturai practices can 

CO-exist and be preserved but simuItaneously embrace common values and beiiefs and 

participate in cornmon economic, political, and social institutions. Each group shouid be 

permitted to retain its unique qualities while anirming its aiiegiance to the a larger society. This 

model, as suggested by Newman (1973:63), can be expressed by the equation A + B + C = A 

+ B = C, in which A. B, C are each ethnic groups that mainitain their distinctiveness over tirne. 

In addition, this model requires some degree of integration on the part of the participating 

ethnic groups to facilitate effêctive participation of their members within the public sphere of 

secondary, societal institutions. At the same tirne, a certain degree of social segregation is 

encouraged so as to maintain the growth of the ancestral culture and identity of the various 

ethnic groups. The model assumes relative equality (in terms of power, privilege, and prestige) 

among the ethnic groups. A society predicated on the cultural pluralism model could, at the 

same tune, encourage a common sense of national identity and a diainaive sense of ethnic 

identity . 



d The C d i m z  Mosaic. Hughes and Kallen (1 974) stated that the Angio-confonnity, 

rnelting pot, and cultural pluralism models are ideal types which do not exactly conespond with 

the empirical p i m e  of muiority ethnic integration within any society at any gken the .  

Nevertheles, it has ofkn been noted that a major factor differentating the Canadian and 

Arnerican ethnic systems is how the two countnes regard relations among diverse groups and 

the eventuai absorption of these groups into the larger society. More speciticaüy, Canada has 

been considered as a society in which ethnic group diffierences are tolerated more w, than in the 

United States. The popular phrases of cornparison are mosaic, supposedly characteristic of 

Canada, and rnelting pot, supposedly characteristic of the United States. 

Palmer (1976: 488). however, insisted that this view oversirnplifies both the Amencan and 

the Canadian expenences. It also ignores the E?ct that the mosaic approach has not always been 

the prevailing attitude towards immigrant adjustrnent in Canada He beiieved that Canada and 

the United States have shared s d a r  immigration policies, particulariy on the issue of the types 

of ethnic, national, and racial groups that were the moa desirable. As weli, the history of 

racism, nativism, and diScrimination has been rather similar in both countries. In fa* a ment 

shidy by Reitz and Breton (1994) confinned that while there are differences of tone in ethnic 

and race relations in Canada and the United States, the Werences between the two countries 

in t e m  of their effects on the experiences of minority groups may be more apparent than r d a l .  

in particular, they stated that the ciifferences between rates of assimilation of mùiorities in the 

two countries seemed to be srnall, and the clifferences varied with the aspect of assimilation 

cowidered. DXerences in the extent of econornic opportunity were s d  as weU. 

Apparentiy, the dual national character of Canada has made ideas of ethnic assimilation 

problematic. Given the historical fact of two founding groups, neither the Anglo-conformity 

nor the melting pot mode1 could have the same meaning in the Canadian context as in the 

Amencan. The question is how dserent e t h c  groups can assimilate Uito the dominant culture 

and society when there are two dominant groups. When there is no uniforni "Canadian way of 



life" to serve as a societal reference po* the idea of "Canadianking" people becomes an 

empty notion. As m e r  (1 976: 1 07- 108) explained: 

If one group had dominated, there wodd have been more accord about the 
specific nature of the dominant culture; but since the British and French were in 
contlia themselves, the society had greater bdt-in tolerance for the 
perpetuation of ethnic identities. 

Li ( 1988) also elaborated on this point: 

... it is ofien difncdt for Canadiam to define what a Canadian is, let alone 
explain to immigrants how to becorne one. In the absence of an objective 
criterion of assimilation, any sign of immigrants' behaviour that may suggest an 
adherence to non-English language and culture is often taken to mean M e  or 
no assimilatioq no matter how irrelevant these behaviours may be to s u ~ v i n g  
in North Amencan society. 

Canada ha ,  nevertheless, prided itseif on creating and maintaining its rnulti-ethnic 

composition as weU as its "mosaic" approach to deahg with rninonty ethnic groups. Fieras and 

Eliiot ( 1993: 66) explained that when Canada is describeci as a rnultiniltural rnosaic, ûach of 

the tiles (Le., individual CU~N~S) is considered as relatively equd in size with respect to its 

status and role in Canadian society. Each contributes proportionaiiy to the overaiI image. 

in 1971, the governent proclaimeci its official stand on how to treat ethnic groups by 

enacting a multicultural poiicy. This afhnation had corne after the publication of the Royal 

Commission Report on Bhguaiisrn and Biculturaiisrn a year earkr. This report and the issue 

itself reflected the intention of the then Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau to mate a national 

ideology rooted in the promise of cultural diversity. According to Wright and LaBar (1 984: 

1 12- 1 1 3). the Prime Muiister "envisioned a society in which members of aU cultural groups 

would have equd econornic, social, and political oppomuiities; the distinctiveness of a number 

of separate culturd groups would be encouraged ... national uni@ would b e  brought about by 

interaction arnong diverse cuitural groups". Anderson and Frideres (1981) considered the 



Canadian government's renewed interest in the area of inter-erhnic relations resuiting frorn 

three major faaors, including the growth of federal revenue and of state intervention in society 

Ui general; the political development in Quebec; and the growing assertiveness of the more 

influentid and powemil of the "other ethnic groups". 

Multiculturalism and a cornmitment to an ideology of cufturalism, however, has been both 

a high profile and contentious govenunent policy since its origin. Bolarai and Li (1988) 

contended that the multicuitural policy merely succeeds in rnanaging race and ethnic relations 

within a state apparatus; that is, the muiticulturd programs provide an outlet for minorities to 

organize themselves under state supervision. This is accomplished through fiscal control of 

ethnic associations, whereby the nature, duration, and amount of grants ethnic associations 

receive fall in Iine with the officiaüy defined priorities of rnulticulhiral programs. 

Li (1988) stated that multiculturaiism offers both financial assistance and legithacy to 

mùiority leadership and organizations and promotes cultural novelties and ethnic 

entertainments which do not threaten the Livelihood of average Canadians. Multiculturaiism as 

a state policy is, therefore, appealing to both the majority and minority groups. Li and Bolaria 

(1 983 : 1 ) were highly critical of rnulticulturalism as it tends to operate rnainly ai the level of 

folk activities. In their words: "the irony of multidturalism is that it fùmishes Canadian socie~, 

with a great hope without having to change the fùndamental structures of society. 

Muiticulturalism is the failure of an illusion, not of a policy". As well, Roberts and Ciifion 

(1982) suggested that the o&id multicultural policy simply reinforces token or symbolic 

pluralism. 

Moreover, Bolaria and Li (1985) insisteci that multicuituralism policy fails to combat racism 

and discriminatory practices. in faa, a recent study by the Canadian Council of Chnstians and 

lews found that racism in Canada is increasing. Twenty-five per cent of Canadians believe that 

there is a "great deai of racism" and 61 per cent say there is ''some racism7' in Canada. The 



repon also found that those moa Uely to be discriminateci against are Canadians of f i c a n  

ongin, Native Canadians, Canadians of South-AsiadEast Indian descent, Asians. and Iews 

(Decima Report, 1993 : 19-20, quoted in Auadin, 1996: 1 O). 

As stated earlier, ethnic groups in a d t u r d y  pluralistic Society are believed to share some 

aspects of a common culture and participate collectively in its econornic and political life while 

retaining their unique ethnic culture. According to Steinberg (198 11, critiques of pluralism 

argued that pluralists downplayed the problem of racial and ethnic inequaiity, and that their 

view of a pluraiistic society oflen assumes a basic equality for al1 groups. Although various 

minority groups may colleaively padcipate in the same economic and politicai institutions, the 

participation is more marginal for some than for othen. This is especially evident in the unequal 

access both to the politicai arena and to the social rewards in the Canadian society. 

Furthermore, in a society which is structureci on systemic inequality, pluralism can only be 

an ideal for some ethnic members, as there is no tenable basis for permanent ethnic preservation 

(Steinberg, 1981). The pluralist perspective also unduly emphasizes the transplanted culture 

ffom the old country as  the principal antecedent and d e h g  characteristic of ethnic groups 

(Yancey, Ericksen and Juiiani, 1976) and it overlooks the structural conditions of the hoa 

society in shaping ethnic inequality. For instance, Li (1976) argued that the historical exclusion 

of the Chinese in America, and not the sojourner orientation which channeHecl them into ethnic 

business. 

indeeà, Porter's (1965) thesis of the vertical mosaic has served as a provocative focus of 

research linking ethnicity and ethnic inquaiity. In The Vertical Mosaic, Poner (1 965) has 

found that the maintenance of ethnic cultures appears to be a sustainhg factor in the Canadian 

class system. In particular, a clear relationship was shown between ethnicity and various 

measures of social class. The pattern which emerged f?om his analysis was a three-part 

structure made up of British and French charter groups, the former at the top of the incorne 



and occupational hierarchies, foflowed by later-arrivUlg European ethnic groups and, M y ,  

native peoples. This notion of a vertical mosaic implied that Canadian society was not just 

ethnicaliy différentiated, but was also ethnidy stratifieci. 

It is peculiar to note that two decades after publication of The Vertical Mosaic, Porter CO- 

authoreci a paper entitled "Ethnic Ongin and Occupational Attainment", clairning the "coiiapse 

of the vemcal mosaic" (Pineo and Porter, 1985390). This view, as argueci by Lautard and 

Guppy (1990). is apparently at odds with new govemment policy and with other çociological 

research revealing the continuance of intense ethnic antagonisrn and discriminatory behaviour 

(e-g., Henry and Ginsberg, 1985; Robson and Breems, 1986). 

Lautard and Loree (1984) and Lautard and Guppy (1990) aîtempted to defend the 

vertical mosaic mode1 by studying the occupationai merences among various ethnic groups. 

These two studies revealed that occupational inequality was found to have declined over tirne 

(Le., between 193 1 and 1986). Although Lautard and Guppy (1990) admineci that the 

dserences have s h n k  and that Merences rnay be a resuit of differential immigration rather 

than blocked rnobility, they rnaintauied that occupational inequality was d l  substantiai enough 

to juai@ the use of the "vertical mosaic" concept to characterize this particular aspect of chic 

relations in Canada. 

The relationship between the penistence of individual ethnic cultures and the degree of 

equality with which ethnic groups participated in the social, economic, and political We of the 

wider society was examineci by Breton et al. (1 990). This study was based on an interview 

survey of eight ethnic groups in Toronto, including German, Italim, Jewish, Ukrainian, 

Chinese, Portuguesey West Indian, and Britishfish, and concluded that the relation b w e e n  

ethnic persistence and inter-ethnic equality was highly variable. Sometimes, and in some 

respects, ethnic persistence was an obstacle and a liability; sometirnes, and in other respects, it 



was an asset and actuaiiy enhances economic and political participation. And sometimes 

ethnicity did not seem to rnatter at aii. 

. In an atternpt to ascertain whether ethnic identity is a resource or drawback for social 

mobility, Isajiw, Sev'er, and Driedger (1993) studied the Germans, Italians, lem, and 

Ukrainians in Toronto. This study reveaied that there were Werences between the types of 

ethnic ide~tities, and the levels of retention (or loss) of ethnic identities among the four groups. 

Moreover, strong support was found for the convergence hypothesis. in other words, aif four 

groups made signifiant gains in both occupational and educational mobility across generations. 

Their results, nevertheless, fded to support the fears that ethnicity retarded mobility. The 

resûuchers, therefore, acknowledged that their findings may or may not apply to other ethnic 

groups, that the four groups in thw analysis were not in the lowest mata of the ethnic 

stratification system, and that aii four were white raciaiiy. 

Ln The Ethnie Myth, Steinberg (198 1) chailenged the conventional wisdom on race and 

ethnicity. He rejected the prevailing view that culturai values and ethnie traits are the primary 

determinants of the economic destiny of racial and ethnic groups in h e r i c a .  He proposed that 

locality, class conflict, seleaive migration, and other historical and economic factors played a 

fàr larger role not merely in producing inequalities, but in maintahhg them as wei. 

The debate on whether Canadian cultural policy c m  maintain a simultaneous cornmitment 

to cultural pluralism and ethnic equality is iikely to continue. More studies need to be done 

before firm conclusions cm be drawn. In any event, Canada is a North American experiment in 

ethnic pluralism. This experiment is apparentiy stiU in the testing stage, and its outcome 

uncertain (Marger, 1994). In considering the hture course of race and ethnic relations in 

Canada, speciai attention shouid be given to three critical issues. The first is concemed with 

French-English schism. Whether Quebec will remain in the Canadian union or eventuaiiy sek 

the way of independence is an issue that in the 1990s rernains unresolved. This ethnic contlia 



wiii sureiy continue to dominate internai politics in Canada In fact, this issue has been 

compiicated in recent yean by the Quebec7s govemment 's adoption of its own version of 

multiculturalism, which it calls a policy of ''cultumi convergence7'. As pointed out by Reitz and 

Breton (I994: 14). this Quebec policy, instead of encouraging the perpetuation of separate 

languages and cultures, seeks to promote a fusion between majonty and mhority cultures. 

The second issue of concem is the question of whether the rnulticultural policy will 

eventuaily translate into a real aiteration of the ethnic hierarchy - afKording them greater, and 

eventuaily propodonal, power, privilege, and prestige. Whether an advanced multiculturaiism 

will move Canada increasingly toward corporate pluralism, a term used by Gordon (1975. 

1 98 1 ) to descnbe societies where cultural Merences arnong erhnic groups are protected by the 

state, remains to be seen. 

The final issue de& with the change in the racial and ethnic makeup of the future 

immigrants. The composition of the immigration flow in recent years have changed in the 

direction of "visible minority" immigrants. According to Samuel (1988), the proportion of 

visible minorities in Canada (both foreign bom and native bom) increased fiom 4.7 per cent of 

the total population in 198 1 to 5.6 per cent in 1986. By 200 1, their proportion is expected to 

be between 8.7 per cent and 9.6 per cent depending upon the level of immigration. 

There is, however, a growing restiveness over the SM in immigration patterns. A 1989 

national poll indicated that although 63 per cent of Canadians supporteci the multiculturai 

policy, 61 per cent dso felt that immigrants should change their distinct culture so as to blend 

with the larger society (Maclean's, 1989). A more ment national s w e y  reveded that nearly 

half of the Canadian public felt that Canada should accept fewer immigrants (Bozinoff and 

MacIntosh, 1 992). Simiiar findings 60m a series of opinions on attitudes of Canadians toward 

immigration have been smar ized  by Reitz and Breton (1 994: 77-78) as follows: " Angus 

Reid Group In. (1989: 4-5) reports that the proportion of Canadians who think too many 



immigrants are coming to Canada increased from 3 0 percent in May 1988 to 3 1 percent in 

February 1989 and 43 percent in August 1989. An Ekos Research Associates Inc. poil showed 

that this proportion had risen to 53 percent by Febniary 1994". 

3.4. REVIEW OF STZTDiES ON ADAPTATION OF CEIRWSE IMMIGRANTS 

Comparatively speaking, there is a pauàty of studies concemuig the adaptation of minority 

immigrants in Canada, whereas a plethora of research exists in the United States. This section 

will review studies dealing with the adaptation of Chinese immigrants that have been conducted 

in both countries. The theoreticai h e w o r k  guidiig these studies would also be outlined. 

3.4.1 . Studies on Chinese Immigrants in Canada 

a. CuI~zml Dimemion. A majority of midies focuses on the cultural dimension of 

adaptation. The cultural aspect involves the adoption by one ethnic group of another's culturai 

traits, such as language, religion, and diet. This dimension has also been referred to as 

acculturation (Gordon, 1964; Yinger, 198 1). 

Using the theoretical fiamework advanced by Milton Gordon, Lai (1 97 1) studied the new 

Chinese immigrants in Toronto. ïhe midy found that Chinese examineci in the study were only 

partidy culturaily assimilated, paddy smicturaiiy assiimilated, and although a significant 

proportion had a arong civic-identificationai assidation, and tended to be insistent with 

respect to the preseniation of their language and overall cultural identity. Based on the results 

of the study, the author has pointed out that complete assimilation in any one area tends not to 

occur and each aspect of assimilation may occur simultaneously. In other words, unlike the 

viewpoint some socioIogists (e.g., Richardson, 1961), assimilation does not occur in stages, 

forming a continuum. 



In order to understand the relationship 

background of Chinese immigrant students 

between the proficiency in 

and their educational and 

English and cultural 

social development. 

Wong (1 977) surveyed the Chinese immigrant students attending various professional schoois 

at the University of Toronto. Using Goldiust and Richmond's multivariate mode1 of immigrant 

adaptation as one of the conceptual h e w o r k s  for the shidy, Wong has pointed out that as a 

consequence of the interaction of the various pre-immigration characteristics and situation 

deteminants with their length of residence, the Chinese immigrant students adopted one of the 

two identities - Chinese or Chinese-Canadian. More impoctantly, students in the two identity 

groups seemed to dEer sigdicantly in a number of variables, including intent io become a 

Canadian citizen, fiequency of using English, proficiency in Engiish ethnic background of their 

best fnends choice of a future marriage pamer, perception of similcty of interests between 

Chinese and Canadian students, and perception of respect for Chinese people. 

Wolfgang and Josefowitz ( 1 978) analyzed value ciifferences between Chese immigrant and 

Canadian-bom hi& school students Eom non-Chinese backgrounds. The impact of the 

Canadian experience on traditionai Chinese values was a h  assessed by examining the amount 

and type of attitude change expenenced by immigrants to Canada. Based on the results of a 

questionnaire survey involving 400 students in Metro Toronto, the researchers concluded that 

values held by Canadian boni students and Chinese immigrant students were s i iar .  Results 

alx, demonstrateci that the longer in Canada the more the Chinese midents adopt Canadian 

values of indkidualism whiie becoming more traditional in their view of famly and more 

concerned that their social interactions be smooth. 

In response to Reitz's comparative study on the s u ~ v a i  of ethnic groups in 1980 which 

suggested that Chinese may be the most cohesive ethnic group in Canada &er economic 

factors have been taken into account, Friesen's (1988) study provideci insights into (a) how the 

Chinese have managed to preserve theû group cohesiveness and maintain many of their cultural 

traditions throughout their second and third generation, and (b) the mechanisms the Chinese 



leaders used to successfiilly perpetuate Chinese culture in Canadian society. His study of the 

leaders of Chinese organizations in Calgary concluded that they utiiized various dtural 

maintenance techniques. In particular, this study has demonstrated institutionai and informal 

sociaiization patterns at work through the operation of Chinese clubs, family associations, 

schools, churches, and business associations. The five ethnic newspapers and Chinese television 

and radio broadcasts further helped to unite the Chinese comrnunity and encourage language 

retention. The Chinese leaders have, neverthelas, recognized that the erosion of Chinese has 

continued as the essence of Chinese culture is not rite or artifàct; but ideology. 

Adopting an intergroup perspective on immigration acculturation, Lalonde and Carneron 

( 1993) examineci whether more "stigmatized" immigrant groups (non-white immigrants in the 

Canadian context) wnuld perceive themselves as being at a greater disadvantage and would be 

more likely to support a collective approach to acculturation than les  "stigmatized" immigrant 

groups (Le., immigrants of European ongin). Interestingly, the study has found that black 

Caribbean and Chinese-speaking immigrants perceived themselves to be at a greater 

disadvantage in Canada than Italian and Greek immigrants. This was tme for both first- and 

second- generation immigrants. 

In an examination of the impact of f d y  values and schoohg in home country, as part of a 

cultural mode4 on the adaptation process of the children of Chinese immigrants firom Mainiand 

China Sun (1993) has found that in the initial phases of the chiidren's adaptation in a new and 

culturally different setting, the traditions and habits that the parents brought corn their home 

country, such as those reflected in the parents' educaûonal expectations for their own children 

and their input in the children's educatioq were still highly relevant factors bearing on the rate 

of adaptation. in other words, the main h e  of reference for the parents in coping with 

children's transition difnculties remains primariiy to be the value structures formed in theû 

homeland. 



Thomson (1991) described and anaiyzed the folk customs of the mernben of the Chmese 

Association of Newfoundiand and Labrador to detennine the impact of folklore and foWe on 

the acculturation process and vice versa. Usiig participant observation as the methodology, the 

researcher confirmed that fok customs and acculhiration did impact upon each other. This was 

visible in the retention of non-verbal elements such as food practices, rather than the retention 

of the ChuKse language. Children served as a catdya for both maintainhg Chinese traditional 

observances and adopting Newfoundland festivals. Other sipficant factors mfluencing 

acculturation included migration patterns, physical environment, technological changes, as weil 

as the traditions and folk customs of the host ~06ety. 

Liu (199 1) conducted a study of the foodways of three Chinese immigrant f d i e s  in St. 

John's, Newfoundland. The focus was on two forces, continuation of Old World food habits 

and acculturation of New World practices, in the m e n t  foodways complex of three families. 

The study has found that the tendency to acculturate and the tendency to keep separate tiom 

the host culture existed in juxtaposition in d three f d e s .  The remcher indicated that both 

forces assumed their own place in the resultant foodways complex for the Chinese fàmilies, 

specifically, with respect to the procurement of foodstuff$ me&, and food in relation to 

custom and beiief 

b. Ethk Lmguage Retention. An ethnic group's language provides efficient 

communication among group rnembers, preserves the ethnic d tu re ,  and maintains collective 

ethnic identity and solidarity. The retention or loss of ethnic language entails significant 

consequences for ethnic comrnunity structure. A few midies focus on the ethnic language 

retention of C hinese immigrant children. 

A study dealing with the effects of parents on ethnic language retention by children in five 

Chinese communities in urban Canada was conducted by Cheung (1981). Parents' direct 

promotion of ethnic language was found to be the only variable that had a strong direct effect 



on childrenfs language retention Parents' direct promotion was related positively to their ethnic 

community involvement, but negatively to their knowledge of EnglisWrench. Moreover, 

parentsf ethnic identification and their length of tirne in Canada had no sigdicant relationships 

with the above variables. The finding of this midy was contrary to the conventional 

assimilationist view that ail ethnic groups assimilate into the host society and that their levels of 

assimilation increase with tirne. 

Yu (1987) examineci how heritage language leaming affecteci Chinese immigrant children in 

Newfoundland. The study has found that a majority of the 41 students (82%) felt leaming 

Chinese was useful, particularly those who were bom outside Canada Various reasons were 

given in response to why they felt that way. The major reasons were to cornrnunicate with 

grandparents and with other Chinese, to travel back to their native home, to read Chinese 

newspapers and to watch Chinese movies. Some acknowledged that they were Chinese, that 

the Chinese language was part of their heritage, and that being bilingual helped their friture 

career. As weli, about three-Mhs of the participants responded positively that they liked to 

l e m  Chinese. 

Chan (1989) focwd on the process of mother tongue maintenance arnong Chinese 

adolescent midents in Toronto. Using ethnographie methods, this study identined a number of 

factors that were considered sigmflcant in the process of mother tongue maintenance, nich as 

the valorisation of the mother tongue both in the community and in the home, age of amival 

and length of residence of the adolescent, the general orientation toward the two languages in 

the home, the presence of a defhite language poiicy in the home, the amount of oppottunity for 

the adolescent to continue to use the mother tongue to "get things done". The researcher 

concluded that while mother tongue maintenance ultimately hinges on the individual's attitude 

and motivation, a whole multitude of factors impact on the process of mother tongue 

maintenance. 



c. PsychoIogicai Well-beig d M e n t a l  Health The assimilation of minority groups has 

been viewed, traditionally, f h m  the socioiogical perspective. However, psychologicai changes, 

attitudimd and behaviourai, have also been woven into the process of social assimilation (Fong, 

1965). An hcreasingiy number of -dies focus spdca l ly  on the psychologicai wel-beings of 

immigrants. Such concem is apparently based on the recognition of the "problematic" nature of 

the cross-cuittirai adaptation process. 

Ushg a case midy approach, Lee and Cochran (1988) studied the adjusmient decisions of 

women who emigrated fiom Hong Kong to Vancouver, British Columbia. They have found 

that adjustment seemed to be characterized by potent conflicts located in everyday praaical 

situations. Common themes of connia involved Chinese and western value opposition, the 

need for personal development, and the fear of social isolation. 

Lin (1993) examine. the psychological adjustment and cophg strate@ of Chinese 

immigrants h Metro Toronto. In particular, Chinese immigrants were found to be more likely 

to endorse higher Ievels of stress, d e t y ,  depression, and somatization than were the 

Caucasians. A number of background dimensions appeared to rnoderate the iikelihood of 

psychological stress, the most salient being the level of English proficiency. ûther factors 

ùicluded the existence of social or famdy support and length of residence in Canada. 

Psychological adaptation dwing acculturation was studied among 68 Chinese sojourners 

(-dents and visiting scholars fiom China and Hong Kong) by Zheng and Beny (1991). This 

çtudy also involved the participation of 28 Chinese immigrant and Chinese-Canadian students, 

30 Chinese immigrant and Chinese-Canadian shidents, as weU as 33 nonchinese Canadian 

students as cornparison groups. Fhdings have shown that the Chinese sojoumers reported 

lower Engiish fluency, lower ease of m a h g  fiiendships, more adaptation and communication 

problems, and lower subjective adaptation than non-Chinese Canadian, or Chinese-Canadian 

students. Moreover, heaith status was confirmai as a fiequent outcome for individuals 



undergoing acnilturation . The contribution of this snidy was in demonstrating the relationships 

between health concepts, health causation, health beliefs, hedth behaviours, and adaptation 

outcornes. 

d General Gmt@catior~ with L l f .  Chan (1987) conducteci a study on the problerns 

encountered by Chinese students at the University of Calgary. Participants hcluded visa 

students. Ianded immigrants, and Canadian citizens. This study concluded that haif of the 

respondents had moderate or senous problerns with enrollment quotas, hding jobs in between 

terms, finding jobs that pay enough for expenses to attend university, and innifficient advice 

from foreign student advison. As weti, more than a third of the midents had problems with 

negative attitudes of Mme Canadians to skin colour, kuf6cient advice from academic 

advisors, dating practica of Canadians, sexual custorns in Canada, and negative attitudes of 

some students towards foreign and Unmigrant midents. 

3.4.2. Studies on Chinese Immigrants in the United States 

The midy of cross-dtural adaptation of immigrants has ben particularly active in the 

United States, a nation in which immigrants and ethnic diversity have aiways been an issue of 

serious concem due to greater saiience of racial conûicts. 

a. Cti/turuI Dimensm. Fong (1965) studied the assidation orientation and social 

perception of 336 college students. The psychometric findings supporteci the thesis that as 

Chinese became progressively removed tiom their a n c d  culture and in greater contact with 

the dominant American culture, they demonstrated a concurrent increase in their assimilation 

orientation and in their intemalization of Amencan perceptual n o m .  The indexes of 

progressive removal utilized were generation, citizemhip, area of residence, and social groups. 

The Westernized Chinese fiom Hong Kong were found to be highly internalized, by Western 

standards, the least assimilation-onenteci. 



The assimilation of Chinese-Arnericans in Washington, D.C. was examined by Kuo and Lin 

(1977). The study focused on the effkct of SOCio-econornic status on assimilation. Two 

contradictory hypotheses on the Pace of assimilation of Chinese-Amencans were tested. The 

study found that higher socio-econornic attainment had an insï@cant effect on the Chinese- 

American's centrifbgal tendencies when the e&s of education were controiIed. This finding 

contradias the notion that the achievement of occupational or econornic success motivates 

Arnericanization. The evidence demonstrated that education exerted sizable effects on the 

absorbing of Chinese-Arnericans, whiie the Chinese fiiendship tie served to sustain the Chinese 

subculture. Overail, most Chinese-Arnericans have preserved their key cultural values. The 

researchers argued that the relatively low Pace of assimilation arnong Chinese-Americans was 

attributed to their subsocietal structure, which is a consequence of the dinerence in racial and 

culturai distinction fkom Amencan whites. 

Comparing the assimilation experiences of Chinese in New York City and Lima, Peru, 

Wong ( 1978) concluded that the Lima Chinese were çubstantiaiiy more assimilateci than their 

New York counterpans and attributed this distinction in pan to diffierences in attitudes of the 

larger societies in which the two Chinese communities were embedded. Discriminatory 

immigration and rniscegenation laws and endernic racism in the States inhibiteci the assimilation 

of the New York Chinese, while a substantially lower level of racial prejudice and official 

discrimination in Peru facilitated the assirnilative process there. 

Using the theoretical scheme proposed by Gordon, Yao (1979) e d e d  the assunilative 

patterns of first-generation Chinese Arnericans in metropolitan areas. Parhcularly, their 

assimilation in t e m  of both intrinsic and extrinsic cultural traits was measured by two attitude 

inventories. Corn parison between the intrinsic and extrinsic cultural traits demonstrated that the 

former reveaied a lower degree of assimilation than the latter. The inconsistent patterns of 

assimilation shown by the sample seemed to be coherent with the theoretical schemes proposed 

by Gordon (1964), Kiefer (1974), and Newman (1973). 



McLeod (1 986) examineci the feaîures of assimilation theory in light of the expenence of the 

new immigrant Chinese profksionals in California. Noticeably, the attitudes and new 

behaviours of these new Chinese immigrants suggested a departure 6om the assumptions of 

the linear replacement process posited by assimilation theory. While they have become more 

Amencanized, they have alsu enhanced their Chinese identity as 2 r d t  of raising their chiidren 

as a minority in Amencan sutiety. The researcher concluded that assimilation theory presents 

an incomplete picture of immigrant adaptation and ignores relevant rnacro-level and micro- 

level variables. Factors that were found to have sigruficant infiuence on the Iives of these 

immigrants included: historical cohon effkcts, age and iife cycle eff'ects, and status effects. 

Lee and Yarnanaka (1990) analyzed the pattern of Asian Amencan (Chinese, Filipino, 

Indian, Japanese, Korean, and Vietnamese) intermarriage and marital assimilation. 

Intermaniage impiies marital assimilation which, according to Gordon's (1964) mode1 of 

assimilation, is contingent on prior cultural and s t r u d  assimilation. For the purposes of 

cornparison, additional samples of Hispanics, Blacks, Hawaüans, native Arnericans and 

Eskimos were included. Using the 1980 US. Population Census data, this study has show 

that Japanese Americans had the highest out-rnmiage level (34%). foilowed closely by 

Koreans and Filipinos with about 30 per cent. The Chinese and Indians were the lowest, with 

only about 15% intemiarriages. Baseci on the fact that the level of intemarriage arnong Asian 

Arnericans was substantialiy higher than that for BIacks and Hïspanics, the researchers 

postulated that if present levels persist, prospects for the eventual social assimilation of Asian 

Amencan society are favourable. 

Drawing on an investigation of the relationship between acculturation, ethnic identity, and 

perceived prejudice in Chinese immigrants and Chinese-Americans, Pu (1994) has pointed out 

that ethnic identity was positively related to perceived prejudice, and that acculturation was 

negatively associatecl with ethnic identity and perceived prejudice. In other words, those who 

were more acculturated into the mainstceam Amencan culture perceived lower prejudice and 



identifid les  with the Chinese culture, and vice versa. It hss also been found that age at 

immigration, English proficiency, age, and length of residence in the states bore significant 

relationship with acculturation, ethnic identity, and perceived prejudice; in contrast, income, 

education, and religious involvement did not. 

Yu ( 1 994) investigated relationships among self-esteem, acculturation, and recreation 

participation among recently arrived Chinese immigrant adolescents in New York City. The 

research findings showed that these immigrant students were at a low level of acculturation, 

but had a moderately high level of seifkteem. They participated moa frequentiy in 

homehdoor activities and were attracted to diierent types of m a s  media using Chinese 

languages. Students with higher levels of acculturation participated more often in recreation 

activities, especiaiiy in sports. They affiliateci more often with organizations for recreation, 

especiaily with organized religious groups. 

In an examination of the culturai adjustment difliculties of Asian international people (Le., 

Asians from the Indian subconbnent, Chinese, Koreans, Japanese, and Malaysians) and Asian 

Amencans (i. e., Asian Indians, C hinese Arnericans, Japanese Arnericans, Koreans, and 

Vietnamese), Lai (1993) has concluded that perceived prejudice, family closeness, generation 

Iwel. and religion were sigruficant predictors for the cultural adjustment difficulties for both 

groups. 

Hsu (1982) evaluated the possible educational e f f i s  on two groups of Chinese new 

immigrants who took a course entitled "Family Life and Health Education" as a part of their 

high school graduation requirements. One group of midents was taught through a culturally 

relevant theme, and the other was taught a culturally foreign theme. The conclusion drawn in 

this study was that students' achievement scores and self concept scores were positively related 

to culturally relevant class experiences. The researcher argued that within a multi-raciai, multi- 

cuitural society, it is imperative for educators to possess the necessaq conceptional tools and 



social skills to deal with snidents corn families of unlike classes, races, and national origins. As 

well educators need to better undentand the meaning of basic social and cuitural dinerences 

and their effects upon the midents motivation in learning and perception of their life chances in 

ternis of upward mobiiity. 

Sung (1983) dommted  the adjustment process of Chinese immigrant children and youth 

in New York City during the late 1970s. The major hypothesis of this midy was that with the 

improved social climate and the more tolerant attitude of the Amexican people toward ethnic 

minorities siice the Civil Rights Act of 1964, the experiences of new immigrants would be 

correspondingly more favourable and the immigrant experience less stressfùl. It has been found 

that social institutions such as the school the comrnunity, and the family sewed as strong props 

in the reiatively hedthy adjustment experiences of the children The most disquieting syndrome 

was the lack of parental presence in the home. 

6. Ethnic Cangriage Rete~ition. A w e y  of 127 second-generation Chinese Arnerican 

adults was conducteci by Li (1995) to look retrospectïvely at the phenomena of language 

retention and loss in adult children to identlfy the factors that might have led to their respective 

linguistic outcornes. This çtudy confirmed the importance of continueci use of the heritage 

language as the primary language of communication among family members, both children and 

adults. The most important factors in the$ acquisition and subsequent retention of Chinese 

were the use of Chinese by the child in speech directeci to parents and grandparents and the use 

of Chinese by these sigdicant adults in speech directeci to the child. ûther variables that were 

found to be posiûvely related to Chinese language retention were parental directives to speak 

Chinese, time spent in Chinese-speakùig countries and attitudes regardhg ethnic identity, all of 

which evoked a sense of need to speak the Ianguage. 

c Commri~~ic~or~  Paflenzs. There has also been an increasing number of studies which 

focus on immigrants and their communication patterns (e.g., Dunn, 1973; Kim, 1977; Yum, 



1982; Yum and Wang, 1983). As argued by McGuire and McDermott (1987). it is crucial to 

study the specific communication behavioun and patterns of immigrants because they are 

related to the processes of assimilation or to the opposing state of alienation. Schneider ( 1985) 

developed a theoreticai hnewok  for examining the acculturation process of Chinese 

immigrants. Focusing on communication variables, five levels of analysis have been suggested 

for assessing acculturation as a continuous rather than dichotornous variable: the speech act 

lwei, ritualistic communication, strategic communication, the organization of conversational 

discourse, and verbal information processing. 

d ResidentiaI Dimension. Patterns of residential integration have been one of the most 

fiequently examined indices of assudation, particularly in the United States. Massey and 

Mullen (1984:837) have refemed to it as spatial assimilation and defined it as "the process 

whereby a group atîains residential propinquity with members of a host society". 

Lobo (1993) attempted to assess and compare the soào-economic and residential patterns of 

Asians (Chinese, Indians, Japanese. Koreans, Viemamese) and Kispanics (Cubans, Dominicans, 

Mexicans and Puerto Ricans) living in the United States and to explore the structural 

underpinnings of their status. The three major findings included: (a) there was a positive 

association between the class background at entry and the subçequent socio-economic 

assimilation of unmigmnt cohorts; (b) native-bom Asians and Hispanics would be better 

assunilated socioeconornically than their ethnic immigrant counterparts; and (c) groups that 

were more integrated econornicaliy would have a higher degree of spatial assimilation. 

Fang ( 1995) proposed that macro-economic conditions, dong with individual and group 

characteristics interacteci with factors of assimilation and ethnicity, thereby jointly stnicturing 

the spatial mobility of immigrants. Usiig census data on foreign-bom Chinese population of the 

States, it has been found that while employment in ethnic enclaves did W t  the spatial mobility 

of Chinese enclave worken to atnuent niburbs, it did not block their migration out of the 



enclave. Immigrants possessing substantial stocks of human capital were found to be more 

likely to work in non-ethnic sectors. They aiso tended to concentrate in cenain growing 

metropolitan areas while residing in suburbs and other locations with a Iow concentration of 

ethnic population. 

r. Economic Dimemiion Chen (1995) studied the Chinese immigrants in the U S .  labour 

market. The researcher has rightly argued that moa researchers have u d y  treated Chinese 

immigrants in the United States as a homogeneous group regardas of their country of origin - 
mainiand China, Taiwan, and Hong Kong. Because of different levels of economic 

devefopment and diierent b d s  of politicai systerns in the three areas, the researcher mggesteci 

that the Chinese immigrants are kely to be at ciifFering quality levels, and to experience 

different assimilation rates. The resuits of this study indicated great differences among Chinese 

immigrants fTom the three areas in age, wage rates, yean of schooiing, and industrial and 

occupational distributions. Immigrants from China tended to be older and less educated than 

immigrants £?om Hong Kong and Taiwan. The study has also found that the three Chinese 

groups experienced substantial assimilation into the U.S. labour market during the 1980s. 

J Pychological Weil-bekg ami Me& Heah. A ~ d y  was undertaken by Tabora 

( 1994) to invesùgate the vulnerabilities to depression among Chinese immigrant women. These 

vulnerabilities included the circurnstances that increased their nsks and their cultural beliefs and 

help-seeking behaviours which might prevent early intervention. This midy has demonstrated 

that self-esteem was the best predictor of depression folIowed by economic main and level of 

acculturation. The personal resources of hardiness and social support bufEered stresson 

secondary to the acculturation experience at various points dong the process. Participation in 

the decision to immigrate, preparation to immigrate and Enghsh ability were the best predictors 

of knowledge of knowledge of resources and beliefs about mental iUness. 



Cheng (1994) examineci the degree of depression and risk factors among adolescent 

Chinese immigrants. Using migration status (accompanied and unaccompanied), gender, and 

whether they had visited their home country as  three predictor variables, this midy has revded 

that the unaccompanied experienced a much higher degree of depression than the? 

accompanied counterparts. The unaccompanied aiso reported a higher degree of somatization 

and psychological distress than their accompanied counterparts. h addition, d e  subjects were 

found to have had more days of cutting class than their femaie counterparts. On the contrary, 

fernale abjects immigrants reported a slightly higher degree of depression, psychologicai 

distress, and somatization than male subjects. Those who had visited their home country 

experienced a similar degree of depression and psychological distress than those who had not 

been back. 

3.4.3. A Summary of Review of the Literature 

A review of the Literature on the adaptation of Chinese immigrants in Canada and the United 

States demonstrates that a number of imponant areas of analysis have been Iargely untouched. 

First of ali, most studies tended to focus on a single dimension, such as  the culturai, econornic, 

or spatial aspect of the immigrants' adaptation. It is vital to recognize that the adaptation of any 

immigrant group should be viewed as a multi-dimensional phenornenon. The immigrants' 

adaptation in one area is likely to have an impact on their experiences in other areas. Secondly, 

the degree of satisfaaon with life in the host country needs greater research attention. Thirdly, 

the hi&-school-age immigrant group has been negiected. Thus, it would be iliuminating and 

crucial to examine the adaptation experiences of Chinese immigrant students at the high school 

level using a multivariate approach. 



35. A METHODOLOGICAL APPROACH TO THE STUDY OF IMMIGRANT STUDENTS 

Methodoiogically, the shgie assidation-index (e.g., Richardson, 196 1 ; Taft, 1 96 1 ; Taft 

and Dorczy, 1962; Johnston, 1969) and multivariate (e.g., Kosa, 1957; Jansen, 197 1 ; Lai, 

1971; Goldlust and Richmond, 1974, 1975; Hazuda, Stern, and H&er 1988; Ueda, 1978; 

Wong-Rieger, 198 1 ) approaches have been widely used in the study of immigrant adaptation. 

Participationsbse~ation-interview approach has dso been employed (e.g., Child, 1943, Luce, 

1 990). 

This section proposes the use of a multivariate model to snidy the adaptation experience of 

immigrant students. First of al, although Breîon and Pinard (1 96O:465) indiateci that concepts 

such as acculturation, integration, assimilation, adaptation, or absorption al1 refer to the same 

phenomenon, the term "adaptation" s h d d  be used in preference to the others. While Iacking 

specifkity and requiring a more precise operational definition for purposes of empincal 

research, the term "adaptation" has the advantage of not involving a priori value judgements 

conceming desirable outcornes or conveying the same ideological ovenones that have corne to 

be associated with the notion of "assirniiation". 

As well, Michalowski (1 987) recognized that adaptation is a multi-dimensional phenomenon 

embracing various factors, including satisfaction, identification, cognitive, linguistic and 

behavioural assimilation, economic performance and social integration. In fact, as pointed out 

by Liberson (1961), the convergence of an immigrant population, in tirne, to a date of 

assimilation with the indigenous population, may be a special case of certain type of adaptation, 

while the convergence of the memben of a receiving society toward the characteristics of the 

migrant group may be another. 

The development of a multivariate model to study immigrant adaptation was based 

prirnarily on a recognition of the fact that human behaviour is the complex outcorne of various 



determinants and only a very few of these cm be adequately observed. As indicated by 

Goldlun and Richmond ( 1974: 196- 197). the multivariate model assumes that: 

The immigrant population is heterogeneous and is influenceci by a variety of 
pre-immigration characteristics and conditions. By the sarne token, the 
receiving society is recopized as heterogeneous and undergoing change. This 
provides a variety of situational determuiants that wili affect the type of rnutual 
adaptation taking place between migrants and those of the receiving society. 
Out of this interaction wiü emerge new social patterns that are detemiuied by 
the complex interplay of the technologid, demographic, econornic, cultural 
and sociai forces. 

The multivariate model of immigrant adaptation proposed by Goldlust and Richmond is 

represented in Figure 3-1. ïhe  effects of pre-immigration factors (Le., education and technical 

training, pnor urbanization, demographic characteristics, auspices, and motivation) on the one 

hand, and the situational determinants in the receiving society (i-e., demography, urbanization, 

industriaiization, govemment policies, pluralisrn, and stratification) on the other, are subsumeci 

under seven major categones. 

Four of these are objective or extemal, and the remaining four are subjective and are 

concemed with the socio-psychological aspects of immigration. Length of residence in the 

receiving society is considered as an independent variable which interacts with both the 

pre-immigration characteristics and situational deterrninants to mode  the objective and 

subjective modes of adaptation. 

The objective aspects of adaptation are political, sociai, cultural, and econornic. The political 

aspects include participation in the normal process of voting and standing for eiection, together 

with the formation of pressure groups. The social aspects include the integration of immigrants 

into networks of primary relationships with kith and kh,  as well as  rnembers of the receiving 

country. Regarding the cultural aspects, they include the establishment of communication 

channels with the receiving country through language learning, the interchange of cultural 



artificts and symbols ranging f?om food to mord beliek and piactices. The economic aspects 

include the occupations into which the immigrants move and th& subsequent incornes and 

social mo bility . 

The three key subjective elements are idenîification, intenialization, and satisfacton. 

Identification invoives the modification of the immigrant's own sense of identity and a 

tramfierence of loyalty &om the country of ongin to the new. Intenialization refers to the 

process of change in the attitudes and vaiues of the immigrant and is actuaiiy a component of 

the sociaiization process. The level of satifidon involves relative cornparisons with the 

immigrant's situation prior to migration as well as with other immigrants and with members of 

the receiving society. 

Figure 3- 1 : Multivariate Mode1 of the Immigrant Adaptation Process 

(Source: Goldlust, John and Eùchmond Anthony. (1974). " A Mulhvariate Mode1 of 
Immigrant Adaptation". International M i m o n  Review. Vol. 8(2): 193-225, Figure 2) 



This mdtivariate model of Goldlust and Richmond (1974) was developed to midy the 

adaptation of immigrants in general. A modifiai version of üiis model is pmposed to be applied 

as the theoretical h e w o r k  for the study of immigrant students. Figure 3-2 presents the 

muitivanate model of immigrant shident adaptation. 

Figure 3-2: MuitiVanate Mode1 of Immigmnt Student Adaptation 
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ui ternis of the pre-immigration characîeristics and conditions, in addition to the five factors 

aforementioned, it is important to include the immigrant students' pnor exposure to Western 

culture. In fàa, many Chinese students may have studied in a Western country as foreign 

-dents pnor to their migration to Canada (Chow, 1990; Mckie, 1984). 

Wtth respect to motivation, immigrants with a strong drive to leave their homeland and 

emigrate to a foreign country would put more effort into the pmcess of a new society and as a 

consequence of greater effort would be more [ikely to achieve a satisfactory settlernent. A 

study on immigrant students shoufd focus on their perceptions of the major reasons for their 

families' decision to emigrate. 

As regards the situational determinants in receiving country, institutional completeness, 

educational system, and race and ethnic relations need to be taken into serious consideration. 

Institutionai completeness, a terni coined by Breton (1964), is defineci as "the extent to which 

an ethnic group in a particular locale possess organizations developed by or for members of 

that ethnoculture". As pointed out by Abu-Laban (1980: 155), these ethnic institutions wiU 

provide a Link with the ancestral land, reinforcing the maintenance of cultural and linguistic 

identity. At the same tirne, they will also play a miciai adaptive role, encouragjng acculturative 

change and integration with the host society. 

in t e m  of the educational system, it mua be noted that the school is a powerful socializing 

agent, able to assis the development and maintenance of diversity or uniformity. in fact, 

education is widely recogized as a means of upward social and occupational mobiiity. To that 

end, the instrumental value of education is acknowledged by immigrants and is refleaed in their 

high educational and occupational aspirations (e.g. Cheng, 1988; Kao and Tienda, 1993). It is 

cmcial, therefore, to examine whether schools are catering for the needs of immigrant 

students. 



Conceming race and ethnic relations, it should be recognized that Ui a multi-ethnic society. 

conflict may arise out of cornpetition for scafce resources, the differential distribution of power 

in the society, fundamental opposition of basic value systems, and inherent contradictions in the 

values held and the institutions senhg them. New Unmigrants d not be able to fùUy enjoy 

and participate in this new CO- unless hmonious relationships are estabiished arnong the 

various racial and ethnic groups. The ease with which these immigrants are accepted will surely 

facilitate their adaptation to the Canadian society. 

The oiiginai model focuses on four objective aspects of adaptation (political, social, cultural, 

and economic). Emphasis should be placed on the educationd and linguistic aspects, rather 

than the political and economic dimensions, in the study of the adaptation of immigrant 

students. tn addition, these four aspects will be treated as both subjective and objective 

elements in the new model. For instance, in the case of social adaptation, the question of 

whether an immigrant student interacts with Canadians is an objective measure, whereas the 

immigrant student's experience in making fiiends with Canadians is a subjective measure. 

The friture plans of the immigrant students has ben added as one of the subjective aspects 

of adaptation. This is vital because their plans for permanent settiernent in Canada or for 

retuming to their country of ongin will definitely influence their cornmitment to improve their 

language skills, the types of social network developed, the degree of participation in various 

formal organizations, as weii as their cornmitment to the receiving country. 

Finaiiy, the analytical approaches to be applied to this multivariate model should aiso be 

proposed. Scales with high intemal reliability need to be developed in order to meanire the 

subjective and objective aspects of immigrants' adaptation experiences. As multivariate analysis 

of variance (MANOVA) dows the evaluation of mean Merences on two or more dependent 

criterion variables (Bray and Maxweii, 1985), this is a particularly appropriate method to be 

applied so as to examine the interaction effects among the dinerent mesures of adaptation. It 



is also possible to delineate new dimensions of adaptation by subjechng these scales to a factor 

analysis with varimax rotation, a method of orthogonal rotation which simplifies the factor 

structure by mruaminng the variance of a column of the pattern ma& (Kim and Mueller, 

1978). As weü, multiple regression and logistic regression analyses can be conducted to 

disentangle the factors (i-e., socio-demographic and background variables) affecthg the 

adaptation experiences of immigrants. 



CHAPTER 4: METHODOLOGY 

This chapter outlines the shidy design, the sarnple, the instruments, and the rnethods 

employed to coîiect and analyze the data. 

4.1. POPULATION 

The population for the present study was defineci as al1 the Hong Kong and Caribbean 

Unmigrant students aîtending public hi& schools within Metro Toronto during the acadernic 

years of 1 992-93 and 1993-94. 

4.2. PROCEDURE OF DATA COLLECTION 

The infornation on which this study was based derived fkom two specific sources. The 

principal method of data collection was a self-administered questionnaire survey ( s e  Appendix 

A). Personal in te~ews  (see Appendix B) were nibsequently conducted with a srnall sarnple of 

students who were wüling to fùrther participate in this mdy. 

4.2.1. Questionnaire Survey 

ïhe sample was drawn in two stages. F i  of ail, access to the schools to conduct the study 

was granted by five school boards within the Metro Toronto area. Of these five, only one 

school board permined the use of Black students nom the Canibean as a cornparison group. 

This was not surprishg as research on ethnicity in the xhool system has always been diflicult 

due to its sensitive nature. 

The researcher, upon receiving approval f?om school boards to undertake the study in the 

schools under their jurisdiction, contactai the principals of the schools approved by the boards 

to obtain permission to survey the students. In the schools that agreed to participate in the 



study, the principai, vice-principal, or head of ESL department arranged for student 

participation during or afler schwl the.  h other cases, research instruments were diaributed 

to the prospective participants via the home form teaches to d o w  them to complete the 

questionnaires at home. Parental approval (see Appendix C) was required by rnoa p ~ c i p a l s  

for participants under the age of 18. The total number of questionnaires completed by the 

Hong Kong and Caribbean studems were 21 5 and 57 respectively. 

In order to obtain a larger and more representative sample, the researcher attempted to 

obtain more responses through his conneaion to a youth group comprised of immigrant 

students from Hong Kong. An additionai 143 Hong Kong students and 6 Caribbean midents 

participated in this study. As a result, the entire sample included 368 Hong Kong and 63 

Caribbean students attending 28 Werent high schools under the jurisdiction of 6 school boards 

in Metro Toronto (see Table 4-1). 

Table 4- 1 : Number of Participating Schools 

Board of Hone Kong Group Caribbean Group 
Education 

No. of Students No. of Schools No. of Students No. of Schools 
A 183 6 2 1 
B 68 6 - - 
C 2 1 - - 
D 18 4 - - 
E 97 9 57 8 
F - 4 1 - 
To ta1 368 26 63 10 

4.2.2. Personal Interview 

Students who had indicated their wiilingness to participate in a personal i n t e ~ e w  by £ilhg 

out a consent form attacheci to the questionnaire were contacteci by telephone. The researcher 

arranged al1 the i n t e ~ e w s  to the mutual convenience and satisfaction of both parties. 



interviews took part in the homes of the participants, the school premises, or the office of the 

researcher at OISE, and aii were recordeci with the use of a tape recorder. 

Upon arriving for theu interviews, participants were greeted and thanked for their 

attendance. Mer an effort was made to briefly establish rapport, the researcher re-introduced 

the focus of the study and emphasized both the value of the participants' perspectives to the 

sh~dy and the possible contribution of their participation to prospective immigrant students. 

Various participation-related issues outlined in the Consent Fonn (see Appendix D) were 

clarified. More specificaiiy, the Consent Form assured participants that their participation was 

complete!y voluntary and tbat they were &ee to withdraw âom the study at any the .  It was 

also made clear that their names appeared ody on that doaiment and kept separate f?om the 

data, which would be number-coded to ensure confidentiaiity. Questions posed by the 

participants were addressed and WTitten consent was secwed from them via the signing of the 

Consent Form. It is worth nothg that one popdar question that quite a number of inteniewees 

r a i d  was related to the basis on which they were seleaed for participation in the study. On 

the other hand, the i n t e ~ e w  guide provided the structure for the interview. The order of the 

questions varied siightiy fiom the i n t e ~ e w  guide. Open-ended questions were used so as to 

capture the expenences and feehgs of the participants as much as possible. 

4.3- CONSTRUCnON OF QUESTIONNAIRE 

43.1. Operationalization of Variables 

13.I.a De-pendent F'mubIe. Multiple measures were used so as to gain a comprehensive 

understanding of the adaptation experiences of immigrant midents. The key dependent 

variable, adaptation, was measured primarily by the following subjective and objective factors: 

social aspect of adaptation; culturai and linguistic aspect of adaptation; educationd aspect of 

adaptation; identification; intemalitatio~ satisfaction with acadernic and non-academic rnatters; 



and future plans. Various sub-scales were developed by the researcher for the purposes of the 

present study. 

(il Eihcationui A p c i  ofdakptatlb~t. A IO-item scale was used as a subjective masure 

of students' degree of satisfacion with the various aspects of school Me. A higher score would 

reflect a higher degree of satisfàction. Students were asked to rate their academic ability in 

cornparison to other Canadian students in their classes on a 5-point scaie, f?om 1 = weil below 

average to 5 = weU above average. The average mark of aii the courses that each student had 

completed in the previous academic year was used as an objective m u r e  of ducational 

adaptation. 

(ii) Cul~uraI and Linguistic Aspect ofA&ption. in order to examine the cultural aspect 

of adaptation, a 10-item d e  was employai to meanire the students' perceptions of the extent 

to which their values and custorns are different fiom those of the Canadians on a Likert-de, 

with 1 = very different to 5 = very sirnilar. Enrohent in English Language or English as a 

Second Langage courses in the previous two semestersltems, tiequency of English usage 

with parents. sibiings, best friends best schoolmates, and family physician, as weii as  self-rated 

English ability in the areas of spoken English, written English, and understanding Englrsh were 

three measures of the linguistic aspect of adaptation. 

(iii) Social A p c t  of Adzp~sn'on. The social aspect of adaptation was measured by 

respondents' frequency of participation in religious organizations, recreationai facilities, 

community groups, and political organizations. Responses were scored on a 5-point scde 

ranghg fkom 1 = never to 5 = very ofken. A more subjective question concemed with 

respondents' experience in rnaking Canadian fnends. In particular, they were asked to describe 

their experiences on a 5-point scaie, with 1 = very easy to 5 = very ciBicuit. 

(iv) lderztrficafion wwifh Homelumi cntd Host Country- The respondents' degree of 

identitication with home country was mea~u~ed by a 3-item d e .  Students were asked to 



indicate their degree of agreement with statements conceming: (a) whether they were 

interested in issues, events, or affairs relathg to their home country; (b) whether they felt a 

strong anachment to thek home country; and (c) whether they actively participated in 

organizations or social groups that consisted primarily of people belonging to their ethnic 

group. 

Statements employed to examine their degree of identification with Canada included: (a) 

whether they were interested in issues, events, or afFairs relating to Canada; (b) whether they 

had a mong positive feeling about beir~g Canadian; (c) whether they had a strong sense of 

belonging to Canada, and (d) whether they interacteci with Canadians fiequently. As weU, in 

order to understand their self-identification, shidents were asked to indicate the label (Le., non- 

hyphenated Canadian or hyphenated Canadian) that they consider more appropriate for 

t hernselves. 

(v) Gratrflcatioion wzth Life. A i 1-item sale was used as a subjective measure of students' 

degree of satisfaction with various aspects of Me. Respondents were asked to rate each item on 

a 5-point sale according to the degree of seriousness, with 1 = very important to 5 = very 

unimportant. 

(vi) Fzîîure P/mz.s. Severai questions were used to probe for respondents' fùture plans, 

including: (a) whether they would seek employment or M e r  th& shidies in Canada upon 

completion of high school; (b) whether they would rehim to their country of origh e v e n d y .  

Two related questions were used to assess their overd immigration experience in Canada: (a) 

based on their experience Ui Canada thus far, whether they would still immigrate to Canada ifa 

choice was given; (b) whether they wodd encourage their fiends and relatives from their home 

country to immigrate to Canada. 



4.3.I.b Inde-mdnt Vmiabes. Both the pre-immigraton characteristics and socio- 

demographic characteristics of the respondents were included as independent variables. AU 

these were in fact considerd as possible determinants of the adaptation acperiences of 

immigrant midents. The nine pre-immigration charaderistics included: age at immigration; 

prior experience in other countries; prior experience in Canada; pnor degree of urbanization of 

homeland; major language of instruction used in homeland; highest level of education 

completed in homeland; admission category; immigration decision; and reasons for 

immigration. 

The socidemographic characteristics included: age; gender; religion; aiment employment 

status; grade level; parents' marital status; presence of parents in Canada, length of residence in 

Canada, and ethnicity. Socio-econornic status was not measured by a single index. hstead, a 

series of questions which would reflect theu socio-economic status were asked. These 

questions pertained to: parents' education; parents' occupation in homeland and in Canada; 

home ownership; admission category; seIf-rated socio-economic class on a sale of 1 (low) to 5 

(high); and famiy income. 

4.3.2. Reliability of the Major Scales 

The intemal consistency estimates of reiiability for the major scales based on the total 

sarnple are show in Table 4-2. The reliability coefficients were satisfàctorily hi& ranghg 

fiom 0.55 to 0.93. 



Table 4-21 Reliabiiity Coefncients for Major Scales 
Scale Questionnaire Items Alpha 

M e m e s  of Admiution 
Education 
Cdture 
SociaI 
Problem 
Identscation with Canada 
Identification with homeland 
English usage 
English proficiency 
Exposure to English media 
Exposure to ethnic media 

Social factors 
Educational factors 
Economic factors 
Po titical factors 
Cultural factors 
Personai factors 

Bl la to BI I j  
C05a to COS 
CO6al, CO6b 1, CO6c 1, CMd l 
Cola to COlk 
CO74 CO7c, CO74 C07g C07h 
C07b, C07e, C07f 
B09a to B09e 
BOIa to BOld 
BIOa, Bloc, BlOe, BlOg 
BlOb, BI04 B10$ BlOh 

4.3.3. Translation of Research instrument 

The researcher, who has extensive experience in conducting surveys in a biiingual capacity 

( s e  Chow, 1991; Chow 1993; Chow 1994), has translated the questionnaire into Chinese (see 

Appendix A). It was reviewed by a statistical consultant at the Ontario Iiistitute for Studies in 

Education of the University of Toronto (OISUUT), who also has nibstantiai expenence in 

hentage language teaching in the Chinese comrnunity in Toronto. The English version was 

exarnined by two Caribbean shidents and a professor of Afiican descent in the Department of 

Sociology in Education at OISE/UT. Both the Chinese and English versions were made 

avaiiable to suit the language preference of the respondents. 



4.3.4. Püot Study 

A pilot test of both venions of the questionnaires was undertaken during Febtuary and 

March of 1993 with the foiiowing objectives: (a) to confirm the suitability and 

cornprehensibility of the questionnaire items; @) to ensure that the arnount of time required for 

cornplethg the questionnaire was not excessive; and (c) to discover the reaction of the 

participants to the questionnaire contents. 

The sarnple used for the pilot study consisteci of 15 Hong Kong and Caribbean immigrant 

students attending public high schools in Metro Toronto. Several of these participants were 

known to the researcher and the others were wntacted via ii "snowbd" method. 

Pilot-testing the questionnaire helped idenMy questions that needed to be expandeci, were 

ambiguous or poorly worded, or had been overiooked in the draft questionnaire. Based on the 

results of the pilot study, severai item were rephrased. The amount of t h e  required to 

complete the questionnaire was found to be in the range of 20 to 30 minutes. 

A few Hong Kong students (N=3) were dso intervieweci in order to pilot the interview 

schedule and the i n t e ~ e w  format. The interviews, recordeci on audiotape, ranged in length 

f?om 45 minutes to 90 minutes. No problem arose due to the amount of tirne required, as the 

respondents express& no impatience, and they took their time with their answers throughout. 

None of the respondents found the tape recorder to be a problem. 

4.4. LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY 

Three major limitations should be noted. First of dl, caution should be warranteci in 

generalizing the findings of this study. Although Chinese participants were drawn fkom a 

large number of schools within the Metro Toronto area, the sarnple was not stnctly a 

random one. 



Secondly. with respect to the cornparison group, it must be acknowledged that 

Caribbean background that participants corne from is very diverse and the educational 

experiences pnor to irnmigrating to Canada are equally so. This background signifies that 

the term "Caribbean" is precarious because of the wide range of differences and 

experiences that it encompasses. 

Thirdly, the sample size of this cornparison group was relatively small. In fact, a 

majority of the Caribbean immigrants came primady from Jamaica. As well, these 

students were recruited from a srnail number of schools. The small sample size has also 

precluded separate regession analysis attempting to delineate the deteminants of 

adaptation for the Caribbean group. 



CHAPTER 5: RESEARCH FINDINGS - QUESTIONNAIRE SURVEY 

This chapter presents the quantitative and, where appropriate, qualitative hdings of the 

present shidy. To maintain consistency, results pertaining to the Hong Kong group wiU be 

presented fïrst, foUowed by a comparative analysis of data conceming both the Hong Kong and 

Caribbean groups. 

5.1. A BREF OVERVEW OF STATISTICAL ANALYSES 

The primas. goal of the present study was hvo-fold: (a) to investigate the extent to which 

these snidents have adapted sociaily, cdturally, linguistically, and educatiody in Canada; and 

(b) to disentangle the factors (various background and soàodernographic variables) affecthg 

their adaptation experiences. A multivarîate approach has been adopted. A brief o v e ~ e w  of 

the statistical analyses is presented below: 

Frequencies are reported on independent variables of both the Hong Kong and 

Caribbean groups. Cross-tabulation and analysis of variance (ANûVA) procedures are 

employed to test for dserences of the background characteristics between the Hong 

Kong and Caribbean groups. 

Scores of the 1 3 measures of adaptation are reported. Multivariate analysis of variance 

(MANOVA) is used to compare the difEerent adaptation scores of both groups. 

Factor analysis is utilized to delineate new dimensions of adaptation based on the 

original 13 difTerent measures. 

Multiple and logistic regression analyses are performed to M e r  explore the 

determinants of adaptation for the Hong Kong group and for the total sample. 



5.2. SAMPLE 

The present sample compriseci of 368 Hong Kong immigrant students attending 26 difEerent 

public high schools under the jurisdiction of 6 boards of education in Metro Toronto during the 

academic years of 1992-93 and 1993-94. The three selection criteria imposed were: (i) last 

permanent country of residence being Hong Kong; (ü) legal status in Canada being landed 

immigrant or citizen; and (üi) length of residence being approximately 5 years. The sarne 

criteria appiied to the comparison group, except the last region of permanent residence being 

the Caribbean, rather than Hong Kong. The cornparison group included 63 Black students 

fiom 10 schools under the jurisdiction of 3 school boards. 

5.3. SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS 

This section wili describe in detail the socio-demographic and background data of the 

respondents. To facilitate analysis. some of these variables have been re-coded. As weii, in 

order to examine possible group Werences, cross-tabulation and analysis of variance 

procedures have been executed on these re-coded variables. 

5.3.1. Individual Characteristics 

This section deals with the individual characteristics of the sample, including age, age at 

immigration, marital status, religion, CO- of birth, length of residence in Canada, level of 

education completed in homeland, major language of instruction in homeland, prior 

experiences in Canada and other counties, mral-urban background in homeland, grade lwei, 

and employment status in Canada. A summary of these characteristics is shown in Table 5-1. 

a. Gettcier. The Hong Kong sample consisteci of 48.0 per cent d e s  and 52.0 per cent 

females, as compared to 3 3.9 per cent males and 66.1 per cent females in the Caribbean 

sample. A cross-tabulation analysis showed that in both the Hong Kong and Caribbean groups, 

there were sigruficantly more femae participants (Chi-square = 4-23 74, d.E = 1, p < 0.03 95). 



b. Age. The mean ages of the Hong Kong and Caribbean groups were 17.83 (SD = 2.8798) 

and 17.02 (SD = 2.741 8) respectively. An ANOVA indicated that the age Werence between 

the two groups attained statistical signincance (F (1.4 1 8) = 4.0 1 7, p < 0.046). 

c. Age al Imrnigr~bn. The mean age at immigration of the Hong Kong students was 15-30 

(SD = 3 -36). Although the mean of the Caribbean group was siightly lower (mean = 14.57, SD 

= 3 -281, an ANOVA revealed no significant Werence between the two groups. 

d Mmiral Smtns. As the sample consisted of students at the high school level, a large 

rnajority of the students in both the Hong Kong (99.4%) and the Caribbean (93.4%) groups 

were single. 

e. Reiigron. Arnong those who indicated a religious afliüation, a noticeable proportion of 

the students in both the Hong Kong (62.9%) and Caribbean (35.3%) groups identifiai 

thernselves as Protestant. ûther religious groups ody constituted a srnall rninority. When this 

vansble was collapsed into two categories, with 1 = religion and O = no religion, a cross- 

tabulation anaiysis showed that significantly more students in the Caribbean group indicated a 

religious atfiliation (Chi-square = 15.0699, d.f = 1, p < 0.0001). 

f: CUZIIIQ of Bi&. An ovenvhelming rnajority of the Hong Kong students (94.6%) were 

born in Hong Kong. A signifiant proportion of the Caribbean students reported Jamaica 

(42.6%) as their country of birth, foiiowed by those who were born in Trinidad (24.6%) and 

Guyana ( 1 8.0%). 

g. Let@ of Resi&tzce in C'mu& Since length of residence in Canada was one of the 

selection criteria, the means for the Hong Kong (mean = 2.66, SD = 1.68) and Caribbean 

(mean = 2.77; SD = 1.76) groups were relatively sirniiar. 

h. Level of Educution Compleled in Homelami About threequarters of the Hong Kong 

students (75.2%) had hished secondiuy school (Fom 1-5) pnor to immigration. In terms of 



the Caribbean sample, over two-tifths (43.1 %) had completed secondaiy school ( F o m  1-5) 

and about a quarter (34.5%) completed primary school. This variable was collapsed into two 

categories, with O = primary school and 1 = seconchy school or above. A cross-tabulation 

procedure has demonstrateci that signiticantly more Hong Kong students had completed a 

higher Ievel of education (Forms 1-5 in secondary school) before coming to Canada (Chi- 

square = 27.78005. d.E = 4, p c 0.000 1). 

I. Major Lar~guage of CZmoom Im~ictioo. More than haif of the Hong Kong nudents 

(56.5%) did not indicate Engiish as the primaq medium of instruction in schools they last 

attended in Hong Kong. On the contrary, an ovenvhelming majority of the Caribbean students 

(98.3%) had English as their prùnary language of instruction in schools. It is thus not surprising 

that a cross-tabulation analysis demonstratecl sigrifkant ciifference in terms of students' major 

language of instruction used in home country (Chi-square = 57.0467, d.E = 1, p < 0.000 1). 

j. Prior Erperiet~ce in Canada and Other C ~ u n ~ e s .  Siightly more dian onequarter of the 

Hong Kong midents (26.2%) had corne to Canada before as a t o d a  prior to immigration. 

Another 6.4 per cent had studied in Canada on student authorkation. On the other hanci, only 

10 Caribbean students had visited Canada prior to immigration, and none of them midieci in 

Canada before. Only very few students in both the Hong Kong (8.8%) and Caribbean (4.9?!) 

groups had prior experience in other countries. This variable was coilapsed into two 

categories, with 1 = with prior experience in Canada and O = without prior experience in 

Canada. A cross-tabulation procedure confirmed that si@cantiy more Hong Kong students 

had experience in Canada prior to immigration (Chi-square = 7.0667, d.f = 1, p < 0.0079). 

k Rural-Urban Resicence in H o m e l d  A vast majority of the Hong Kong students 

(93.5%) carne f?om an urban background, whereas the figure for the Caribbean midents was 

40.0 per cent. When this variable was coiiapsed into two categories, with 1 = urban and O = 

suburban or rural, a cross-tabulation analysis (Chi-square = 122.0376, d.E = 1, p < 0.000 1) 

confirmeci that significantly more Hong Kong students came fkom an urban background. 



L Grde  LeveL Hong Kong and Caribbean students were represented at aii grade levels 

(Grades 9- 1 YOAC). A cross-tabulation procedure, afler coiiapsing this variable into 2 

categories, with O = junior (Grades 9-12) and 1 = senior (Grade 13/0AC), demonstrated that 

sigiuficantly more Hong Kong students were shidying at the Grade 13/OAC Ievel (Chi-square 

= 15.437, d.f = 4, p < 0.00388). 

m. EmpIopent Status in C& While 16.7 per cent of the Hong Kong students were 

employed part-tirne, 19.4 per cent of the Caribbean counterparts held a simila. employment 

status. A cross-tabulation anal y sis did not reveal group ditlierence. 



Table 5- 1 Personal Characteristics of Respondents 
Personal C hamcteristics Hone Konq Carib bean 

Male 
Fernale 
Total 

MmCllltd SIQZIIS 
Single 
Marrieci 
Divorced 
Total 

Reli*or~ 
Protestant 
Catholic 
Ancestral worship 
Buddhist 
Taoist 
HiIldu 
Muslim 
Other Protestant 
Total 

Cmir~try of Birth 
Hong Kong 
China 
Canada 
Taiwan 
Macau 
Jamaica 
Trinidad 
Guyana 
Grenada 
St. Vincent 
St. Lucia 
St. Kiîts 
Sri Lanka 
Toîai 367 100.0 61 100.0 
Cmtirnied on rlexf page 



primary 
Secondary (Fom 1-5) 
Secondary (Forrns 6 7 )  
TechnicaVCommercial lnstitute 
CollegePolytechnic 
Total 

Maior I m ~ m ~ a ~ e  of Instmction Used in H o m e M  
English language 
Chinese language 
Bilingual 
Total 

Prior &mience in C& 
Visa student 
Tourist 
Visa student & tourist 
No prior experience 
Total 

Rural- Urbmt Resiaknce in Homeimd 
Rural 
Suburban 
Uhan 
Totat 

Grade Level 
Grade 9 
Grade IO 
Grade 11 
Grade 12 
Grade 13 (OAC) 
Total 

Part-tirne employment 
Without employment 



5.3.2. Family Characteristics 

This section describes in detail the f d y  characteristics of the sample, includmg parents' 

education, parents' occupation in Canada and homeland, parents' marital status, presence of 

parents in Canada, total number of sibiings, -ber of sibhgs in Canada, type of housing, area 

of residence, family income, and seFrateci socio-econornic status. A nimmary of data is 

presented in Table 5-2. 

a Fathrrs' ,!iiabcation. Slightly less than three-quarters the fathers of the Hong Kong group 

(71.1%) had completed a secondary school or post-secondary education, whereas two-fïflhs 

(40.4%) of the fathers of the Cariibean students attained a similar educationai level. 

6. Morhers' Eihcc~tion. The educational attainrnents of the mothers of both groups were 

also high. In particular, over the-tifths of the mothers of the Hong Kong group (64.4%) had 

completed a secondary school or post-secondas, education, whereas the figure for the 

Caribbean group was 52.7 per cent. 

c Fathers' Occz~patio~z in Humeland and in Canada n i e  occupations of the fathers in the 

Hong Kong group were more concentrated in the business (45.4%), professional (9.9?4), and 

manageriaUadrninistrative (9.3%) sectors prior to immigration The occupations of their fathers 

in Canada were primarily more concentrated in the business sector (30.2%). A noticeable 

proportion of their fathers were concentrated in categories such as d e s  (10.7%). 

restauranthotel senrice ( 10.7%), and secretariaVclerical(9.4%). It mua also be noted that 3 8 -2 

per cent of their fathers were not residing in Canada at the tiie of the study. 

With respect to the Caribbean group, the occupations of their fathers in homeland were 

more highly concentrated in the industrial (37.5%) and profèssional (1 5 .û%) sectors. On the 

other hand, theù occupations in Canada were more concentrated in industrial (40.9??) and 

business ( 1 3.6%) sectors. 



f i s  variabie was collapsed into 3 categories, with 1 = professional, managerial, or business, 

2 = other occupational categories, and 3 = unemployed or not in the labour force. A cross- 

tabulation analysis demonstrates that sigdicantiy more fathers in the Hong Kong sample were 

concentrated in the businesdmanageridprofessional category in homeland (Chi-square = 

22.869 1, d.f. = 2, p < 0.000 1). 

d Mothers' Occrpatiot~ in Homeland und in Cana& A sigruficant proportion of the 

mothers of the Hong Kong sample (40.4%) were homemakers prior to immigration, foiIowed 

by those whose mothen worked in the secretariaüclerical (16.9%) and business (14.6%) 

sectors. Noticeably, 44.1 per cent of their mothers were homemakers in Canada. Others were 

concentrated in secretariaVclerical(13 -8%) and industrial (1 3 -3%) secton. 

With respect to the mothers of the Caribbean midents, 36.6 per cent were homemakers in 

their home countries. Othen were concentrated in secretariaVclerical (14.6%) and educatiod 

( 12.2%) sectors. In Canada, 16.7 per cent of their mothers worked in the secretariaVclerical 

sector. An equal number of them worked in the health s e ~ c e  sector (13.9%) and as 

homemakers ( 13.9%). 

Cross-tabdation anaiysis based on the three new categories reveals that mothers' occupation 

in both the country of origin (Chi-square = 1 1.458 1, d.E = 2, p < 0.0033) and in Canada (Chi- 

square = 10.0544, d.E = 2, p < 0.0066) were significantly different. ui particular, mothers of 

the Hong Kong students were more highiy concentrated in the "other" category, indicating that 

they were not in the labour force. 

e. Fathers'Mmiral Statz~s. Fathers of the Hong Kong group were predominantly rnmkd 

(94.0%), whereas only slightly more than haif of the Canibbean students indicated a sunilar 

marital status for their fathers (5 5.8%). A cross-tabulation analysis, d e r  coilapshg this 

variable into two categories, with 1 = manïed/re-marri4 and O = other, has shown that 

significantly more fathen of the Hong Kong students were married or re-married (Chi-square = 

66.1405, d.E = 1, p < 0.0001). 



j Mothers'MariaiSta~us~ An ovenuhelming rnajority of the Hong Kong snidents 

(92.4%) indicated the marital status of thek rnothers as manid, whereas oniy about halfof the 

Caribbean midents (5 1.8%) reporteci a similar status for their mothen. A cross-tabulation 

analysis has indicated that sigdicantly more mothen of the Hong Kong group were 

mamed/rernarried (Chi-square = 68.5353, d.E = 1, p < 0.0001). 

g. Presence of Father in Siightly more than three-mhs of the fathers in both the 

Hong Kong (6 1.8%) and Caribbean (63.3%) groups were residing in Canada at the tirne of the 

study. In terms of the Hong Kong group, it is noticeable that 29.0 per cent of the fathers were 

ail working in Hong Kong. Relatively few of those in the Caribbean group (4.1%) were 

working in home country. In fact, more one-f3h of hem (22.4%) provided other reasons for 

the absence of their fathers in Canada. 

h. Presetice of Mollier in Canada More than threequarters of the mothers of both the 

Hong Kong (79.8%) and Caribbean (75.5%) groups were present in Canada at the tirne of the 

mdy . 

z. Aiva of Residence. Students' area of residence corresponded generdy to the location of 

the schools they attended. Although the present study included students attending high schools 

within the Metro Toronto area, a small proportion of the Hong Kong students (4.5%) actuaily 

resided outside of Metro Toronto, in nearby cities such as Mississauga, Maricham, Unionde, 

and Richmond Hill, whereas aii Caribbean students resided within the Metro Toronto a r a  

j. Tqpe of Hmisitg. W e  over the-Mhs of the Hong Kong students (68.6%) lived in 

houses purchased, 1 1.9 per cent tived in apartments purchased. In contmst, a large majority of 

the Caribbean students lived in apartrnents rented (68.9%), foiiowed by those who lived in 

houses rented ( 13.1 %). A subsequent cross-tabulation procedure, d e r  cou apsing this variable 

as  1 = house or a p m e n t  purchased and O = other, has shown that home ownenhip rate was 

significantly higher among Hong Kong (Chi-square = 73 -6067, d. f = 1, p < 0.000 1). 



k Fmily  income. W e  oniy a quarter of theHong Kong students indicated their f d y  

income 20,000 or under, over half ofthe Caribbean students indicated a sunilar income levei. It 

is also peculiar to note that none of the Caribbean students indicated an income level higher 

than the third lwel (i-e., above 60,000). An ANOVA using this famiy income as a continuous 

variable has found that the means for the Hong Kong group was sigmficantly higher (F = 

13.849, p < 0.001). 

I. SeY-ra~ed Sa:io+conomic Stan1s. Respondents indicated on a scaie of 1 (lower) to 5 

(upper) the socio-econornic ciass to which they thought their families belonged. A majority of 

the Hong Kong (63.5%) and Caribbean (73.1%) students made use of the rniddle category. 

Relatively few Caribbean students (3.8%) rated above the mid-level, whereas 17.6 per cent of 

the Hong Kong students made a similar seleaion. An ANOVA indicated that Hong Kong 

students tended to rank their social status higher ttian that of the Caribbean counterparts (F = 

5.386, p < 0.021). 

m. 7 ' '  Number of SilSlings and Number of SibIings in Cm& On average, the mean 

total numbers of siblings for the Hong Kong and Caribbean groups were 2.79 (SD = 1.48) and 

4.90 (SD = 2.63) respectively. The mean numbers of siblings in Canada were 2.44 (SD = 1.18) 

and 3 -02 (SD = 1.66) for the Hong Kong and Caribbean groups respectively. 



Table 5-2 F d y  Characteristics of Respondents 
Hong Konq Caribbean 

No formal education 
Primary school 
Secondary school 
TechnicaVcornrnercial institute 
Colege/polytechnic 
University (undergraduate) 
Graduate school 
Dont know 
Total 

Mothers ' Eüùcation 
No formal educatior, 
Prirnary school 
Secondary school 
Technicdcommercial institut e 
Coiiegdpolytechnic 
University (undergraduate) 
Graduate school 
Dont know 
To ta1 

Business~managerial 
Professional 
Educationai 
Sales 
Service 
ClericaVseaet arial 
Mec hanic~11dustridtechnical 
Other occupation 
Not in labour force 
Total 324 200.0 40 100.0 
Co~rttzmed on next page 
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Tabie 5-2 Family Characteristics of Respondents (Continued) 

Fafier's Ocmpation in Cancllia 
Business~Manageriai 
Professional 
Educational 
Sales 
Service 
Clericaüsecretarial 
MechanidmdustriaVtechnicai 
Other occupation 
Not in labour force 
Total 

Mother 's O c c z ~ ~ i i o n  in Homeland 
Business/manageriai 
Professional 
Educational 
Sales 
Senrice 
ClericaVsecretarial 
Mechanidmdust~~technicd 
ûther occupation 
Not in labour force 
Total 

Business/managenai 
Professional 
Educational 
Sales 
Service 
ClericaVsecretarial 
MechanicaVindustriaVt echnicai 
ûther occupation 
Not in labour force 
Total 
Contimed OH next page 



Table 5-2 F d y  Characteristics of Respondents (Continuai) 

Fafher 's MmarrtaI Stahis 
Manied 
Separated/divorced 
Widoweù 
Remanieci 
Deceased 
Single 
Total 

Mothers' Marital Statr~s 
Manied 
Separat eddivorced 
Wtdowed 
Remat-ried 
Deceased 
Single 
Total 

Presence of Fathers in Caziada 
Residing in Canada 
Working in home countq 
Visiting in home country 
Residing outside Canada 
To ta1 

Preserlce of Mofhers in C d  
Residing in Canada 
Working in home country 
Visiting in home country 
Residing outside Canada 
To ta1 356 100.0 100.0 
Contirn~ed otz next page 



Table 5-2 Family Characteristics of Respondents (Contùiued) 

Area of Residence 
North York 
Scarborough 
Toronto 
Etobicoke 
York 
East York 
Richmond HilI 
Mississauga 
Markham 
Unionville 
To ta1 

Tm of Hoicsrzg 
Rentai apartment 
Rental house 
Apartment owned 
House owned 
Rental basement/roorn 
S tayed with reIatives/sponsor/guardian 
Total 

Fm;& Itrcome 
30,000 or under 
20,OO 1 - 40,000 
40,OO 1 - 60,000 
60,001 - 80,000 
80,OO 1 - 100,000 
1 00,OO 1 or more 
Total 

S q ~ d  S~~io-eco~~ornic Status 
Level 1 (low) 
Levei 2 
Level3 
LeveI4 
Level5 (high) 
To ta1 



5.4. DESCRIPTIVE & MULTIVARIATE ANALYSES OF ADAPTATION 

5.4.1. Perceptions of Motivation for immigration 

To undentand how the immigration process began, it is necessary to probe for students' 

perceptions of major reasons for immigration. Students ranked the importance of a total of 24 

possible reasons under the foliowing 6 categories: (a) social factors; (b) educational facton; (c) 

economic factors; (d) political factors; (e) cultural factors; and (f) personal factors. Space was 

also provided for respondents to elaborate on reasons that might have been excluded. The rank 

order of the studentst perceptions of the reasons for immigrating to Canada in each category is 

presented in Tables 5-3 and 5-4 for the two groups. 

Based on the mean values assigneci to each of the 24 reasons, the five with the highest mean 

values in the Hong Kong group included: (1) more university or coilege places in Canada 

(mean = 4.26, SD = 0.90); (2) uncertain political îùture of home country (mean = 3.70, SD = 

1.24); (3) better educational opportunities in Canada (mean = 3.88, SD = 1.09); (4) a wider 

choice of fields in Canada (mean = 3.84, SD = 1.05); and (5) human nghts are highly respecteci 

in Canada (mean = 3 -67, SD = 1 .16). 

The top five reasons given by the Caribbean students were: ( 1) better educational 

opportunities in Canada (mean = 4.5 1,  SD = 0.92); (2) more univenity or coilege places in 

Canada (mean = 4.35, SD = 0.97); ( 3 )  a wider choice of fields in Canada (mean = 4.3 1 ,  SD = 

1.19); (4) the prospects for personai advancement in Canada are better (mean = 4.20, SD = 

1.02); and (5) better job opporhuuties in Canada (mean = 4.19, SD = 1.17). 

A rnultivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) was executed to examine ciifferences in the 

major reasons given by the Chinese and Caribbean respondents for immigrating to Canada. As 

presented in Table 5-5, univariate F-tests of MANOVA shows that four categories of reasons, 

including educational (F(1,418) = 9.84, p < 0.002), economic (F(1,4 18) = 62.18, p 0.00 l), 



An examination of the mean values of these four categories reveals that Hong Kong 

çtudents placed greater emphasis on the politicai aspect, whereas the Caribbean students were 

more concernai with educational, economic, and personal factors. The result is not surprishg 

as Hong Kong midents were facing an uncertain politicai fiiture in their place of origin. It 

should aiso be mentioned that some Hong Kong respondents indicated explicitly the fear of 

1997, the need to purchase an insurance policy (Le., to obtain a foreign passport), and 

dissatisfaction with the educational system in Hong Kong as their reasons for immigration. 



Table 5-3 Rank Order of Hong Kong Students' Perceptions of Major Reamns for 
Immigrahg to Canada 

Rank Reasons for Immigration Mean SD 

Sociuf Factors 
O 1. Better social weKàre system in Canada. 
02. Pollution problems in home country. 
03. My home country is too overpopulated. 
04. Life is too tense or hectic in home country. 
05. Poor housing condition in home country. 

Edtrcatiortal Factors 
0 1. More university or coiiege places in Canada. 
02. Bener educational opportunities in Canada. 
03. A wider choice of fields in Canada. 

Ecoriom~c Factors 
0 1. Better job opportunjties in Canada. 
02. Better investment opportunities in Canada. 
03. Farnily owns business in Canada. 

Political Factors 
0 1 .  Uncertain political fùture of home country. 
02. Human rights are highly respected in Canada. 
03. Greater political fieedom in Canada. 

C h r a i  Factors 
0 1 .  Canada is a multidtural society. 
02. Many people of my ethnic origin are W g  in Canada. 
03. Communities of my own etbnic groups are welî-estabtished in 

Canada. 
04. Canada is an Enghsh-speaking country. 

Persmai Factors 
O 1. Recommended by ûiends or relatives. 
02. To join famiiy members or relatives already in Canada. 
03. To prepare the way for remaining family members or relatives 

to Unmigrate to Canada. 
04. The prospects for personal advancement in Canada are better. 
05. Recornrnended by Unmigration consultant/lawyer. 
06. Came to Canada before as a visitor or student. 
07. Unable to obtain landed immigrant natus from other couniries 



Table 5-4 Rank Order of Caribbean Students' Perceptions of Major Reasons for 
Immi+gra~g to Canada 

Rank Reasons for Immigration Mean SD 

SmiaI Faclors 
0 1. Better social welfiire system in Canada 
02. Pollution probierns in home country. 
03. My home country is too overpopulated. 
04. Life is too tense or hectic in home country 
05. Poor housiig condition in home CO-. 

Edtrcatiorlal Factors 
0 1. More universi5 or college places in Canada. 
02. Better educatiod opportunities in Canada. 
03. A wider choice of fields Ui Canada. 

Ekonornic Factors 
0 1. Betier job opporninities in Canada. 
02. Better investment oppomuiities in Canada. 
03. Family owns busimess in Canada. 

Political Factors 
O 1 .  Uncertain political fiinire of home country. 
02. Human rights are highly respected in Canada. 
03. Greater political freedom in Canada. 

Cirl~urai Factors 
01. Canada is a multicultural society. 
02. Many people o f  my ethmc ongin are h g  in Canada. 
03. Communities of my own ethnic groups are wefl-established in 

Canada. 
04. Canada is an English-speaking country. 

Persottal Factors 
0 1. Recommended by fiends or relatives. 
02. To join f d y  members or relatives already in Canada. 
03. To prepare the way for remaining family members or relatives 

to immigrate to Canada. 
04. The prospects for personal advancement in Canada are better. 
05. Recornmended by immigration consultantRawyer. 
06. Came to Canada before as a visitor or student. 
07. Unable to obtain landed Unmigrant status fiom other countries 



Table 5-5 MANOVA: Perce~tions of Maior Reasons for Irnrnimtion 
Type of 
Reason 

Hong Kong Caribbean Significance 
rnean SD mean SD F of F 

Social 2.69 0.93 2.50 0.93 2.13 O. 145 
Educational 3.99 0.89 4.38 0.87 9.84 0.002 
Econornic 2.18 1.00 3 -27 O. 84 62.18 O. 000 
PoIiticai 3 -60 0.99 3.10 1 .O5 12.87 0.000 
Cultural 3.17 0.88 3.40 0.98 3.26 0.072 
Personal 2-64 O. 77 3.14 0.80 20.80 0.000 

5.4.2. Admission Category 

An examination of the immigration category under which respondents were admitteci to 

Canada shows that about t w o - a s  of the Hong Kong students (37.1%) came to Canada with 

their parents under business class (investor or entrepreneur). Approxirnately onequarter 

(24.9%) were admitted under the self-employment or independent categoxy. Another 20.9 per 

cent came as f d y  class immigrants. Close to 10 per cent were under assisted relatives. 

Relatively few of them were admitted under retirement, overseas workers, f d y  business, 

domestic workers, or refuge class. In ternis of the Caribbean students, over haK of them 

(5 5.1 %) came as f d y  class immigrants, and alrnost another quarter (24.1%) were adrnitted 

under the category of assisted relatives (see Table 5-6). 



Table 5-6 Admission Cat egory 
Hone Konq Caribbean 

Category n ?40 n ?40 

Family ciass 
Assisted relatives 
Business 
Independentlself-employed 
Overseas worker 
Domestic labour 
Ret irement 
Refùgee 
Total 

5.4.3. Adaptation Experiences 

The adaptation experiences of the Hong Kong and Caribbean immigrant students wiil be 

dixussed under the foiiowing major sections: educational aspects of adaptation, social aspects 

of adaptation, cultural and linguistic aspects of adaptation, internalization, identification, 

general gratification with Me, discrimination expenence, and future plans. 

5.4.3.1 . Educationai Aspects of Adaptation 

a. Acadernic Performance and Major Area of Sludy. The average mark of aii courses 

completed in the previous term was used as an objective measure of students' academic 

performance. As show Ui Table 5-7, most of Hong Kong -dents were dohg quite well. In 

particular, 34.9 per cent of them had an "A" average and another 39.1 per cent had a "B" 

average. Only very few (5.8%) obtained a grade D or below. With regard to the CaIibbean 

students, while almost haif of them (48.1%) had a "B" average, about one-fifth of them 

(20.4%) had an "A" average. 

Subjectively, students compared their academic ability with that of their Canadian 

counterparts. Noticeably, a rnajority of the Hong Kong students (51.4%) considered 



t hemselves as "avers@. About one-third (32.6%) regardeci themselves as " above average" or 

"well above average". Only 1 5 -8% of them were quite modest, considering themselves as 

"below average" or "welf below average". In t e m  of the Caribbean group, a higher 

percentage of them rated themselves as "well above average" (19.0%). Almos four-fifths 

(79.4%) reponed that they were "above average" or "average". Only one student chose the 

" well below average" category. 

To examine whether students were more inclined to enrol in courses which required less 

English, they were asked to idente their major ara  of study (Le., area in which they have 

accurnulated the most academic credits) in both homeland and in Canada. A cross-tabulation 

d y s i s  has found that a signifiant proportion of Hong Kong students who focused on Arts 

subjects p k r  to immigration switched to other areas, with 26 per cent to science, 23.3 per cent 

to business, and 28.8 per cent to combination of various subjects. Among those who 

specialized in science, business, or combination of various areas, a majonority of them remained in 

the same field (Chi-square = 197.1653, d.f = 9, p < 0.001). Statisticai significance has not been 

attained for the Caribbean group (see Table 5-8). 

Table 5-7 Average Mark of Courses Taken in Previous Term 

Hong Kons Caribbean 
n YO n 'XO 

Grade A (80- 100) 125 34.9 11  20.4 
Grade B (70-79) 140 39.1 26 48.1 
Grade C (60-69) 72 20.1 12 22.2 
Grade D (50-59) 18 5.0 5 9.3 
Grade E (49 or below) 3 0.8 - 
To ta1 358 100.0 54 100.0 



Table 5-8 Self-rated Academic Ability 

Hong Kong Caribbean 
n YO n % 

I am weil above average. 22 6.0 12 19.0 
i am above average. 98 26.6 18 28.6 
1 am average. 190 51.6 32 50.8 
I am below average. 46 12.5 1 1.6 
1 am weii below average. 12 3 -3 - - 
Total 368 100.0 63 100.0 

Table 5-9 Cross-tabulation: Major Area of Study in Homeland and in Canada 
Arts Science Business ûther Row 
n % n % n % n % Total 

Hona Kone Group (N=276) 

Arts 

Science 

Business 

ûther 

Caribbean Group (N=3 4) 

Arts 

Science 

Other 

* Rernairied in the same area of stuc 



b. Satisfaction with Schod Lijé. Students expressed their degree of satisfaction with 1 O 

different aspects of their school We. A higher mean value corresponds to a higher level of 

satisfaction. Table 5-10 displays the rank order of the various items. Noticeably, Hong Kong 

students were most satisIied with their relations with other students (mean = 3.84, SD = 0.75), 

foilowed by academic program (mean = 3.74, SD = 0.83) and helpfiess of teachers (mean = 

3.63, SD = 0.94). In contra% extra--cUnicular activities (mean = 3 .Xi, SD = 1 .O5), language 

training prograrns (mean = 3.32, SD = 0.96), and teaching quality of the teachers (mean = 

3 -33 1, SD = 0.95) were items with which they were least satis6ed. 

The Caribbean students were most pleased with the relations with other mdents (mean = 

4.42, SD = 0.79), helpfuiness of teachers (mean = 4.18, SD = 0.88), and school faciiities (mean 

= 4.16, SD = 0.90). On the other hanci, they were least satisfied with the grading and 

examination system (mean = 3 -85, SD = 0.85), language programs (mean = 3.83, SD = 0.96), 

and academic program (mean = 3.78, SD = 0.94). 

Table 5- 10 Degree of Satisfaction with Various Aspects of School Life 

Rank Mean SD 

0 1. My relations with other students. 3.84 O. 75 
02. My acadernic program. 3.74 0.83 
03. Helpflllness of my teachers. 3.63 0.94 
04. School facilities. 3.57 0.9 1 
05. Friendliness of Canadian students. 3.46 0.9 1 
06. Grading and examination system. 3 -43 0.99 
07. Counselling seMces provideci. 3.333 0.90 
08. Teaching quality. 3.33 1 0.95 
09. Language training programs of3ered. 3.32 0.96 
1 O. Extra-curricular activities provideci. 3.25 1 .O5 
Continued on next page 



Table 5- 10 Degree of Satisfaction with Various Aspects of School Life (Continued) 
Caribbean Group 

O 1. My relations with other -dents. 4.42 0. 79 
02. My academic program. 4.18 0.88 
03. Helpfulness of my teachers. 4.16 0.90 
04. SchooI facilities. 4.12 O. 79 
05. Friendliness of Canadian -dents. 4.09 t -00 
06. Grading and examination system. 3.98 0.93 
07. Counseüing senices provideci. 3 -9 1 1 .O5 
08. Teaching quality. 3.85 0.85 
09. Langage training programs offered. 3.83 0.96 
10. Extra-curicular advities provided. 3.78 0.94 

5.4.3 -2. Social Aspects of Adaptation 

a Pmïiciptioon in Conmmiity Acntities. ûn the more objective side, midents indicated 

their frequency of participation in retigious, recreationai, comrnunity, and political 

organizations. An examination of the mean values in Table 5-1 1 shows that more Hong Kong 

students tended to panicipate in activities organized by religious organizations. Some 

participated in sports centres and community organizations. None parhcipated in political 

organizations. The Caribbean students were relatively active in both religious and recreational 

organizations. 

Table 5-1 1 Frequency of Participation in Community Organizations 
Type of Organizatiion Hong: Kong Caribbean 

Mean SD Mean SD 

Religious (e.g., church) 2.28 2 2.96 1.49 
Recreational (e-g., sports centre) 1.80 0.99 2.77 1.48 
Community (e.g., YMOVYWCA) 1.42 0.73 1.77 1.22 
Political ( e g ,  lobby &qoup, political party) - - - - 



Conceming the people with whom they spent theû leisure time, Hong Kong immigrant 

students seemed to have spent moa of their leisure tirne with people who were also from Hong 

Kong. More specifically, Table 5- 12 shows that 80.1 per cent of the Chinese students said they 

spent moa of their leisure time with f d y ,  relatives, or niends 6om Hong Kong. Only 16.8 

per cent a d y  spent their leisure tirne with non-Chinese Canadian -dents. 

With respect to the Caribbean group, while almost two-thirds (66.7%) indicated that they 

spent their leisure t h e  with famiy, fi-iends, or schooimates from home country, 14.3 per cent 

spent tirne with their Canadian &ends. 

Table 5-12 Peo~le with Whom Students S~ent  Their Leisure Tirne 
Type of People Hong Konq Caribbean 

n YO n YO 

0 1 . Family/relatives/niends f?om homeland. 281 80.1 42 66.7 
02. Canadian Enendslschoolmates. 59 16.8 9 16.4 
03. Other 11 3.1 4 7.9 
To ta1 351 100.0 55 100.0 

b. Elpen'ence iri M h g  Friends with Canadjm. The experiences of the students in 

making friends with Canadians (i.e., people not beionging to their ethnic group) was a 

subjective measure of their social adaptation. Whiie only 9.5 per cent of the Hong Kong 

students said it was "very easy" to make fiiends with Canadians, more than two-£ifh (4 1.9%) 

of the Caribbean counterparts gave the same response. Slightly more than a quarter of Hong 

Kong students considered "fairly ditncult" or "very dicult", whereas only 9.7 per cent of the 

Caribbean students made use of the same categories (see Table 5- 13). 



Table 5- 13 Experience in Making Friends with Other Canadians 
Degree of Ditficulty Hong: Konq Caribbean 

n % n YO 

Very eav 35 9.5 26 41.9 
Fairly easy 150 40.9 21 33.9 
Uncertain 89 24.3 9 14.5 
Fairly difficult 78 21.3 2 3.2 
Very difficult 15 4.1 4 6.5 
Total 367 100.0 62 100.0 

5.4.3 -3. Cultuml and Linguistic Aspects of Adaptation 

a. Expostirre to Ei~giish cnad E h i c  Me& Students' degree of exposure to English media, 

kcluding T.V. programs, radio broadcasts, newspapers, and magazines, was used as an 

objective measure of cultural adaptation. It can be noted &om Table 5-14 that midents fkom 

Hong Kong had a greater exposure to the four types of mas media in their ethnic language. 

Caribbean midents appeared to have had greater exposure to the four types of media in the 

EngIish language. 

Table 5- 14 Frequency of Exposure to Mass Media 
Mass Media Hong Kong Caribbean 

Mean SD Mean SD 

0 1. Watc h English W prograrndvideos 3.48 0.98 4.48 1.03 
02. Watch ethnic W programskideos 3.63 0.94 3.54 1.54 
03. Listen to Enghsh radio broadcasts 2.63 1.22 4.06 1.29 
04. Listen to ethnic radio broadcasts 3.06 1.89 1.29 1.73 
05. Read Enghsh newspapers 2.73 1-01 4.02 1.25 
06. Read ethnic newspapers 3.08 1.07 3.50 1.61 
07. Rad English rnagazines/penodicals 2.83 0.98 4.23 1.10 
08. Rad ethnic magazine/periodicals 3.08 0.97 3.19 1.68 



b. Self-rfed Etzglisish Ability. Students rated their abiiïty in (a) speahg English, (b) 

reading English, (c) understanding English, and (d) writing English on a five-point sale. As 

c m  be seen in Table 5- 15, Caribbean students assigneci a rnuch higher point for ail  four areas of 

skius. Noticeably, both the Hong Kong (mean = 3.27, SD = 1.13) and Caribbean (mean = 4.85, 

SD = 0.36) students considered their ability in understanding spoken Enghsh their strongest 

area. The a m  in which both the Hong Kong (mean = 2.72, SD = 1.06) and Caribbean (mean 

= 4.67, SD = 0.63) midents regardeci as having the greatest difficdty was writing skills. 

Table 5-15 Self-rated English Ability 

English Language Skius Hong Konq Caribbean - 

Mean SD Mean SD 

To speak English 2.92 1.13 4.75 0.47 
To read English 3-01 1.13 4.79 0.41 
To understand English 3.27 1.13 4.85 0.36 
To write English 2.72 1.06 4.67 0.63 



c. Frequency of Ehglish Usage. Students indicated on a five-point sale the language they 

used when speaking to various individuais, such as parents, sibiings, best fiends. best 

schoolmates, and fàmily physician. As cm be seen nom Table 5-1 5, Hong Kong students used 

the Engiish language l e s  fiequently as the five scores were relatively Low, ranghg from 1.46 to 

2.18, whereas the Caribbean group demonstrated a much higher fkequency of EngIish usage. 

Table 5- 16 Frequency of English Language Usage 

Type of People Hong Kong C aribbean 
Mean SD Mean SD 

Parents 1.46 0.60 4.29 1.07 
Siblings 1.87 0.79 4.34 1 .O9 
Best fnends 1.98 0.92 4.27 1.17 
Best schoolmates 2.18 1.03 4.49 0.95 
Family physician 2.00 0.98 4.81 0.68 

d Engiish hguage Training. A rnajority of the Hong Kong students (45.8%) enrolled in 

regular English courses, whereas stightly more than a quarter of them (27.2%) took English as 

a Second Language (ESL) courses. Only very few of them (5.2%) did not enrol in any English 

courses in the previous two terms. An ovenvhehg  rnajority of the Caribbean students 

(83.6%). however, enrolled in regular English courses. 

Table 5- 17 En&h Language Courses Taken in Previous Two Terms 
Type of Enghsh Language Course Hong. Konq Caribbean 

n ?40 n YO 

ESL IO0 27.2 7 11.5 
Regular English 168 45.8 5 1  83.6 
Regular English & ESL 78 21.3 1 1.6 
Completed OAC English 2 0.5 - - 
No English Course 19 5.2 2 3.3 
Total 367 100.0 62 100.0 



Students expreçsed the extent to which they perceived 10 aistoms and values as sirnilar to 

or different tiom their own way of thinking. It was anticipateci that the diffierences in value 

might contribute indirectly to intergroup conûict. Hong Kong students tended to agee that 

they shared the sarne "ideas about what is sad", "ideas about what is fùnny", and "opemess to 

new ideas". On the contrary, their major problem Lie in the areas conceming "attitudes towards 

sex", "children's respect for their parents", as weil as "students' respect for their teachers" . 

Caribbean students, on the other hand, seerned to share the same "ideas about what is sad", 

"subjects which should not be discussed", as weli as "the degree of fiendlines and intimacy 

between unmarrieci men and women". They were uncornfortable with people's respect for 

teachers, parents, and the elderly. Students in both groups seemed to have perceived the lack of 

respect for others, nich as  parents, teachers, and elderly, as weU as the attitudes towards sex. 

Table 5- 18 Rank Order of Items on Scaie of Intenialization 

0 1 . Idea about what is sad. 
02. Ideas about what is fiinny . 
03. Opemess to new ideas. 
04. People's respect for the elderly. 
05. Subjects which should not be discussed. 
06. Toierance of others. 
07. The degree of fnendliness and intimacy between unmanieci 

men and women. 
08. Students' respect for their teachers. 
09. Children's respect for their parents. 
10. Attitude towards sex. 



Table 5- 18 Rank Order of Items on Scale of Internaikation (Continueci) 
Rank Mean SD 

0 1. Idea about what is sad. 
02. Subjects which shouid not be discussed. 
03. The degree of friendliness and intimas, between unmanied 

men and women. 
04. Openness to new ideas. 
05. Ideas about what is h y .  
06. Tolerance of  others. 
07. Attitudes towards sex. 
07. People's respect for the elderly. 
09. Children's respect for their parents. 
10. mdents' resmct for their teachers 

Identification involves the modification of the Unmigrantgs own sense of identity and a 

transference of loyalty tiom the country ofotigin to the new. Students flom Hong Kong were 

particularly interested in issues, events, and &airs of Canada (mean = 3.13, SD = 1 -03). in 

fact, the lowest mean value was associated with the amount of time they spent with non- 

Chinese Canadians. This once again confirms the prwious findings that a geat deal of their 

time was spent with individuais such as their family members, relatives, or fnends fbm their 

homeland. 

With regard to self-identification, a sigdcant proportion of the Hong Kong sample 

(5 7.4%) identified themselves as "Hongkonger" , followed by those considered themselves as 

"Chinese" ( 16.9%). T e m  such as "Chinese-Canadian" and "Canadian" were chosen by 16.1 

per cent and 1.1 per cent respectively. On the other hand, Canbbean students were more likely 

to label themselves as "West Indian" (1 7.594, West Indian Canadian (1 5.9%), Black 

(1 5.9%), and Caribbean (14.3%). 



This variable was re-coded as a dichotomous one, with 1 = CanadiadHyphenated Canadian 

and O = other. It is interesthg to note that only a relatively smaii proportion of both the Hong 

Kong (21 .W) and Cariibean (28.6%) students labelied thernselves as a "Canadian" or 

"Hyphenated-Canadian" . 

Table 5- 1 9 Degree of Identification with Homeland and Canada 
Hong Konq Cari b bean 

Mean SD Mean SD 

Cm& 
a. I am very interested in issues, events, or &airs 3.13 1.03 2.21 0.82 

concerning Canada. 
b. I have a strong positive feehg about being Canadian. 2.92 0.95 2.04 0.92 
c. 1 have a strong sense of belonging to Canada. 2.72 1.00 2.23 1.03 
d. 1 find it easy to make fiends with Canadians who are 3 .O4 0.90 2.47 1 -3 1 

not of my own ethnic group. 
e. 1 seldom spend t h e  with Canadians who are not of 2.72 1.04 2.92 1.37 

my own ethnic group. 

Homelmtd 
a. 1 am very interested in issues, events, or atFairs 3.70 1.09 1.71 0.89 

concerning my home country. 
b. 1 fiel a arong attachment towards rny own 3.65 1.01 2.15 1.03 

ethnic group. 
c. I am active in organizations or social groups that 2.73 0.86 3.30 1.23 

include mostly people of my own ethnic *group. 

Table 5-20 Self-identification 

Hm- Kot1p G m p  
0 1 .  Hongkonger 210 57.4 
02. Chinese 62 16.9 
03. Chinese-Canadian 59 16.1 
04. Chinese Hongkonger 9 2.5 
05. Canadian 4 1.1 
06. Hong Kong Canadian 4 1.1 
07. Other 18 4.9 
Cot~ti~nced or, next page 



Table 5-20 Self-identification (Continuai) 
Caribbean Gr- 

O 1. West hdian 11 17.5 
02. West Indian Canadian 10 15.9 
03. Black 10 15.9 
04. Caribbean 9 14.3 
05. Jamaican 4 6.3 
06. A6o-Canadian - 7 3 -2 
07. Canadian - 7 3 -2 
08. Black Caribbean 2 3.2 
09. Guyanese 2 3.2 
1 0. Trinidadian 2 3.2 
1 1 .  Other 9 14.3 

5.4.3.6. Generai Gratification with Life 

Students were presented with a list o f  problems and they indicated the extent to which these 

problems concemed them Apparently, "getting used to the clhate" and "adjusting to 

Canadian food" were not of partiailar concem to the Hong Kong students. The top five items 

that were of concem to these students ùicluded: (i) doing weil in schooI, (5) discrimination 

against rny race; (6) unpleasant treatment by teachers; (iv) financial situation of famiy; and (v) 

separation from ûiends or relatives in home country. 

The Caribbean students expressed similar concerns. The five major items of concern were: 

(i) doing weii in school; (ii) discrimination against my race; (üi) financial situation of my family; 

(iv) separation fiom fiiends or relatives in home CO-; and (v) pressure of school work. 



Table 5-2 1 Rank Order of Maior ProbIems Encountered 
Rank Mean SD 

0 1. Doing weil in school. 
02. Discrimination against my race. 
03. Unpleasant treaünent by teachers. 
04. Financiai situation of my farnily . 
05. Separation f?om fiends or relatives in home country. 
M. Unf?iendliness of Canadians. 
07. My farnily's adjustment to diis country. 
08. Pressure of school work. 
09. Adjusting to Canadian cuiture. 
10. Getting used to the climate. 
1 1. Adjusting to Canadian food. 

0 1 . Doing weii in school. 4.59 O. 77 
02. Discrimination against my race. 3.86 1.40 
03. Financial situation of my famiiy. 3.85 1.24 
04. Separation frorn fnends or relatives in home country 3.81 1.35 
05. Pressure of schooi work. 3.5 2 1.37 
06. Unpleasant treatrnent by teachers. 3.32 1.48 
07. My family's adjusmient to this country. 3.24 1.30 
08. Unfnendliness of Canadians. 3 .O7 1.42 
09. Getting used to the clirnate. 3.03 1.45 
IO. Adjusting to Canadian culture. 2.98 1.40 
1 1 .  Adjusting to Canadian food. 2.6 1 1.49 

5.4.3.7. Discrimination Experience 

Discrimination appears to be an area of concem to both groups of students. More 

specifically, 89 shidents in the Hong Kong group (24.5%) indicated that they had personaiiy 

experienced discrimination because of their ethnic and cultural background, whereas 10 

Caribbean çtudents ( 1 6.7%) reported a sirnilar experience. 



Students were asked to provide a brief description of their worse expenence. Examples of 

the w&en accounts given by the respondents are indicated below. The c o u n v  of ongin, 

gender and length of residence in Canada of the respondents have also been included. 

My Etzglish reuckr ciws not gmde my &gnments fuir/y. She has tuld me that beitig a 
Chiirese sludeni. 1 shmld be hqpy  I am gtven a parshg gr& [iram. j. 
(O001 HK male 3 years and IO month) 

Somrtimes, whiie we me speuking Càntonese, sume CCmiaars wiii giw zis a dirîy imk 
Or makes us feei iincomfortubie. Aiso. some fiemis told me that some teacher dues not 
Iike HK people or Chznese. ney  will be k s h  io those Chinese [sic./. 
(0010 HKjemaie 2 years a>& 9 month) 

Some black girys said "Diry chink!" to me in school [sic.]. (OOj6, H X  male, 9 m m h j  

I was discrzminated agairr« by C d a m  in s c h d  7lrey tised fd imtgicage and 
cafied me mmes. nteyjîst don? r e p c t  Chinese people [tram./. (0061 HK fernale 2 
yeurs mad IO months) 

I war being cuiled a Chinese pig. (O-/O&HICfmaie~ f year and 9 rnonlh) 

7hr SC-hm/ librarian thuzight I diah't even zcrzaèrstmzd the memzzrzg of the word 
"f elrphze ': It was very imiting [trans-j. (02I-I/HKjernaiale/Z years and 3 motith) 

7he black guys pick on me. When I don7 want 20 tdk IO fhem, they Wear at me. 
(0296, Jmaica femaie,/ 2 years) 

People neai me dfferentiy because I h g  art with n white guy. 
(02 9 7 Trinidact fernate,/ 4 years and 3 munihs) 

I have beer 1 te& by a few gnys because of my summne - "Pm". (02 P8/ HKfemaIei I 
year and 4 rnotzths) 

Bring told t h  I have no nghrs in Cm& (0329/Gr&rnaled.-/ years) 

Duritg the Etigbsh clm.  the Canadical siude11t.s aiwuys calied me m s .  
(0351 HECfemale ;1 year and 1 rnonrh) 

I was r~ot being ~ e a f e d  fuir& by my Chemistry teacher. The teacher ais0 imnited the 
Chinese stz~dents in c l . .  (0352,;HK-Macawfernaie/, J month) 



In addition, students also spoke of theu disaimination expenences outside the schwls. 

Here are some examples: 

I work part-tirne as a s~lesperson Once when I was taikmg tu a customer in Eitgiish. 
thar person p h  to me rather s a r ~ ~ ~ c a l l y .  suggesting ihor I shcndd go back to my 
country of origin (003 l t K  fernale114 yems) 

I w m  askingfor help mui they (all CcMadimts wirh blonde h r )  iooked at one another. 
And fhe,~ they said no. which is very obvims thai they did if deiiberately [sic./ 
(038 HK femak 2 years and 4 month) 

Once I went with my brother to rake ITC bus. we &d the &ver to give us tramJer but 
he w m f t  grve [CS h i  we saw he gave ro other people - Ccadian pamer~gers [sicC/. 
(025.5 HK fernale, 5 yems and 6 month) 

When I was tuiking to myfnetuk in Cantonese in a public place. sorne people said 
s o n  bad wor& to us. 7hey told us 10 speak in English. [amfi./. (0196WX f e d  1 
)?em mui 2 monhs) 

Cross-tabulation and ANOVA procedures were used to examine the relationship between 

discrimination experience and other sociodemographic and background variables. ANOVAs 

revealed that discrimination experience was sigdïcantiy related to midents who reported 

having greater dficulties in making fiiends with Canadians (F = 5.803, p < 0.0 1 7) and those 

whose length of residence in Canada was longer (F = 5.173, p < 0.024). No siguficant 

relationship has been found for the Caribbean sarnple. 

5.4.3 -8. Future Plans 

The fùture plans of immigrant students wouid inevitably affect their cornmitment to improve 

their langage skiiIs, the types of social network developed, the degree of participation in 

organizations and the wider curnrnunity, as well as their overaii cornmitment to the receiving 

country. 



As c m  be seen fiorn Table 5-22? an overwheiming majonty of the Hong Kong -dents 

(89.1%) planned to enter univenity upon completion of their high school education, whereas 

oniy 40.0 per cent of the Caribbean counterparts indicated a siimilar intention. Compared with 

the Hong Kong group, sigdcantly more Caribbean shidents planned to enter college (41 -7%) 

or to seek employment (1 1 -7%). 

Students were m e r  asked whether they would eventudy return to their homeland. 

Exactly haif'of the Hong Kong students responded positively. More than one-third of them 

(35.3%) were not sure, and only 14.7 per cent gave a negative response. Noticeably, alrnost 

half of the Caribbean students also expressed that they would return to their home countries 

eventually . 

5 -4.3 -9. Overail Adaptation Expenences 

Students were further asked, based on theû experiences in Canada, what would they prefer 

to do if they were given a choice. More than one-third of the Hong Kong -dents (34.1%) 

said that they would return to Hong Kong. Less than one-third (3 1 3%) indicated that they 

would stay, and 30.8 per cent said they had no particular preference. On the other hand, more 

than halfof the Caribbean students (5 1.6%) said that based on their expenence, they would still 

prefer to stay in Canada. 

In response to the question as to whether respondents would encourage their relatives and 

fnends to immigrate to Canada, Table 5-23 reveals that while slightly less than a quarter of the 

Hong Kong students (23.6%) would definitely do so, nearly haif of the Caribbean snidents 

(45.9%) responded positiveiy. Noticeably, a si@cant proportion of the midents in both the 

Hong Kong (55.3%) and Caribbean (49.2%) groups made use of the "uncertain" category. 



Table 5-22 Future Plans 
Hong Konq Caribbean 
n % n ?40 

a. Stuciy/work plan upon completion of high school 
education 

University 
College 
CoilegeNniversity 
Emplo yment 
Employment/Coilege 
Uncertain 
Total 

b. Plan to retum to homeland eventuaiiy 

Yes 
No 
Uncertain 
To ta1 

Table 5 -23 Overall Adaptation Experiences 
Hong Konq C arib bean 
n ?40 n YO 

a. Intention of encouraging fiiends/relahves to emigrate to Canada 

Y es 
No 
Uncertain 
Total 

b. Immigration decision based on lived experiences 

Stay in Canada 115 31.3 32 51.6 
Retum to home country 125 34.1 9 14.5 
Immigrate elsewhere IO 2.7 2 3.2 
Retum to home country or immigrate elsewhere 4 1 . 1  - - 
Uncertain 113 30.8 19 30.6 
To ta1 



5.5. FURTHER DATA ANALYSLS 

5.5.1. Multivariate Anaiysis of Variance on Measures of Adaptation 

As a multivariate approach was adopted for the present siudy, it is crucial to examine the 

interaction among the various measures of adaptation. An examination of Table 5-24 indicates 

that there were sipficant ciifferences between the scores obtained by both groups on ten of the 

twelve sales included. 

The results suggested that Caribbean students (1) were more satisfied with the various 

aspects of school We, (2) considered their values more simiiar to those of the Canadians, (3) 

more active in participation of cornmunity activities, (4) more satisfied with their English 

ability, ( 5 )  used English more ofken, (6) Uidicated a greater exposure to various English media, 

and (7) considered it d e r  to make fiends with Canadians, and (8) rated their academic ability 

higher. On the other hand, the Hong Kong students achieved higher scores on the identification 

with home country and identincation with Canada scaies. 

Noticeably, although the scaie on academic performance was significant only at p < 0.075, 

this nevertheless shows that the actual academic performance of the Hong Kong midents 

(mean = 76.97, SD = 11.09) was better than the Caribbean students (mean = 73.98, SD = 

1 0.4 1 ). It should be noted that the average grade was based on the courses completed in the 

previous term. The level of ditFcuity of the courses taken by the -dents, however, was not 

taken hto account. Based on the fact that only 40.0 per cent of the Caribbean students planned 

to enter university upon completion oftheir high school education, as disnissed in the previous 

section on future plans, it could reasonabiy be assumed that Hong Kong students were more 

likely to have completed advanced-level courses. 



Table 5-24 MANOVA: Univariate F-Tests of Major Adaptation Scores 
Measures of Adaptation Hong Kong* Carib ban* * Sig. 

Mean SD Mean SD F of F 

Educational 
Cultural 
Sociai 
Problem 
Identification (Canada) 
Identification (Homeland) 
English Usage 
EngIish Proficiency 
Media E.psure (English) 
Media Ezçposure (Ethnic) 
Academic Performance 
Academic Ability 
Interaction E-nierience 

5.5.2. Factor Anaiysis on Measures of Adaptation 

A factor analysis on the originai 13 d e s  masuring the adaptation experiences of 

immigrant mident was performed The new d e s  (dimensions of adaptation) to be analyzed in 

the following section would draw on a five-factor solution generated by the use of varimax 

rotation, a method of orthogonal rotation which simplifies the factor structure by maximinng 

the variance of a column of the pattern matrix (Kim and Muefler, 1978). The scales loaded on 

factor one and two scales were loaded on each of the four other factors. AU loadings were 

above the -60 level, sigrilticantly higher than the .30 recommended by Pedhazur (1982) as the 

acceptable minimum. Frequency of English usage, academic performance, sense of belonging 

to Canada, ethnic language retention, and general gratification with Life were the five new 

dimensions of adaptation deheated. These new dimensions were named by paying particdar 

attention to the items that loaded most sigdcantly ont0 them. 



Table 5-25 Onhogody Rotated Varimax Pattern MatrV< for Factor Analysis for 1 3 
Measures of Adaptation 

Scale Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor 
1 2 3 4 5 

Exposure to English Media 
English Proficiency 
English Usage 
Social 
Educational 
Academic Performance 
Academic Ability 
Identification with Canada 
Identification with Homeland 
Exposure to Ethnic Media 
Interaction Experience 
Problem 
Cultural - 

Note: Factor loadngs Iess than .3 not reprted 



5.5.3. Multiple Regression Analysis 

Multiple regression procedure was utilized to examine the arnount of variance acwunted 

for in the five new dimensions of adaptation by a combination of selected socio-demographic 

and background variables. Table 5-26 shows an inventory of predictor variables used in both 

multiple regression and logistic regression anaiyses. The set of predictor variables was classifieci 

under five categories: (a) rasons for immigration, (b) personal characteristics, (c) socio- 

economic status, (d) f d y  characteristics, and (e) other control variables. The means and 

standard deviations of these variables are reporteci separately for the Hong Kong group, the 

Caribbean group, and the total sarnple in Table 5-27. 

The results of the multiple regression analysis are shown in Tables 5-28 to 5-32, separately 

for the Hong Kong group and the total sample. For purposes of comparability, the same set of 

prediaor variables was entered into each of the equations siiultaneously. It should be noted 

that the use of a relatively large set of predictor variables precluded separate regression analysis 

for the Caribbean group due to its smaii sarnple size. Two coefficients are shown: partial 

regression coefficients (b), which show the unit change in the dependent variable induced by a 

unit change in the independent variable; and standardized regression coefficients (beta), which 

indicate the relative weight of the particular variable in the equation. 

5.5 -3 .a. Frequency of English Usage 

Table 5-28 presents the results of regressing fhquency of Enghsh usage on selected socio- 

demographic and background variables. The overail mode1 for the Hong Kong sample was 

statistically significant (F = 4.3 17, p < 0.00 1) and accounted for 22 per cent of the variance. 

The standardized coefficients @tas) revealed five s iwcant  predicton, including cultural 

reason for immigration @eta = . l85), pnor expenence in Canada (beta = .145), presence of 

mother in Canada (beta = .162), rnothe?s occupational category in home country being non- 

professional, non-business (beta = .178), as well as level of education completed in home 

country (beta = -147). 



More specifidy, Hong Kong snidents exh'biting a higher fiequency of English usage were 

those whose mothers resided in Canada, mothers worked in a non-business, non-professional 

occupation category in home country, primary reason for immigration to Canada being 

culturally-oriented, had prior experience in Canada as tourïsts andlor foreign students, as weU 

as those who had completed a higher level of education (above primary schooi) prior to 

immigration. 

Taking into consideration the total sample, the level of education completed in the 

homeland was no longer a sigdicant predictor. Two other variables, including seKrated SES 

and ethnicity displayed statisticaiiy signincant effects on eequency of English usage. Students 

who indicated a higher SES and those who immigratecl 6om the Caribbean tended to use 

English more fiequently. 

S .  5 -3. b. Acadernic Performance 

An examination of Table 5-29 revealed that the overall mode1 for the Hong Kong group 

was significant (F = 2.899, p < 0.00 1 ) and 16 per cent of the variance in academic performance 

was accounted for. 

Political reasons for immigration, self-rated SES, presence of father, and language of 

instruction in home counq, were significantly and positively related to academic performance. 

That is, students whose major reason for immigration was politicaily-related (beta = .154), 

fathers resided in Canada (beta = -4 18), language of instruction in home country being English 

(beta = .105), and self-rated SES was higher @eta = .248) perfomed better academically. 

Two other predictor variables, social reason for immigration (beta = -. 188) and personal 

reason for immigration (beta = -. 155) were related to academic performance significantly and 

negatively. Students who indicated social and personal reasons for immigration as important 

associated with lower acadernic pediormance. 



Of part ida  note is the salient e f f i  of the presence of M e r  on acadernic performance, 

with a beta coefficient of .4 18. Further analysis of the total sample demonstrated that five of the 

six variables discussed above (except personal reason for immigration) remaineci to be 

statistidiy sigmficant. 

5.5.3. c. Sense of Belonghg to Canada 

The resuits of multiple regrasion analysis with sense of belonging to Canada is shown in 

Table 5-30. The o v e d  model for the Hong Kong group was statistically significant (F = 

3 345, p c 0.00 1) and accounted for 18 per cent of the variance. 

Hong Kong students who considered their major reasons for immigration were politicdy- 

and culturally-related, as well as those who came to Canada at an older age exhibiteci a 

stronger sense of belonging to Canada Age at unmigration, in particular, displayed a much 

stronger impact, with a beta coefficient of .259. Students with prior experience in Canada as 

tourist andlor visa nudent) exhibited a weaker sense of belonguig to Canada. 

Age, presence of father, and ethnicity, were the three additional variables found to be 

significant predictors of sense of belonging to Canada when the total sample was taken into 

consideration. Age exhibited a negative impact, indicating the fact that the younger the 

students, the weaker their sense of belonging. The presence of father, on the other hand, 

displayed a positive impact. As well, Caribbean students' stronger sense of belonging was 

stronger than that of the Hong Kong counterparts. 

5.5 .3  .d. Ethnic Language Retention 

The overd model for the Hong Kong group was statistically significant (F = 2.152, p<0.01) 

and accounted for 12 per cent of the variance in ethnic language retention (see Table 5-3 1). 



Hong Kong students whose fathers resided in Canada (beta = .13 l),  attendeci school in the 

downtûwn area (beta = -.IN), and expenenced discrimlliation in Canada (beta = -. 151) 

demonstrated a sigmficantly higher degree of ethnic laquage retention. On the other hand, the 

degree of ethnic language retention among those who had indicated their main reason for 

immigration was personaily-motivated was lower. 

Further analysis on the total sample demonstrated that the overall model stiil attained 

statistical significance (F = 1.677, p < 0.05) and explaineci 9 per cent of the variance. Three of 

the four signifiant predkto~ in the model of the Hong Kong sarnple (except personal reason 

for immigration) remained to be statisticdy sigmficant. 

5.5.3 .e. General Gratification with Life 

The overd model for the Hong Kong group was statistically significant (F = 2.60, 

pc0.00 1 ) and expiained 14 per cent of the variance in genesal gratification with life. Noticeably, 

discrimination experience in Canada was the only predictor variable which attained statistical 

sigdicance. The degree of gratification among Hong Kong students who had been 

discriminated agallist in Canada was signincantiy lower (see Table 5-32). 

When the total sarnple was taken into consideration, the model remained to be statistically 

significant (F = 3 38, p < 0.00 1) and explallied 18 per cent of the variance. Students who had 

been discriminated against (beta = -.122) and whose fathers held a non- 

business~professionaVmanagerial occupation in home country displayed a lower degree of 

gratification, whereas students with a higher degree of gratification were those whose 

perceptions of the major reasons for immigration were sociaüy- and politically-motivated (beta 

weights = .12 1 and -206 respectively). 



To assess the extent to which these immigrant midents were satisfied with 

immigration experience, two specific questions were asked: (a) whether the] 

their overall 

would stdi 

immigrate to Canada, based on their lived experience in Canada, ifa choice were aven, and (b) 

whether they would encourage their fnends and relatives in their homeland to immigrate to 

Canada. Logistic regression procedure, rather than hear regression method, would be used as 

the outcome variables were dic hot omous. The logistic regession coefficients indicate the 

change in the log odds of one outcome variable versus another associateci with one-unit change 

in the independent variable. It shodd be noted that students who made use of the "uncertain" 

category have b e n  excluded firom the logistic regression analysis. 

5.5.4. a. immigration Decision Based on Lived Experience 

Table 5-33 presents the logistic regression rnodels for the Hong K 

sarnple, both of w hich achieved statistid sigruficance. 

oup and the total 

The equation for the Hong Kong sample revealed that age at immigration, economic reason 

for immigration, and discriminabon experience made significant contributions to the equation 

predicting decision to Unmigrate to Canada based on lived expenence. Students whose age at 

immigration was higher and whose major reason for immigration to Canada was econornically 

motivated were signifimtly more likely to immigrate to Canada based on their lived 

experience. Those who reportai having been discriminateci against in Canada, on the other 

hand, would be less iikely to corne. 

Further analysis on the total sample demonstrated that the overall mode1 stiu attained 

statistical sigruficance Two of the three sigruficant predictors in the mode1 for the Hong Kong 

mple, including economic reasons for immigration and discrimination experience, remained 

to be statisticaily signifiant. 



5.5.4. b. Recommendation of Canada as Choice of Destination 

As regards whether students would encourage their fiends and relatives to immigrate to 

Canada, Table 5-34 shows that six variables, hcluding economic reasons for immigration., 

politicai reason for immigration, culturai reason for immigration, immigration category, 

employment status, and discrimination experience, made si@cant contributions to the 

equation prediaing Hong Kong students' intention of encouraging their ûiends and relatives to 

immigrate to Canada. 

To be more specific, there was a greater possibdÏty for those who irnmigrated to Canada on 

economic and political reasons and those who were admitted to Canada as non-business 

categoiy class immigrants were more likely to encourage their relatives and fiends to corne. 

Those who held a part-time job, indicated their major reason for immigration was culturally- 

rnotivated, and experienced discrimination were less Wtely to do so. When the total sample was 

taken into consideration, al the six sigdcant predictors for the Hong Kong sarnple remaineci 

to be statisticaiiy siprficant. 



Table 5-26 Inventory of Predictor Variables for Multiple Regression and Logistic 
Regression Analyses 

Predictor Variables Definitions 

O 1 ) Social 
02) Educational 
03)Economic 
04) Political 
05) Cultural 
06) Personal 

II. Persmal Characterisi ics 
07) Age 
08) Age at immigration 
09) Gender 
10) Religion 
1 1) Prior experience in Canada 
12) Grade completed in homeland 
13) Instruction ianguage in homeiand 
14) Field of study in Canada 

15) Present employrnent status 

III. Socio-economic Stalus 
16) Self-rated SES 
17) Father's education 
18) Mother's education 
19) Father's occupation i ~ .  hmeland 

20) Admission category 

IF' Familv Characteristics 
2 1 ) Presence of father in Canada 
22) Presence of mother in Canada 

C: Other Ckriables 
23) Discrimination expenence 
24) Location of schooi 
25) Ethnicity 

measured on a Likert-type scaie with 
1 = very unimportant 2 = unimportant, 
3 = uncertain/not applicable, 
4 = important. and 5 = very important 

measured in years 
measured in years 
1 = male; 2 = fernale 
1 = religion; 2 = no religion 
1 = yes; O = no 
1 = primary; 2 = secondary/above 
1 = Engiish; O = other 
1 = Arts; 2 = Science; 3 = Business; 
4 = other 
1 = employed part-tirne; O = not employed 

values range from 1 (low) to 5 (high) 
1 = pnmary school; 2 = secondary/above 
1 = primary; 2 = secondaryfabove 
1 = professionaVrnanageriaVbusiness; 
2 = non-profession~manageRai/business; 
3 = not in labour force 
I = business class; O = non-business class 

1 = present; O = absent 
1 = present; O = absent 

1 = yes; O = no 
1 = uptown; O = downtown 
I = Chinese; 2 = Black 



Table 5-27 Meam, Standard Deviations of Predictor Variables for the Hong Kong Group, 
Caribbean gr ou^. and the Total Sam~le 

Predictor 
Variables 

Hong Kong Caribbean Total Sample 
Mean SD N Mean SD N Mean SD N 

- 

1. Reasons for Immigmtion 
01) SociaI 2.69 (0.92) 366 2.48 (0.93) 60 
02) Educational 4.00 (0.88) 368 4.39 (0.85) 63 
03) Economic 2.19 (1.01) 366 3.31 (0.86) 62 
04) Political 3.61 (0.98) 367 3.1 1 (1.04) 61 
05) Cultural 3.18 (0.88) 367 3.44 (0.98) 62 
06) Personal 2.64 (0.77) 364 3.21 (0.86) 63 

II. Persmal Characteristics 
07) Age 
08) Age at immigration 
09) Gender 
10) Religion 
1 1) Pnor experience in 

Canada 
12) Grade completed (HC) 
1 3 )  Instruction h g .  (HC) 
14) Present field of study 

(2.58) 57 
(3.28) 58 
(0.48) 62 
(0.40) 63 
(0.37) 63 

(0.48) 58 
(O. 18) 59 
(1.14) 44 

Present employ. status 0.17 (0.37) 366 0.19 (0.40) 62 0.17 (0.38) 428 

Socio-ecoiîomic Status 
Self-rated SES 2.98 (0.70) 233 2.73 (0.66) 52 2.93 (0.70) 285 
Father's education 0.80 (0.40) 3 15 0.68 (0.48) 3 1 0.79 (0.41) 346 
Mother's education 0.72 (0.45) 3 19 0.71 (0.46) 41 0.72 (0.45) 360 
Fathefsoccupation(HC)1.37 (0.52) 324 1.77 (0.48) 40 1.42 (0.53) 364 
Admission category 0.37 (0.48) 350 0.02 (O. 13) 58 0.32 (0.47) 408 

I C ' Fmiiv Characteris~ics 
2 I ) Presence of father 0.62 (0.49) 348 0.63 (0.49) 49 0.62 (0.49) 397 
22) Presence of mother 0.80 (0.40) 355 0.75 (0.43) 53 0.79 (0.40) 408 

C: Other Variables 
2 3 )  Discrimination 0.25 (0.43) 364 O. 17 (0.38) 60 0.24 (0.43) 424 

experience 
24) Location of school 0.74 (0.44) 368 O. 10 (0.30) 63 0.64 (0.48) 431 
35) Ethnicity 1.00 (0.00) 368 2.00 (0.00) 63 1.15 (0.35) 43 1 



Table 3-28 Unstandardized and Standardized Regression Caefncïents for E f k t s  of Selected Independent 
Variables on Frequency of English Usage of îhe Hong Kong Group and the Total Sample 

Hong; Kong Total Sample 
Independent Variables b Beta b Beta 

I. Reasons for Imrniaration 
O 1 ) Social 
02) EducationaI 
03) Economic 
04) Politicai 
05) Cultural 
06) Personal 

II. Personal Characteristics 
07) Age 
08) Age at immigration 
09) Gender 
10) Religion 
1 1) Prior expenence in Canada 

III. Socio-economic Status 
12) Father's occupation in homeland 

a) Business/manageri&professionaI 
b) Non-business/manageriaVprofessional 

13) Mother's occupation in homeland 
a) Business/manageriaYprofessional 
b) Non- business/manageriaYprofessionaI 

14) Self-rated SES 

D: Familu Characteristics 
15) Presence of father 
16) Presence of mother 

V. Other Variables 
1 7) Language of instruction in homeland 
1 8) Grade completed in homeland 
2 1 ) Location of school 
20) Discrimination experience 
2 1) Ethnicity 
(Constant) 



Table 5-29 Unstandardized and Standardued Regmsion Coefficients for Effécts of Selected Independent 
Variables on Academc Perfbnnance of the Hong Kong Group and the Total Sample 

Hong Kong Total Sarn~fe 
Independent Variables b Beta b Beta 

1. Reasom for lmrniaration 
O 1 ) Social 
02) Educational 
03) Econornic 
04) Political 
05) Cultural 
06) Personal 

II. Personal Characteristics 
07) Age 
08) Age at immigration 
09) Gender 
10) Religion 
1 1 ) Prior experience in Canada 

Il l .  Socio-economi~ Stands 
12) Father's occupation in homeland 

a) Business/manageriaVprofesçional 
b) Non-business/manageriaVprofessiod 

13) Mother's occupation in homeland 
a) Business/rnanage~aVprofessional 
b) Non-business/manageriaYprofessiod 

i4) Self-rated SES 

IV Famifv Characteristics 
15) Presence of Eàther 
16) Presence of mother 

C.' Other Variables 
1 7 )  Language of instruction in homeIand 
18) Grade completed in homeland 
19) Location of school 
20) Discrimination expenence 
2 1) Ethmcity 
(Constant) 



Table 5-30 Unstandardized and Standatdized Regession CoekKcients for EfFkts of Selected independent 
Variables on Seme of Belonguio, of the Hong Kong Gmup and the Total Sample 

Hong Kens Total Sample 
Independent Variables b Beta b Beta 

1. Reasons for Immiaration 
O 1) Social 
02) Educational 
03) Economic 
04) Political 
05) Cultural 
06) Personal 

II. Personal Characteristics 
07) Age 
08) Age at immigration 
09) Gender 
10) Religion 
1 1) Prior experience in Canada 

III. Socio-economic Status 
12) Father's occupation in homeland 

a) Business/manageriaYprofessional 
b) Non-business/managenaYprofessionaJ 

13) Mother's occupation in homeland 
a) Bus iness/manageriaVprofess ionai 
b) Non-business/manageriaYprofessional 

14) Self-rated SES 

IV Famiiv Characteristics 
1 5) Presence of fkther 
16) Presence of mother 

P: Other Variables 
17) Language of instruction in horneland 
18) Grade completed in homeland 
19) Location of schoot 
20) Discrimination experience 
2 1 ) Ethnicity 
(Constant) 



Table 5-3 1 Unstandardized and Standardiaed Regnision Coefficients for Effeds of Selected Independat 
Vanables on E h c  Language Retamon of the Hong Kong Group and the Total Sample 

Hong Kong Total Sam~le 
hdependent Variables b Beta b Be ta 

1. Reasons for lmrninrcltion 
O 1 )  Social 
02) Educationai 
03) Economic 
04) Political 
05) Cultural 
06) Personal 

II. Personal Characreristics 
07) Age 
08) Age at immigration 
09) Gender 
10) Religion 
1 1 ) Prior experience in Canada 

Ill. Socio-economic Starus 
12) Faîher's occupation in homeland 

a) Business/manageriaYprofessional 
b) Non-business/managenal/professiond 

13) Mother's occupation in homeland 
a) Business/manageriaYprofessionaI 
b) Non-business/manageriaYprofessional 

14) Self-rated SES 

iV Familv Characteristics 
15) Presence of father 
16) Presence of mother 

CI Other Variables 
17) Language of instruction in homeland 
18) Grade completed in homeland 
19) Location of school 
20) Discrimination experience 
2 1) Ethnicity 
(Constant) 



Table 5-32 Unstandardinid and StandardUed Regression Cdcients  for E f k t s  of Seleded independent 
Variables on General Gratification with Li& of the Hong Kong Group and the Total Sample 

Hone Konq Total Sam~Ie 
Independent Variables b Beta b Beta 

1. Reasons for Immigrution - 

O 1 ) Social 
02) Educational 
03) Econornic 
04) Politid 
05) Culturai 
06) Personal 

II. Personal Characreristics 
07) Age 
08) Age at immigration 
09) Gender 
10) Religion 
1 1) Prior experience in Canada 

III Socio-economic Status 
12) Father's occupation in homeland 

a) Business/manageriaYprofessiod 
b) Non-business/manageriai/professional 

13) Mother's occupation in homeland 
a) Busuiess/manageriaVprofessiod 
b) Non-business/~erial/professîonal 

14) Self-rated SES 

II: Fnrnilv Characteristics 
15) Presence of M e r  
16) Presence of mother 

K Other Variables 
17) Language of instruction in homeland 
18) Grade completed in homeland 
19) Location of school 
20) Discrimination experience 
2 1 )  Ethmcity 
(Constant) 



Table 5-33 Muitivariate Lcgmc Regresslon Cœfficiians for Immimon Decision Based on Lived 
E-uperience and Selected Sociodemographic & Background Variables 

Hong Kong Total Sample 
Independent Variables B SE B SE 

1. Reasons for Immigration 
O 1) Social 
02) Educational 
03) Economic 
04) Political 
05) Cultural 
06) Personal 

II. Personal Chmacteristics 
07)  Age 
08) Age at immigration 
09) Gender 
10) Religion 
1 1) Prior experience in Canada 
12) Employnent status in Canada 

Ill. Socio-economic S m t s  
1 3 ) Fathe r's education 
14) Father's occupation in homeland 

a) Business/manageriaVprofessional 
b) Non-business/manageri~professiond 

15) Admission catego- 

II: Other Variables 
16) Major area of study in Canada 

a) Arts 
b) Science 
c) Business 

1 7) Discrimination experience 
18) Ethnicity 

Constant 
Modei Chi-square 
Degree of fieedom 
N 

* pc.0 j: ** pc.01: *** p<.OOl 

Note 



Table 5-34 Multivariate Logisoc Regmsion CoetFcients for Recornmend~n of Canada as Choice of 
Deshtion and Selected Sociodemographic & Background Variables 

Hone Kong Total Sarnple 
Independent Variab tes B SE B SE 

I. Reasons for immigration 
O 1 ) Social 
02) Educational 
03) Economic 
04) Politicai 
05) Cultural 
06) Personai 

II. Personnl Characteristics 
07) Age 
OS) Age at immigration 
09) Gender 
10) Religion 
1 1 ) Prior experience in Canada 
12) Employnent status in Canada 

111. Socio-economic Starus 
13) Father's education 
14) Father's occupation in homeland 

a) Business/manageriaYprofessiond 
b) Non-business/manageriai/professional 

15) Admission category 

II/: Other Vclriables 
16) Major a r a  of  study in Canada 

a) Arts 
b) Science 
C) Business 

1 7) Discrimination experience 
18) Ethnicity 
Constant 

Mode1 Chi-square 
Degree of freedom 
N 

Note: Reference catego y for father's occupation in homelund is "net in labour force": for major area of 
stztdy in Canada is "combination ofvariozu jelds'! 



CHAPTER 6: RESEARCH FINDINGS - PERSONAL INTERVIEWS 

This chapter highhghts the major themes of the i n t e ~ e w s  with Hong Kong and Caribbean 

immigrant students. Case d e s  of six Hong Kong and five Caribbean participants wiil 

ais be presented. 

6.1. PERSONAL INTERVIEWS 

The interviews were htended to M e r  supplement the survey hdings. The interviews 

took place d e r  the w e y  instrument was administered. Students indicated on a form attached 

to the questionnaire whether they would k e  to fÙrther participate in a p e m d  interview. 

Those who responded positively were contacteci by telephone to arrange appropriate meeting 

times and locations. Participants were assured as to the confidentid M N e  of their uiformation 

and were again Uiformed conceming the purpose of the research and what was hoped to be 

gained fiom the interviews. 

Interviews were conducted in the schools, residences of the students, or the researcher's 

office at OISERTT. Some of the interviews were quite briet while others were more lengthy. 

The duration depended very rnuch on the availability of the students. InteMews conduaed in 

the homes of the students Iasted for 45 minutes to more than an hour, whereas those held in the 

schools during the respondents' spare classes, lunch, or d e r  school took between 20 and 45 

minutes. 

The i n t e ~ e w s  followed a consistent format. The initial part of the i n t e ~ e w  progressed 

through a few questions focusing on the circumstances of their immigration. From that point, 

the i n t e ~ e w  becarne less structureci and took on a more conversational format. In each case, 

the inte~ewer took point form notes as the conversation progressed. A total of 40 i n t e ~ e w s  

were completed, 30 with Hong Kong students and 10 with Caribbean students. AU interviews 

were audio-taped with the permission of the respondents. In interviewhg the Hong Kong 



-dents, Cantonese interspersed with English phrases was used. The major areas of focus of 

the inte~ews included: 

(1) Circumstmces of emiigroon: What were the major reasons for emigration? Who made 

the decision? Why was Canada chosen? Did you feel that you had some inputkontrol into the 

decision to ernigrate? Did your entire M y  ernigrate at the same Mie? 

(2) Ewperiences and zmpct of immigration: Was the Canada you met the Canada you 

imagined or expected? How has your life changed since you moved to Canada? Has your 

experience of immigrating to Canada enriched or impoverished you in any way as a person? Do 

you notice any changes of relationships among your famiy members after irnrnigrating to 

Canada? What are some of the major difliculties that you are now facing in Canada? Does the 

Enghsh language present any problerns in your school work or social Me? W~th whom and 

where do you spend your leisure Mie? Do you think of Canada as being "home" or is your 

place of origin stiil "home"? What do you dllnk the various governrnental agencies or school 

can do to help you adapt to this society? What advice would you give to those prospective 

immigrants fiom your homeland? 

(3) Fti~ure plans: Wtth aiI your experience and knowledge, if you were back in tirne, 

would you still unmigrate to Canada? How do you see yourself in five years, where and how? 

(4) Abmt the interview: 1s there anything else that you would iike to share with me about 

your experiences and feelings of having immigrated to Canada? How did you feel about sharing 

your feelings and expenences of immigration during this inteniew? Have you shared these 

experiences with someone else previously? Are there any other comments that you would like 

to make regarding this interview?. 



6.2. TEEMATIC ANALYSE & PRESENTAIION OF DATA 

Thematic interpretation of the intewiew data involveci several different steps. The audio- 

taped inteniews were transcribed and a coding system was developed. Responses were coded 

hto vanous categories. such as motivahons for emigration, unmigration application procedure, 

positive and negative immigration expenences, social network, school life, and so forth. Some 

categories had multiple meaning units, whiie &ers had very few. The data revealed that there 

were obvious sirnilarities amongst participants. It was equally evident that each individual's 

experience was unique. A thematic analysis and presentation of the data, therefore. appeared to 

be logical and appropriate. Pseudonyrns were given to ail respondents to maintain anonymity. 

Five major themes, including circumstances of and motivations for emigration, school We, 

social me, f d y  Me, ethnic identification, and fitture plans are presented below. The gender, 

place of origh and questionnaire identification code of the inteniewees are noted. 

6.2.a Circumstances of and Motivations for Emigration 

Hong Kong students generally believed that emigration was the nght choice in view of the 

uncertain political fùture of Hong Kong. Many were doubtfùl whether capitalkt Hong Kong 

could actuaily co-exist peacefùiIy with socialist China under the so-called "one country, two 

systems" fiamework. Most respondents were excited by the opportunity to immigrate to 

Canada, and explaineci the decisions made by their familes as follows: 

My purents wanted rrs to have a betterfuhre. The decision was made together. In fact, 1 
w d  like to emigrae to C& I w m  a bit s c d  a& the politics in China My 
pare~tts were partiaiiàrly femful because they moved to Hong Kongfoom Chim in the 
late 1960s. Thar means they have experienced the çuir~r~l  revolution ... ffiowing t h t  I 
wo~dd be leaving for Cam&, I wam't concemed very much abmît the poiiticaf 
developments in Hmg Kong dicnng the bcazs~~tion years. ((0335diong Konghde) 

Righ Mer the Aine 4 marsacre in fimiamen Square, our fmily i,>itiated ~he  
appIicutiott proced~re. We were kind of inflirnced by my dd'sfirends as well. 1 had 
thefear. n e  cultural revolution m e  amos my m i d  When I knew t h  we would be 
leaviiig, I was quife happy. 1 wanted io have a change. (OO5I/Hmg Konghale) 



To be honest, we were afraid of cornmunist China The fear of 1997 ... or the 
urrcertuinty of Hong Kong's @tire war the k y  fator. I thought about the cultural 
revolution a lot. One c& Iose eve~h ing  ovenugh! Our fami& sought h i c e f i o m  
both immigratiu~t Iawyer cmd immzgt.ibn cornitant. We @ed through the bzisittess 
(etttrepreenen'al) scheme, which required us to open a grF shop upon anival. My 
aunt 3 fmi& (dad 's sister) also emzgraed to Toronto. Ifell  happy knowzng thar I cauld 
corne to C d  In fact, if we diah't app& for I&d immigrwzt sûn'tis, I w d d  have 
corne to Canada to stu* as a visa d e n t .  ((OOS6/Hong Kong/maie) 

Dad ami mom were so @aid of 1997. 1 di& 't mind to Ieave. 1 wmiId Iike to stuQ 
overseas anyway. We lefi Hong Kong shortiy Mer I had completed the first semester of 
Fonn 4. A few of myfnenak ako emigrared - most of them m e  to Cm& and only 
one went to Aumaiia (035OiHong KongimaIe) 

lniriafly my puenfi mkd me to come here to sl~dy as a foreip slu&ntt Iney have 
thnrght of sending me to a boardng schooi. But I guess they thought 1 wmki not be 
able to take cnre of myseg So we ernigrated to Canarki together. Of course. mir 
decision w a  parth due to 199 7. (O i I2Hong Kongfernale) 

Because of 1997. My mom really wanted us to come. She said we [she and her brother] 
c d d  have better opportuniries ... As investiment c h  immigrants, we were repfred to 
stmt a c0mp.y. n e  compm>y was Iosing money, so we closed it d m  Then my 
parents fmittd jobs in a gment  factory. Luter they were both (aid ofi Mom managed 
to get mtother job. But I rnem they are no! upset ... becme they are wiliing to puy the 
price ar long as we c m  get out of Hong Kong. (0353/Hong Kong/femde) 

My parents very mich wanted to emigrae. They diah 't reully co~mIt me. At any rate, 
they sent me to Cana& to ai& as a visu ~hrdent- ûur application war proeessed with 
the assistance of an irnmi@=ation collsuitant. We made imestment in some sort offrmak 
1 2  N w f m n d d  It was like a gambling gme. The company iater decIàred 
bankllîptcy. We weren't able to recover our money. We bied to hire a lawyer to h e .  
But even the hwyer refued to accept the caw becauîe the chance of gening back our 
money wus virtually zero. (0336/Hong Kong/inaIe) 

PrimCIIjiy beuncw of 1997. Politicai& qeakrng it may be rkmgerms to stay in Hong 
Kong afrer the trmtsfer of sovereignty. M q  things me not clear and uncertain. We 
didn't b1w much about Canardp I pess there wmld be more educatiomi 
opportz~nities here. My mom remmed ... wzth a Camdm citizen. Ihtk how we c d  
come here (0359/Hong Kong/mde). 

Some families considered other countries as possible choice of destination. Various 

explmations were oEered as to why Canada was chosen: 



Weil in d i t i o n  to C e ,  mir f m i b  dd comttm&r other cmmtries. But in both the 
Uzifed States Lamd Singqmre, I would have to serw in rhe anny. hcism is pire a 
serious problem il1 A ~ d i a  (0056/Hong Korg/Maa[e) 

My mom S sister is in the United States. She has been there for many years. My mom 
war reaily interested in going to ihe Sues. We have already applred But af ie  the Jutre 
4 inciaknt, mr fmiiy fell the urge to leme as emly as passible. We then fled arr 
immigration application with the C d m  Immigration Depurment immediately. We 
knrw the qplication pruces wouldn Y toRe too long (UO53/Hong Kongimaie) 

i gues thor's becm~se my ciad's yowger & d e r  is here. We thought  ab^ other 
cout~tries as welL But 1 gues we only have relatiws here. When I was sidl stu&ing in 
the UK m a foreign stuciirnt, i visited Canarkr wice. Oh, my &'.Y schdmate jrom 
primary school is aisa here ... If we come here. we will be able to get help from them. 
(0068:Hong Kongmale) 

in the case of Caribbean students, they were of course not facing an unstable political funire in 

theu homelands. Most tended to see Canada as a land of new promises and opportunities: 

My gramhoiher spomored me IO come to C d  I m e  here alone last mmmer as a 
visitor. 1 a h  managed to gel a studnt a~(thoriz~tirion fo go ro school here. My lmzcled 
immigrani stutus wasfinai& granred IaFi monlit As my mom I iws in C&, I really 
wmted to be close to her ... My mom was originally spomored by my g r d o m  us 
weil. (0323~Jmaica~mule) 

My mom got m m e d  to a C d i a n .  This stepfiher wanted to gei us irp here a long 
time ago. &ît the first time he du51 't slrcceed ... they had to get mmied So they got 
murried in SI. Kncent. My stepfather wanted us here so that we rnight haw beîter 
oppwtimities. (032 13. fincenlfemulee) 

A few Caribbean students, however, were not particularly excited by the opportunity to 

My parents saiù il wadd be the best for me to come. My aunt kind ofpersuaded my 
mom to come. Y m  hm, my cmnitry was going down [crime rate was going up]. My 
deczsion was really to stq. But it was my parerzfi' deci& to come. 
(0325 Trin&fefem+ 



D o w  there the situation in rny country war baLZ We first m e  orne visitors, and 
mbsequentiy cppkedfor refugee stafirs. Mum and al( her brothers and sisler were here 
(0326/Triniciad/femie). 

6.2.b. School Life 

With respect to school We, a major theme £?om in îe~ews and discussions with both Hong 

Kong and Caribbean immigrants appeared to the problem of making transition fkom a highly 

structured and disciplineci school system in their homelands to what considers as  a less 

structureci and less disciplineci one in Canada. The ciifference between the systems in theu 

homelands and Canada is reflected in teaching styles and the relatively fiiendly relationships 

between teachers and students. Both the Hong Kong and Caribbean srjtems are a d y  baseci 

on the British system A great deal of emphasis is placed on instruction as opposed to 

expenential and individualistic learning. 

In terms of workload in school a majority of the students expressed that they faced les 

pressure in Canada - no public examination wouid be required. A few rnentioned that the 

pressure seemed to be greater as tests and quizzes were being administered on a regular basis. 

Some students found their teachen to be quite helpful and understanding; a few experienced 

unfair treatment by their teachers. 

The system here is trot sign$cant& dflerent from w h  I haw experienced in Hong 
Kong mid the UX. But I mean I have to startfrom scratch - need to get to hm h m  
things work in school md to get to know the new teachers and s c h o o m s  (00WHong 
KongmaleJ 

Defi)1ite!y l e s  homework und l e s  pressure here. No school rrnijorm is required 
Academcaliy, 1 wn rmt dorig ~ ' m l a r l y  well. But at l e m  I am doirg better t h ?  
when I was in Hong Kong. My overall average is in the range of 50 to 66 0per cent. If I 
am wilizng to work h & r ,  I 'rn sure nry results will improve. (0106Hong Kongmaie) 

1 m )lot doing very well in schmI, I have just &opped all my Gr& 13 courses. Now I 
~JTI e ~ v d e d  in carrses mai~tfy af the Grade I I  kvd. We/[ there is not much pressure 
from teachers. m e n  there is less pressure, i abdo work very hmd (0336/Hong 
Kong male) 



Teachers generally have higher e x p e c ~ o m  of iis [Chinese ~n~dents]. They eqvect 
bener restlltsjbm us ... In general. there is l e s  presnrre here. But I think it har to do 
with the iuwer a&mic s t ' c l r  here ... We enjoyed more freedom here. i mem some 
studen~ are pite 'Tm mi" - they ewn play mahjong [a poplm Chinese "gambling" 
g m e  plàyed with mail p h e d  pieces of w ~ n e s ]  in the CCTfetetia ahrijzg lunch 
tirne. Not knowing whar the g m e  is ail about, some teachers even watch them piay. 
(0334:Horg Kongfemak) 

The system here is better than the one in Hong Kong. Naw I feel zhor I am goirg to 
schml to l e m  UnIik in Hong Kong, I w m  baricalS, busy prepanng for e m s .  Here, 
"body forces you to study hmd In Hong Kong. I was comtantIy rr,~der tremenaOrts 
prmre.  And the teachers here are more apptaacchable. 7hey are very willing to talk to 
smdenls (O i ILHong Kon~femnle) 

7he schoois me dflerent. In our schools [schmLs in SI. fincentj, stu&nfi men 't 
aliowed 10 smoke, ciiink, and like t h .  But d e n t s  here c m  do whatever they 
wmt. I don 't like it - some yauttg people are jmt &stroyng their bodies. (0321. SI. 
bïticet~l fernaie). 

Y m  get more work to ab here, it S not harakr; it 's rrot easier. It <S jud more work 
Actuaily, i am rzot used to have so mcch school work Teachers are generally very nice 
mui fnendiy. Students are okay ... Here, very few sluderzts obey the teuchers. In 
Jmuica, they have tu. If 's compISory. Or they will get spr>kd or something. Shrctne 
have to wear i~tzYorns. They haw to wear black shoes md blue sockr. the ieachers 
corne into the c~assrmm cmd you are not &esed proprIy, you wiil be sent to the 
prirzciipal. At& the phcipal will send you home. In Jmaica, you don 't deci& whrCh 
mbjects yuzi wmzz tu do until yau gel to the f m h  year in high school. Peop/e have 
more freedom here. But I think the system in Jmaica is more effective. 
(O323, Jmaicamale) 

7he workldhere zs not heavy, not ut dl. Mqbe because I am olrer and wiser ... I did 
a few Shakespeare books bejore in my country. And I used to k t e  Shakespeare, cmd 
had nighmures Now I Jbd  rnysey enjoying it. I r e d  rww 1 understand.. . c m  relate to 
zhings, everyw Ige. 7ki t  couid be a factor. (0358~Guyca2cZ/fernale) 

The system here is earier. n e  only d~fference is t k t  y m  have 10 SZZ& comisten@. 
Because 12's the grgrades throughmt the year thar detemine ym pass or fail. In 
Caribbean. if 's the end- of- tenn grade t h  detemines y m  pas or fuiil ... Here ym can 
be exempt from wfiting the final exam. Y m  ab one e m  mid cm be exempt flom 
mother one. In Jamaicu, no matter h m  goodyour grades are, ym have to ab the final 
e m .  (O324 Jmnaiuzfemale) 

7he schwl here is a lot easier. I Iike the teachers. ntey explain IO ym more, t& time 
to teach ym ... so it 'k up to you ijyou want to l e m  or no! (032 7/ G~ymwfemale) 



I'm realfy enjoying schwl here ... In my country, we had 8 clarws eoch day. Ami the 
clmes here are longer. We had to go 10 schooljkotn 8.40 am to I : q j  prn otzly. Becmse 
str~dents wore u n i f m .  we c d d  dimi?guish between teachers and studenfi Here. we 
don7 have to Wear u n i f m  Economic-wise* il's good b e r n e  we don? have to f o l h  
the fahion trend (0356/Grenaria/fema@ 

A few Hong Kong midents shared their discrimination experiences in schools: 

In my Physics C ~ C I S S ,  we haù to maRe a c l m  presentation bvrsed on a project. Wwrz the 
Chinese, K m ,  ami Vïetnmnese were presenting their work, the leucher [a white 
male/ mkd whut /angruge were they using and why &&'t they p a k  in English. I 
rnemr .. of cmirse, ~hey were speakmg Englzsh - noifluent Ehglish with perhqs stro~g 
accerzts. ... Arid if we (Chiiese stwknts] wmted to go tu the wmhoom. we had to gel 
his pnnisrior1. 0thenvi.e a mark of zero w d  be c~ss~~gned for the corcrse grade. I 
mem, the white students c d  come in and l e m  as they wished ... A d  even worse. he 
sometimes w d d  sqy we cmdih't Ieave and we c d  use the test r~bes in the lab. ... He 
war mt jokrng ... He wm very serims. We told Our ESL teacher [white fernale/ about 
this, but she ariiised us to puy m, any attention to him. She diah? wmit us fo cause 
trouble. She wam? helpng us reufIy- But whar cmdd we do? She'k mr school 
principal's wife. ( 0352 /hg  KongfemaIe) 

k t  I was in my previars school [grade school], there were very few Chiriese 
stzidirt~ts. The white s&nts teased my Chinese name. Ami those of the other Chinese 
sîuderils as well. They ako bied 10 imime the way I speak Eng(sh. 7bey thought it was 
@my. But I was v e v  embmassed! (O33MYong Kong/fernaIe) 

In gym cias, the C d a n  stuakn~s sometimes teased the Chinese sl~dents because of 
their sma/iphysicc~l sire. They cded  me names, such as Hu Chi-minh [the rm of a 
l'ïe~uunese leaakr m2d one of the prkiipal cities in fietnam j ... I diah? zidrstand it 
at first. n e y  probab Iy thought that I was Viebmese. ïheir implication was that I am 
short md small. (0359/Hong K o n g ~ d e )  

6.2.c. Social Life 

A voluntary or involuntary departure from a f&miliar social milieu which has special meaning 

and sigrilficance for the immigrant students generates an acute sense of social dislocation. 

Social support is, therefore, of vital importance in providing immigrant students with 

acceptance, &ation, and affection. Most students lamenteci the lack of close fiiends in 

Canada as they had lefi behind a closely knit group of Wends in their homelands. Chinese 



students seemed to socialize prirnarily with Chinese-speaking fiiends ffom Hong Kong, China, 

and Taiwan. They found it dficult to make fiends with Canadian -dents, including 

Canadian-born Chinese who couldn't speak the Chinese language, because of the language 

ba r rk  and ciifferences in both Uiterests and backgrounds. Some remarked that it would be 

easier to make fiiends with those who were emigrated f?om other foreign countries as  they al1 

shared s ïdar  immigration expenence. 

Chinese students tended to spend their spare tirne with their Wends singing (karaoke) and 

watching videos. They would go shopping in mails and would go to see movies in theaues. 

The comment that "there is not much to do in Canada" was made repeatedly. Some of the 

Hong Kong and Caibbean midents indicated that they used to be vely active in their 

homeland. For those who couid not drive (Le., without a car in the f a d y  or a driver's license) 

complained about the inconvenience of using the public transportation in Toronto. The physical 

distance was a factor affecting the development of close relationships with their fiiends. 

Itz Hotig Kong, the m e  p p  of stz~de~its stayed in the m e  cl~~ss~oorn for ail the 
fessons. But hem, y m  go to a dfferent room for a dfferent course. Ym wili get to know 
a lot of people. But il's just not p m H e  to dewlop close reIationsh@s wzth t h  

(005 1 Horig Kong~rnaie) 

From Fonn 1 to Fom 4. I hanged mmnd with îhe m e  group of claximates. We were 
extrerndy close. But I don 't reaily get to hm the backgruunh of the schooim~es here. 
I guess I b e  the oppormnity [O get to knww dfferent rypes of people. I I e  more 
fret&, but f i e r  close fie&. (O I I3Hùng Kong fernale) 

i rwd to be pzte active in Hong Kong. Infact. I went out wirh myfnendr ail the tirne. I 
visired my fietu&, and went for BBQ and Pshing. Here, 1 don 't haw much to do. 
Sometirnes I feel quite [one@ I am mnu always home, and don 't w m t  to go out. 
(03361 Hong Kongmaie) 

I do have some C d i m f i e n d s .  But Ifind it a lot emer  to rnmakejhend wilh people 
fiom other countlltlles - people from South America, ... Blach, Indm, and su on [peopie 
whose native ler>gge es not E&ish]. Bam'caily, I cion? see this ar a problem. Ifym 
dorz't qeak Eizgiish weli, h m  wm you makejheds with them [people whose mother 
torrgr<e is English]? (0335iHong Kongmale) 



Life here is puire boring When I am upset, I srnoke, cry, m d  fisten to music. I won? taLG 
to people. 1 Ihave Ried to shure with my fnends. But they diah 't really c m  It 's dflcult 
to f indfned here who c m  udrstund me. (O i l2,Hong Kong female) 

We go to church here up here, h t  the c h h  hs wry fmfrom where I Iive. Back home, 
chmh  is not t h  fw wayjrom home. I get to go to cmvch for meetitg every Fria@ I 
get to znteract with the youths there. (0.32 LCit. VincenUfede) 

6.2.d. Family Life 

Most snidents, particularly those in the Hong Kong group, emigrated to Canada with their 

family. Some adrnitted that and they spent more tune with tàmily members and their 

relationships with their parents improved. ûthers said as they iived in a house (as compared to 

a flat or an apartment unit), they spent more t h e  ùi their own rooms, hence the communication 

and interaction among family members was sigdïcantly reduced. As weii, many said that as 

they became more mature (grew up 6om teenage to young adulthood), their parents were 

willing to give hem more fieedom. The most popular f a d y  activity among Chinese students 

was to have dim-surn lunch on weekends in traditional Chinese restaurants. 

I think my fami& members have more time IO communicate with one another. On 
weekends, we sommes go for dm-sum. AAs stay home most of the time, I get to see 
my f i &  aIl the îime. Sometimes we will go shopping and wilf plq ballgmes 
together. (0068/Hong Kong male) 

I have been here for quite some time, anci I guess I have been influenced by the 
Cmadim culture n lot- Now I haw less respect for tny prents. But they have lower 
expectations as well. fien they scold me for wongrlong, sometimes I wiif argue with 
thern. llis wmld definiteiy not hppen in Hong Kong. But I don 't think they me 
comervative pop le . . . (OO55Hong Kongyemale) 

My pare~~ts' relatiotzs aren't that good Sometimes my dad is in Hong Kong but my 
morn stays here. Sometimes vice versa N w  they are bofh in Hong Kong. mey haw 
qt~mrels. Very ofrn they have arguments over the financial probfems of the compony 
that they have sturted here. In Hong Kong, their relarom used to be better. But I don't 
have probfems with them. ami I get along with rny sister well. (0057,Hong 
Kong female) 



My relations with rny p e n t s  have improved niey r e m  to Hong Kong regufady. 
ntere wil. obvimly be iesr coqtlict i f  we cdon't see each other O@ Wetll tremire 
more the time îhat we are together ... Wi~h my siblings? We 've got a lot of "cornpetition" 
... as we ail 0 to get the best p & s  in school. (035243ong KongIfernaIe) 

My relatzomhips with parents me gening worse. 7hey have fo work And we liw in a 2- 
storey holise. 1 am a h q s  ''upstar'rs*" they are aiivqs " ~ ~ î r s ' "  . And I m mw 
17. 1 pess  my Ive styie has changed We just have l e s  communicutioc1! (005 IlHong 
Korg male) 

My reiatiomhip with my rnom has become more disant. Mom hm to work and I have 
10 work i work in a f& food restaurant ... about 15 h r s  each week I work rnostiy on 
weekerrdr. So we don? get zo see euch other ver-y much I get along with my sister okay. 
(0359:1Hong Kong/huie) 

Geniiig worse. In Hong Kong. my mom di&? take cme of me. Here, she kicked me out 
of the hmse three tintes ... 1 stayed af rny boMerad's houw. 1 mean my rnom is 38, and 
rny stepdzd is 40. The generation g q  is so huge. .. (0354LHong Kong~jCernaIe) 

My relationship with my mom has atwqVs been good I guess I have grmn. When you 
reach teenage, y m  &ind of becorne more rebelfims, iess obedïent. But I am stiII 
obedie~~t overall. 1' cana& 1 seem tu p n d  l e s  time with my morn. She hm to work 
cad I have to go schwl. She workr iuegub h w s .  So somerimes when she retum 
home, I am already in bed (0323/J&ça/maIe) 

We go out together more open. Buck home, my gmndjiather ddrit make time îo go /she 
fived wîth her gr-en~s in her homelàmi]. My gram@ments me really strict. They 
don? want me to go out. If1 stay home ail &y, it wiil be riice for them. But we me wry 
close ... We go /O an West Itu&un club fw &mer on 5Ùturakzys. And on Sur&ys, we 
sometimes go to the flea market. Now t h  I am working, I dontt get to go with them that 
much. (032 ZGuyanafernaIe) 

6.2.e. Ethnic Identification 

Since most of the participants were "recent" immigrants (length of residence in Canada 

being approximately 5 years or less), they stiii rnaintained relatively strong ties to their 

homelands and felt attachai to fiiends and relatives whom îhey had left behind. Extremely few 

midents in both the Hong Kong and Caribbean groups would idente themseives as 

"Canadian" or a ''hyphenateci-Canadian". UnderstandaMy, the emotiond and psychological 



identity with the cornmunity within which immigrant students were bom, raised, educated, and 

socialized is understandably strong and deep, and has far-reaching ramifications. 

I still cottsi&r Hong Kong my home. and myse[fa Hongkonger. ActuaI&. I &n 't think 
a label caries tao much meming. And where I iiw now IS )lot un isnie. I am still 
strongly attached to Hong Kong. One 's childlhood is important. And thar 's a signflcant 
p r ia i  My c h i ~ d  wm spent in Hong Kong, so Hong Kong is important fo me. 
(OOt#~~Hong KongWe) 

I am rzot sure rf Hong Kong is SM my home. But I m not a "Canara'un" yet fitiil a 
Ianded immigrant withari a C d a n  paqtnmj. But I com&r myself m Chinese. ï 
mem I wonrt tell people that I m 'rCarcadi~" even when I get my pusport. I will 
ahqs  sqy ï am Chineset! If1 tell people that I am a " C d m ' :  I m @aid t h  the 
Civudiam [white peopie j wzll h g .  ai me. (0352.Hong KongfemaIe) 

Hong Kong ts home. C e  is ako my home. Bzït 1 feei a stronger amchment to 
Hong Kong. I was boni there, and my gran@ments are stZ living in Hong Kong. I am 
more idined to see myselfas a Chinese and a Hongkonger. (0336Mong Kongmule) 

I wmld i&nnfu myselfm a Chinese C d m  I hm I am a Hongkonger. But tlow I 
have immigrated to Cm& But I mean I am still Chinese. So I guess it 's ohy  to cal1 
myself a ChineseCdan.  I think I have dveloped a seme of belonging to Cana& 
now . . . beunrse I m fiving in this country. (O33XHong Kongma le). 

I comi&r both Canada wzd Hong Kong my home. I like both places. Here. we get a lot 
offresh air, I get to l e m  more things, ami the c m n w  is so huge mai clean. In Hong 
Kong, I still haw many fiends ... More enteriament there perhqps. I think I wmr to 
be calfed m a "Chinese€&an': fiis is a more baianced tem. I f  I on& like Hong 
Kong, I will use another label. (0353flong Kong/femaIele) 

Hong Kong is SM home. But 1 mecm C& is quite a nice cotcn~ .  Although I will be 
getting my citzze~zship this sImrner. I I not l e  a strong sense of beiongiing tu 
Cm1aci;a. 1 wmzt Io live in a Chinese community. I wcnlt to live in a place where my 
mother tongice is spoke~z Ifi>ld it quite awkwurd tu live in a phce where the medium of 
commzmzuttion is a foreign Iangiage. (0057dYong Konggemalele) 

CalClCiCl as home? Not yet. I think in a year or so, I will probably accept zt as my home. 
Yoir kmw, my coz~nlry dws no! have SIIOW. m e ~ ?  it is snowing, 1 frhnk of back home. It 
wofdd be hot ... 1 prefer to c d  myselfa Vincentim?. %zt 's my natiorm~ity. But achraliy 
I really don '1 mirid being cded an Afnca-Carnadian here. MOSZ people consider irs as 
Black mrywuy. (032 1. SI. fincent/femaie) 

St. fincent is still home. My home country has no winter. And I still have relames 
there, like my cmsins. (O3 78/St. Vïncert~female) 



Jmaica is more my home. I prejer to be calied a Jamaicmt, I'nt t~ot a Canacllan. I'm o 
Jbmaican~ no matler what. I wilZ rzot gTve up my country. Maybe I resi& here. My fije 
so f m  hm been *nt in J d c a  Nu matter where Igo. people will uhuays see me ax a 
Jamuim. (032~/Jàntm-ca/ fernale). 

I com*&r myserfus a West I d a n  Not C d m  or Wesl I~uiiiart C d m .  i gei used 
to Ife here. Now I see Cima& as my home. l f l  go back to my country, I will onfy be a 
hmsewije. But here, Canado is a whole new world Mony in Guyana jmt d e  to corn 
here. Mony wmtt tu see Canrarkz (O32 ZGtiymfemde). 

C d  as being home? Y m  hm, when I deam, 1 still &emn about the hais? ... the 
house I am in is the house at home [in Guyana]. To be honest, I love Canade In 
generai, I'm stiff more identied with people from rhe Cmibbean. 
(0358 GuyGuyantafe) 

6.2.f. Advice for Prospective htmigrants 

Students were queried as to what advice they wodd give their relatives and fiiends who 

might consider ernigrating to Canada. Thei responses refiected, to a certain extent, the 

problerns they have personally encountered in adapting to new Me in Canada. 

1 fhilzk they s W d  be better prepmed lingu~n~cal& - leam more Etzgiish before they 
corne! (0360iHong Kongmaie) 

i will tell them that the environment here is bener. 7he educun'on here is good Oh, the 
fiesh air und furge p h  a well. But the weather in winter is bitter& coid I f  they don 't 
ahive. then they may have prob lem getting around in the city. (OlO6iHong Kongmufe) 

Carsacia is a good place to live, parnParnculip/y if they have childen. Ihe economic 
situation is W* wirh very few employment opprtunities. And I rhink they shmH not 
expect tu get the same kind of job as they wed to haw in Hong Kong. h 's COB in the 
winter. Birt I mean if they haw a cm. they can sî iII  manage. in Hong Kot~g. people can 
shop everywhere. ffere. if 's pretty incomenienî. nere is lesr entertuinment. But on the 
whole, they willfind it quire comfortable. Cima& is an i&uZ place for the retired 
people to corne. (01 1 3/Hong Konggemaie) 



Cima& is huge. It 's pretty clean. F d  is cheq. Lots of pesh oir. Schws are O@. 

Lots o f f r e a h  to e-. And the emronment is gwd (033aHong Kongmale) 

No speczific &ce for them. Except fije in Canada is so buring. (OiiZAong 
Kong$kmale) 

7hey shmdd m e  en@ morwy befoe coming. (0056/Hong Kongimaie) 

i won't encourage people to come. II's reuliy their own ùècisiort. But if they plm to 
corne. I will tell them whra C d  is fike. WelI, they s h w  first of al!, &rush up their 
spokerz Et~giish ... Tell them t h  houws here are big and cheq. n e  envirument is 
g d  More social bene@& More tmes to pqy though 7kre  is racial c6scrirninationt 
but i i 's not a major problem in Canorkr It en's& ewrywhere anyway. And it c m  be very 
incornient if they hnw tu use public trunprtation, (O335~Hong Kong male) 

Frankly speakiing, I wor17 a& them io come. I wiii eventually go back myseg There is 
no job here. I know people who haw graduatedporn (I. of i? in engineering and is still 
zo~employed ... When 1 m e  here n fou yeats ago tu visif my fiend her dad was 
wiihout a job. Hong Kong people me so realirric. if they coulh't get jobs or make 
money here, why warld they come? (0352,)Hong Kong.ernuIe) 

Tell t h  thai zt S a great country up here. irhere are more opportuniries. Morefne>adr 
to meet. It 's quire eary to get along with the people here. But I will warn hem about the 
recessior. (0326.'Tn'ni&Yernale) 

If rhey decide to come. they hove to set their mind fo if. Judgingfrom the ewperience of 
my parents, they tzeed a lot of eqerience in order to get a job here. Back home, my dad 
is a mechrmic. ffere. to be a mechanic, ym huve to be able 20 do mechic  work, as 
well as some other work along with if. More skiils me required (0325;' 
Trinidad/ female). 

i think they will have to make a choice beiween great opportunity and cofd weather. 
And il's realb a persunal cornmiment. (O3561 Grenah fernule) 

6.2.g. Future Plans 

Hong Kong and Caribbean students intendeci to pursue post-secondary education in 

Canada. and would subsequently seek employment opportunities in this country. Some Hong 

Kong midents planned to r e m  to Hong Kong or to go to other countries where opportunities 



would be available. For many Chinese midents, the friture political situation of Hong Kong 

would be a decisive factor: 

I f I  were @en a choice. 1 wtnîld not have emigrated I w m  born in Hong Kong cnld it 
will a(wqys be rny home ... Igues  it ako &pends on whar Hong Kong will be like whett 
i firrish my snrdy here. /f the situation is not so g d  I rnay choose to stay here. 
(0 112 Hottg Kong/fernuIe) 

As loug as it is political& stable. even if the economic cotdtion is not so gooJ. I will 
certain& return to Hong Kong. (OO56/Hong Kongfemaie) 

Ir's a d~ficui &cision. nere  are meriis in both places. But if I retztrn there, I may 
emoir,tter more problems, such as housing ami aaiptation. BasicaIIy. rzow that I'm 
here. I don'! realiy wanî to face changes agoin. Anyway, who hzms what wiil hqopen 
irz Hong Kong Mer 199 7. (O051 /Hong Kong/~aIe) 

Igitess I wouldgo back to Hong Kong ztnless the economic sitztatim here gels better. I 
may also grve cornirerations to opprtunities avmcnfable elsewhere. (0053;Hong 
Kong male) 

Oh. my fmdy will c;l;efi~zire[y return ?O Hong Kong. As a matter of fact. rny dad will 
retzm to Hong Kong smn. He wishes to explore new business opportrtnities in Chirm . . . 
As I said before. I like Hong Kong The fiends I have in Hong Kong aii shwe simiIar 
interests wtd habits. Yotr hm, we stili own a hase  in Yuen Long in the New 
Territores. We c m  ahuays go back (036OHi~g Kongde) .  

I rhink it 's better for me to stq.  At l e m  I won 't go back in the uear fitzrre. Perhzps 
whett I reach 60. A d  it 's quite likely t h  I would encourage my relatives mrdfnendr zo 
m e .  (0323/'Jamaicamale) 

me11 I am ol& I will go buck to visif- I h t t  *t kitow i/l w a n ~  to senie there again. ['II 
/hirik about this Iater. (O3 78iSt. Vincent/ fende) 

Metz I firish schmi, I will work here for a while. I plan to go back to Jamaica 
evet~~ztaiiy .. . "Home " is where you were bom. I have to c d  this "home "for the tirne 
being. Yod see. I don 't reaily have a problem in Jamuica So I may go back. 
( O Z  4,Ymaicafemale) 



6.2.h. About the Interview 

The qualitative inquiry during the inte~ews provided the forum to gather new depth and 

understanding of the students' immigration experiences. On many occasions, respondents 

remarked that this was the £kst thne they had been invited to share their personal story and to 

express their feelings about a very unique experience in their lives. 

I hop my ~c ipa t ior z  will be of help to sornebady. Perhaps I ulso wmzt to l e m  
sornethitzg through the praiess. {0068/Hong Kong//male) 

I thzrzk it 's good thai I can s h e  my persona1 experience. I guess it 's because people 
c m  get to h n v  more about the Hong Kong stukn~s. (0350,'Houg Kotg mule). 

I w z t  ro get to knnv more people, and 1 thhk il's fun tu ~ t i c i p t e .  Perhps I rn 
l e m  somethiig new. (005 7 / ' g  Kongfemale) 

I w m t  others to kmw my feelings ... T i  let people kmw the &qtatiotz d~flculties ~hai 1 
am faciirzg. I hop  people c m  maGe some changes, such as tu tac& the discritnimtion 
problem. (0352. Hong Kongfimale) 

I pess 1 want to tdk about my eqxriences. (03251 TkinidzdfernaIe) 

6.3. CASE SIMMARY 

WÏth a total of 40 case snidy portrayais completed, sheer volume plus the repetitive nature 

of Mme of the cases argueci strongly for presenting only some. The case summaries presented 

below attempt to provide a more coherent story about the immigration experiences of the 

individual respondents. 

Case 1 : Tom Hone Kong 

Tom' f d y  was admitted to Canada under the entrepreneur category. The application 

process was initiated after the massacre took place in Tianamen Square. His father, together 

with a few other fiiends, hired an immigration consultant to file an application. His family 



sought professionai help because they would stand a better chance of passing the immigration 

inteniew as his dad didnt have extensive expenence in dohg business at that tirne. 

Tom's father is now running a retail store sebg photo fiames and paintings. His father's 

&ends are aii living in the neighbourhood. He emphasizes that his dad will oniy be willing to 

reside in close proximity to his fiiends. His rnother's sister has immigrated to Canada as weil. 

He beiieves that Toronto generally offers more employrnent oppottunities and that only 

wealthy Hong Kong immigrants who do not need to look for jobs WU choose to go to 

Vancouver. 

Tom is quite happy to have the chance to corne here. He hds  his teachers to be nice. He 

likes the courses that he is taking as "those business courses appear to be very practical". Upon 

the completion of his high school education, he intends to study business at York or the 

University of Toronto. Tom is very "business-minded" as he expects to start a small business in 

the upcoming summer by importing jewellery (accessories) fiom Hong Kong to seil in 

shopping mafis. 

His impression with the Chinese students in school is that they tend to hang around with 

Chinese only. He says it's quite difncult to develop close relationships with Wends here. UnWte 

schools in Hong Kong where students stay in the classroom for ali different lessons. he points 

out that students in Toronto have to go to a dserent classroom to take lesson with always a 

dEerent group of students. As a result, the relationships he develops with the new fiiends seem 

to be more superficial. During his spare tirne, he will go to his fiiends' place to sing (Cantonese 

pop songs) and to watch videos. Sometimes he goes to the shopping mails with his friends. He 

goes to the downtown area occasiondy as "there is more to see in the Eaton's Centre and 

stores dong Yonge Street". 

Tom is being quite candid when he responds to the question as to why he is wiIiing to 

participate in this study - "nothing to lose or to gain". He suggests that this midy should also 

focus on student's psychological adjustrnent. Quite a number of his friends are facing senous 



famiy problerns afler immigration. More specificaily, a number of his fiends' parents have 

senous marital problem and wdi soon get a divorce. He emphasizes that immigration is not the 

sole "cause" of the problem, but it certainiy provides the oppominity for the parents to 

separate. 

Case 2: Kent. Hone Kong 

Kent's f d y  immigratesi to Canada rnainly because of his parents' fear of 1997. His family 

was admitteci under the investment ciass (by rnaking inveçtments in Saskatchewan Governent 

Funds). In fact, his parents have ernigrated to Hong Kong from mainfand China in the late 

1960s. And they have experienced the cuitural revolution in China. AIthough they have 

relatives in both Canada and the United States, Canada was chosen because of its political 

stability and better environment. 

Kent's f d y  consists of 6 members - his parents, two elder brothers, and one eider sister. 

One of his brother is ninning a retail store in the Broadview area with his parents. Another 

brother works in a factory, and his sister attends an out-of-town college. Kent has always 

wanted to go ove- to study. He says he has been partly influenceci by television programs 

he watched in his childhood - "a better environment and more educational opportunities in 

foreign countrîes". He spent two yean in Canada as a visa student prior to becoming a landed 

immigrant. htiaiiy, his farnily planned to go to C a i g q .  During a March break, he made a trip 

to Calgary. His parents aiso visited there. Based on what they "saw", the conclusion arrived at 

by their famdy was that "Toronto would be a better place to go". 

He used to think that there would be les pressure in the school here - which he later finds 

out to be untme. He considers his teachers to be very heiptùl. His ESL teachers are partinilady 

understanding. He iikes the school here because he can move up to the next level of a course if 

he obtains a passing grade. In Hong Kong, one WU have to repeat the same courses again if the 

overail average of ali the course taken is not satisfactory. He believes that the multicultural day 

that his school organizes is helpfùi merely to those who are willing to participate. 



Kent has made some Canadian fi-iends, but h d s  it easier to socialize with people fiom other 

foreign countries (such as Blacks, Indians, or South Amencans). He says this may in part be 

due to the immigration experience that they aii share. He believes that language is the major 

factor explaining why many Chinese shidents are not being able to mingie with Canadians. 

Students with higher English proficiency should h d  it a lot easier to make fiends with 

Canadians. 

Kent wili not encourage his fiiends and relatives to corne, but wiU tell them what they wil 

expect to encornter. Specificaily, he will tell them that the houses here are big and the prices 

are "cheap". Lfthey do not drive and have to use public transportation, they wiii find it rather 

inconvenient. Kent identifies himself as a Chinese-Canadian. He feels a stronger sense of 

belonging to Canada - as he has chosen Canada to be his country of raidence. When he 

completes his university program, he will attempt to look for employrnent oppominities in 

Canada. However, he WU also consider going elsewhere, such as the United States. He 

remarks that as he has already come aü the way to Canada, "it's no big deal to relocate again". 

Case 3 : Caroline. Hong Konq 

Caroiine came to Canada two years ago with her mother. elder sister. and younger brother. 

Her parents were divorced rnany years ago. They came under the entrepreneurid class. Her 

mom, at the t h e  of this study, was stiii uncertain as to the type of business she would start in 

Canada. Ln fact, Caroline's sister spent two years in Toronto as a visa shident prior to their 

family's emigration. This was precisely why Toronto was chosen. A few years ago, she also 

visited Canada, and spent the entire nimmer in Vancouver. Her Unpression of Canada at that 

time was "there is not much one can do there". The fear of 1997 and more educational 

oppominities in Canada prompted their f d y ' s  decision to ernigrate. 

Her impression of the Chinese government is not particulariy positive. She thinks that those 

in power (i.e., government officiais) are extremely "unreasonable" people. But she claims that 



she persody has nothing to be afhid of as 5 to 6 million people wiil stili be living in Hong 

Kong after the change of sovereignty. She treasures the opportunity to further her studies in 

Canada. Upon amival, she was surprised to see so many Chinese people in Toronto - she didnft 

see that rnany Chinese in Vancouver two years ago. 

Caroline is deiighted to have more chances to improve her English. She has a large circle of 

fiiends as she gets to meet different people in different classes. But she says it's quite difficult to 

develop intimate relationships with her fellow schoohtes. In Hong Kong, she was with the 

same group of classrnates for four yean, fiom Fom 1 to Fonn 4. Her best tnends here are aix, 

from Hong Kong. She rnainly hangs around with people f?om Hong Kong, China, Taiwan, and 

lapan. The diiculty she has in making fiiends with Canadians is due prïncipally to her 

inadequate command of Enghsh. 

She has completed Fom 4 in Hong Kong. Academidy, she did not do very weli in Hong 

Kong. She knew that she rnight not be able to obtain satidactory results in the Hong Kong 

Certificate of Education Examination (HKCEE) to continue her studies there. At present, she 

is doing fine in school, although her marks are not exceptiody high. She Iikes the educationai 

system here very much - "much more relaxhg". She finds her teachen to be very different 60m 

those in Hong Kong - they are both fiendly and extremely approachable. She doesdt £ind 

racial discrimination to be a problem in the school. Students, in generai, get dong with one 

another quite weU. 

Caroline cornplains about the slow pace of life in Canada and people's "lax" attitude. She 

notes that people in Hong Kong are aiways "very active and always seem to be fùii of energy". 

As regards her advice for prospective immigrants: "Canada is a huge country with a very nice 

environment ... and a lot of 6esh air. Canadians are quite fnendly. But it is cold in winter. 

People won't be able to s u ~ v e  without a cartt- 

Caroline is more inclined to idenw henelf as a "Chinese" or "Hongkongef. In fact, she 

still maintains close contacts with her fiiends in Hong Kong and considers Hong Kong her 



"home". On average, she std receives five or si i  letters fkom her former schoolrnates and close 

friends every month. Caroline is not sure as whether she wiii retum to Hong Kong upon the 

completion of her university education. Before a firm decision can be made, she has to h d  out 

"what Hong Kong wiil be like &er 1997". Surely she maintains vev close ties with Hong 

Kong. Although she came to Canada last August, she retumed to Hong Kong four months 

Iater during the Chnmas holidays. As Caroline has already been ofIered a sumer  job in her 

auntie's studio, she plans to renim to Hong Kong again this m e r .  

Case 4: Charlie. Hone Kong 

Charlie's famiy was admitted to Canada under the independent class. It was because of 

1997 that his fàmily decided to emigraîe. Hïs father, the deputy principal of one of the training 

schools of the Hong Kong Fire Department, took an early retirement at the age of 45. 

Mer complethg the fia semester of Fom 1, Charlie was sent to study in a boarding 

school Ui Britain for about two years. His father wanted him to learn better English. Since his 

father was a civil servant, his education was partly subsidized by the govemment. He was 

entitled to five fke one-way air tickets every year. The few years that he spent in a boarding 

school in Britain was considered very valuable. There were oniy very few Chinese students in 

the school, and he picked up the English language redy fast. 

Charlie feeis that most Chinese students do not rningle with Canadian students in his 

school. As the Chinese students constitute a signi6cant proportion of the student population, 

they can easily find fiends within this circle. He observes that people from other countries have 

more "incentives" to mingle with Canadian -dents as theu cohorts are smailer. 

He identifies himseif as a "Hongkonger" and emphasizes that "a label is only a label" - it 
does not necessarily have any sigiuficant meaning. He claims that he is strongly atîached to 

Hong Kong. He adds that one's childhood is special and important. His childhood was spent in 

Hong Kong - a place where he was bom and thus considered it as his "rnotherland". 



Case 5: Hueo. Hong Kong 

Hugo came with his f d y  to Toronto because his uncle (dad's brother) was here. The 

family did not give consideration to other counaies. Their famdy's immigration application 

was approved in 1989 and their application was not directly related to the June 4th massacre. 

He has had no prior experience in any foreign country other than Japan. 

When he anived, he was admitted to a junior high school at Grade 8 level. His felt that 

students 60m different racial and ethnic backgrounds were mixed together. However, when he 

began to attend high school, he observeci a noticeable ciifference. Chinese students seem to 

socialize mainly with Chinese students. He does not take the initiative to make fiiends with 

Canadians, pointing out language and different interests as  two key factors. 

He identifies himseff as a Chese. He does not want to be cded a "Chinese-Canadian". He 

h d s  it intnguing that students kom Taiwan prefer to distinguish themselves as "Taiwanese", 

and mon of his Taiwanese schoolmates consider themselves superior to the "Chinese". 

Hugo prefers to renirn to Hong Kong or to go to other countries in East Asia when he 

finishes university or college. He beiieves that being a Chinese in Canada, it would be rather 

dïcul t  to seek employment opportunities: "Chinese employees do not stand a good chance of 

being promoted to senior positions". He reiterates that his comment is strialy based on his 

redistic expectation of what the host country (predominantly white society) WU accept. 

Hugo considers this study to be a usefùi one. He is quite delighted to be given the 

oppominity to participate in the questionnaire nirvey and to be intervieweci. This is in fact his 

first i n t e ~ e w  experience. He says he is happy thai immigrant students' voices c m  be heard. 

Nevertheless, he rernarks that the £indings of this study rnay not have sigdicant impacts - he 

sirnply can't believe that the schools or the boards of education wiIi be willing to pay special 

attention to the needs of Chinese midents as they merely consfitute a very s m d  proportion of 

the total student population. 



Case 6: Annette. Hone Kong 

Annette's f a d y  left Hong Kong r n d y  because of the imminent change of sovereignty. Her 

family wanted to prepare for an "emergency exit" [to obtain a foreign passport]. Annette cornes 

fiom a weU-oE famiy. She lives in a very decent house in North York. At the t h e  of the 

interview, her parents have both rehimed to Hong Kong. She lives with her younger brother 

and grandmother. She may drive any of the two f d y  cars - a Mercedes Benz and a Voivo. 

Her parents have prornised to buy her a car when she goes to university. A private home tutor 

[a native speaker of Enghsh] was hired when she had language dï£Eiculties upon arrival. She 

visited Canada twice prior to her unMgration. She Msits Hong Kong twice a year. Site could 

spend over HK$100,000 (approximately Cdn. $1 = HK $6.0) for fashionable clothing during a 

single Msit. She admits that she is quite extravagant, but claims that her brother is even 

"worse". Interestingly, she wiii sometirnes rernind her brother not to squander. 

As she has just cornpleted high school she plans go to Msit Europe with her parents this 

surnrner. In tems of her social Me, she hangs around mainly with friends from Hong Kong. She 

mentions that two of her best fiiends, both of whom are children of her parents' fnends (who 

are also f?om relatively weU-to-do f a d e s ) ,  have emigrated to Toronto. During her spare the ,  

she wiil go out with her fiiends to karaoke bars or to have dinners together. 

Her Iife has not been changed significantly after immigrating to Canada. She claims that she 

is just iike tiving in Hong Kong as she has access to (i-e., purchase) ail khds of Hong Kong 

newspapers and magazines. She watches Chinese T.V. programs, and rents Chinese videos 

[Cantonese soap operas]. She kes Cantonese pop songs very much, and spends a lot of 

money on CDS. She possesses CDS of almost every pop singer in Hong Kong. 

She expresses that she has been greatly idluenceci by the Canadian culture and is now very 

open-minded and liberal person. For example, she couldn't aand seeing male and fernale 

students being so "intimate" (i.e., kissing) in the hallway in school. Now she does it herself. 



Mer the m e r  holidays, she wiii be attending the University of Toronto. The a m  in 

which she wishes to specialize is business administration. She is uncertain as to whether she 

wiii r e m  to Hong Kong. She is won-ied about the potitical situation in Hong Kong d e r  

1997. She points out that China does not accept dual nationalty. As she was not bom in 

Canada, she is not sure whether she wiii stiii be protected by the Canadian govemrnent if she 

resides in Hong Kong and mns hto problem with the authority. As regards the advice that she 

wili give the prospective immigrants, Annette says she wili recommend Canada as a good place 

for students to pursue hrther midies. 

Case 7: Marlon, Jamaica 

A grade 10 student in a downtown hi& schooi, Marlon's grandmother sponsored bis 

mother to corne to Canada in 1990. He came to Canada alone as a visitor in 1992 and 

subsequently applied for landed immigrant status as he wanted to be close to his mom. And he 

thought Canada would be a better place to live. His mother used to be a machine operator in a 

factory in Jamaica. Now she works as a salesperson. His parents are net married- His father is 

still living in Jamaica- 

Marion's first impression of Canada was that it looked very Mirent Jarmica. In bis 

words: "1 have seen things that 1 have never seen before, like the CN Tower and Niagara 

Falls". He was quite surprisai  to see that there were so many different people fiom different 

countries and was very much intngued by the dierent dtures. 

Marlon enjoys school very much. The workload in schooi, however, is much heavier than 

what he used to have in lamaica. He also notices the Iack of discipline here. His ody and major 

compla.int is the lack of fiends in Toronto. He adrnits t h  his shyness may be a major banier. 

Racial discrimination is not considered by hun as a problem in the school. The teachen in his 

school are very helpfùl and are very willing to communicate with students. M e n  he completes 

high school, he plans to attend university and to pursue a career in the medical profession. 



Based on his experience in Canada, he wiii encourage his fiends and relatives to M g r a t e  

to Canada He says Canada is a "great country". Although the economic situation in Canada is 

not very promising, he notes that the situation in Jamaica is even worse. Crime is a serious 

problem in his homeland. His major concern is the "wldness" in the winter. He tends to 

idente himself as a West-uidian Canadian or Jarnaican-Canadian. He considers Canada as his 

home now. He is not very kely to return to Jarnaka except for occasional visits. OveraIl, his 

immigration experience has been relatively positive. 

Case 8: Reesha Trinidad 

Reesha came with her f d y  (parents and a younger brother) f?om Trinidad. Her family was 

sponsored by her aunt (mothef s sister). She emphasized that her aunt "kind of encouragedu her 

f d y  to come, parhdariy as her country was "going down" [crime rate was on the rise]. 

Prior to coming to Canada, she didn't know much about this country, and "didn? have any 

expectations of it either". Her parents thought it wouid be the best option for her to come to 

Canada as "there would be more educational opportunities" and that "things look easier to for 

them to come up here to provide for us". She felt that she did have some input into the 

decisionmaking process. 

The school system is quite different from the one in her homeland - "less restrictions, more 

fieedom". Although she admits that she enjoys the fieedorn here, she thinks it's bad that 

students c m  easily skip classes. In schoo1, she encounters people frorn many different racial and 

ethnic backgrounds. She cornplains that she sometimes can't understand her classrnates' spoken 

English because of their accent and that many students dso cornrnunicate in their ethnic 

language in school. At tirnes, she has difliculties in understanding what some teachers say 

because of their accent. Students generally get dong with one another quite weIl in her school. 

Compared to her school experience in Trinidad, she feels that the school work here is "neither 

easier nor harder, but the workload is heavier". 



Reesha also laments the lack of fiiends in Canada. She says that she used to have many 

fiiends in her home country. Most of the people she now hangs around with in school are £?om 

the Caribbean, prùnarily 6om Guyana and Jamaica. Basically she has no problems in making 

niends with Canadians. During her spare time, she u s d y  stays home to do household chores 

(nich as cleaning) and to watch television. 

She finds the food here to be very "different". She clairns that her favourite dish, cuny 

chicken, tastes very dinerent here - "the curry tastes différent" and "the chicken m a t  here is 

somehow very soft". She is eagerly looking for a part-time job. If'she gets a job, she WU have 

her own money and that her parents wili give her more "fkdorn" [to go out with her f~iends]. 

Her dad, a mechanic in Trinidad, has not been able to get a job in Toronto. She expiah that it 

is because jobs in Canada require "more skills" and "more expenence", and uses her dad's case 

as an example: "to be a mechanic, you have to able to do rnechanic work, as weil as Mme other 

work dong with it". 

She misses her country very much. Since "it's not that wondefil here", she v d  not 

encourage her relatives and friends to immigrate to Canada She reiterates at the end of 

i n t e ~ e w  that she didn't really wam to corne here in the fkst place. Now her plan is to attend 

community coliege to study psychology. She rernains uncertain as to whether she would 

eventuaiiy return to her country. 

Case 9: Tarnara. St. Vincent 

Tamara and his mother were sponsored to Canada by her stepfather. Her stepfather met her 

mom in St. Vincent and later they got mamieci. They came to Canada because they thought 

there would be more opportunities in Canada. 

In St. Vincent, Tamara used to be very active in the community. She went to a Baptist 

chu& where she taught Sunday school served as usher, and involved in a singing group. Her 

major cornplaint is the lack of Wends in Toronto - "people that 1 c m  go out with and talk on 



the phone oflen". In her spare the, she usuaiiy stays home - writing poems and short stories 

and watching T. V.. 

With respect to her experience in school, she points out that the major ciifference is the 

"nibjects" that she is required to take. In her home country, the students have more discipline 

and more respect for the teachers. She thuiks that the teachers should act as studenrs' role 

model. She does not enjoy the so£alled "fkdom" here in the school. She is pleased with the 

facilities in the school because there wasn't a single computer in her school in her home 

country. 

She is more inched to idene herseIf as a "Vicentian". She claims that this is her 

nationality. When she receives her citizenship, she may prefer to be caiied an "Afrcan- 

Canadian". She intends to settle in Canada pemianentiy, and may retum to St. Vicent for 

occasionai visits. Basic* she wants to stay here because of the better environment. And she 

believes that this is a good place to raise kids. 

Case IO: Diane, Jamaica 

At the time of the interview, Diane has been in Canada for oniy about three months. Her 

mother has b e n  in Canada for 12 years. Her biological parents are not rnamed to each other. 

They are married separately. Durùig the past 12 years, her mother has returned to Jamaica to 

see her oniy twice. And Iast m e r  was the only time that she came to visit her mom in 

Canada. Emigration to Canada was basicaiiy her personal decision. She c l a h  that she came to 

Canada for her own benefit. 

Diane has no problem making fiends with the snidents in her schools. She has fiiends 

belongùig to different racial and ethnic groups. Untii she came to Canada, she was not aware 

that she would be called a "visible minorityu. She realizes that racial discrimination is very 

subtle in Canada. She has heard about various discriminatory incidents but has thus fàr not 

encountered any discrimination problem. 



If she had not ernigrated to Canada. she would stiu have corne to Canada or gone to the 

States to m e r  her studies as a foreign student. As there is only one university in Jarnaica 

(University of West Indies), she believes that it will be better to go to other countries where 

more educational opportunities at the tertiary level d be available. She plans to attend 

university and midy business administration. 

Diane prefers to cal1 hersera Jamaican. Eventually Diane wiil return to Jamaica. She says 

her decision to come here is primarily educationally-oriented - more universities in Canada. 

Therefore, when she completes her University education, she may work in Canada for a while 

and wiU then probably go back to her home country. Her view is that "a home is the place 

where a person was born". Diane will dways consider Jamaica her home as she believes that 

she will always been seen as a native Jamaican regardiess of her place of residence. 

Her advice for prospective immigrants is that Canada is "daerent fiom home" [Jamaica]. 

They must leam to accept the fact that "there wili be changes". And they should "try to learn to 

adjust and accept the facts". If they are going to school, then they should be prepared to work 

hard. Do not think that "it wiii be all that easy". 

Case 1 1 : Mahalia Guyana 

Mahalia is now 16. She has been in Canada for 5 years and 3 months. She was sponsored to 

Canada by her aunt (rnom's sister), who had been here for over 10 years. She came with her 

grandparents. She was raised by her grandparents in her country. She lived in the rurai area in 

her home country. Her aunt sponsored two of her brothers (uncles) to corne to Canada as weli. 

She was excited to have the chance to come here. The high-rise buildings really irnpressed her 

when she first arrived. There was "not much places to go and not much to do in her back 

home". 



Her home country is a ''small place" and "people basically knew one another". She says itk 

quite "strange" that "people dont say hi to one another in the streets". In terms of school w o k  

she h d s  it a lot easier here. She likes the teachers here as "they explain to you more, take time 

to teach you . . . so it's up to you if you want to l e m  or not" . 

Although she has no problems in getting dong with Canadians, she emphasizes that she 

feeis more cornfortable making fiiends with "coloured people". May of her tiiends are 

Chinese, Spanish, and Filipinos. She says she has never "had any dealings with them" [dont 

hang around or go out with them]. She thinks that most white students are okay. Some are nice 

as when she doesn't undentand sornething in class, the white students are willing to give her a 

helping hand. She has heard about racial discrimination incidents in school but has no personal 

experience. 

Mahalia has a part-time job in a discount store. The major reason to work is to have her 

own money. Her grandparents are very strict. They want her to stay home aü the time and 

don? want her to talk on the phone for long. She is not usudy aiiowed to go to malls with her 

fiiends. But her relations with her uncles and grandparents are very close. They u d y  go to 

the "Indian Club" [restaurant] for dinner on Saturdays. Vev oflen they go shopping together. 

Although she now considers Canada her home, Mahalia prefers to be d e d  a West uidian. 

She has no intention to retum to her country. She explains tbat she cm only be a housewife if 

she goes back. But in Canada, it's "a whole new world". She plans to midy business 

administration in univenity when she cornpletes high school. She wdl defuiitely encourage her 

£fiends and relatives to come here. In fact, the people in her country "just die to come to 

Canada". Mahalia's overall immigration experience has been very positive. 



CHAPTER 7: DISCUSSION, SUMMARY, AND CONCLUSION 

This chapter surnrnarizes and discusses the findings of the present study, highlights the 

importance of its results, and suggests topics and directions for future research. 

7.1. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION OF FTNDINGS 

This study represents an attempt to explore the adaptation experiences of recent high- 

school-age immigrant students from Hong Kong. A total of 368 audents attending 26 

different public high schools under the junsdiction of 6 school boards in Metro Toronto 

were involved. A small number of Caribbean immigrant students (N=63) from 10 schools 

under the jurisdiction of 3 school boards was included as a cornparison group. 

As noted in Chapter 4, the samples' size and stmcture, and the dificulties expenenced 

collecting them. irnposed a limitation on the generalizability of this study's findings. 

Despite these shoncomings, the present study sought insights into the socio-cultiral. 

educational, and linguistic aspects of adaptation of immigrant students at the high school 

level, an area of anaiysis which has been largely ignored. As well, this study has deiineated 

the key dimensions of adaptation using factor analysis and disentangled the major 

determinants (i. e., socio-demographic and background variables) of adaptation using 

multiple regression analysis. 

7.1.1. Motivations for Immigration 

Any discussion of the "causes" of ernigration, as argued by Stunno (198 1: 148). is 

likely to seem somewhat presumptuous because of the matrix of factors that converge to 

"cause" any one individuai to emigrate. It is understandable that the nurnber and 

complexity of factors - economic, social, educational, political, and personal - as well as 

their specific combination that infiuence any individual or set of individuals is oflen so 



varied and indeterminate that any effort to discuss causation is bound to seem incomplete. 

The examination of the immigrants' motives for immigration should, however, never be 

under-estimated. Richmond's (1988: l l 1) remark is rather pertinent: 

... original motives and intentions do influence the propensity of the 
migrant to leam the language of the receiving society, the types of social 
network developed, the degree of participation in the formal organization 
of the receiving society and the cornmitment to that country, including 
attitudes towards citizenship and political involvement. 

A multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) yielded significant group effect on the 

five reasons. Univariate F-tests of MANOVA demonstrated that the Hong Kong 

immigrant students were more likely than their Caribbean counterparts to indicate their 

major reason for immigration as being politically-orierited, whereas the Caribbean students 

were more concerned with educational, economic, and personal factors. 

This result is not surprising as Hong Kong students were facing an uncertain political 

future in their place of origin. It should also be mentioned that some Hong Kong 

respondents indicated explicitly the fear of 1997 and the need to purchase an insurance 

policy (Le., to obtain a foreign passport) prompted their family's decision to leave; a few 

expressed their dissatisfaction with the educational system in Hong Kong as another 

important reason. 

These findings seem to be in accord with those of a recent survey of Chinese 

immigrants in Edmonton, Alberta. In pmicular, Lin-Yuan and Kosinski (1994) 

demonstrated that political stability and children's education topped the list of various 

reasons that drove them away from their original countries or regions. In a study of the 

seulement of 25 Hong Kong immigrant families in Toronto, Lam (1994) found that the 

ovemding reason for their emigration was being politically-oriented. With respect to the 

Caribbean group, their emphasis on educational, econornic and personal factors by the 

Caribbean students appeared to be in line with the arguments presented by researchers 



investigating out-migration from the Caribbean (e.g., Diaz-Briquets, 1985; Henry, 1994; 

Palmer, 1990). 

7.1.2. Adaptation Experiences 

Adaptation was viewed as a multi-dimensional concept. To uncover the lived 

experiences of the immigrant students, this study used 13 scales in an attempt to shed light 

on the following key aspects of their adaptation: academic performance, fiequency of 

participation in community activities, degree of satisfaction with various aspects of school 

life, degree of satisfaction with life in general, perception of value differences, degree of 

identification with Canada and homeland, experience in making fnends with Canadians, 

and the use of the English language. This approach acknowledges that the level of 

adaptation achieved with respect to one aspect does not necessarily correspond to that 

achieved with respect to other aspects. 

The MANOVA results revealed significant group effect on the 13 rneasures of 

adaptation. Univariate F-tests of MANOVA demonstrated that immigrant students from 

Hong Kong, as compared to those from the Caribbean, were less satisfied with the various 

aspects of school life, perceived a greater cultural différence, being less active in the 

participation of comrnunity activities, more dissatisfied with their English ability, indicated 

a lower degree of exposure to various English media, considered it more difficult to make 

fiiends with Canadians, and rated their academic ability lower. 

Canbbean students' greater exposure to English media, perception of a greater 

similarity between their culture and the Canadian culture, and higher degree of satisfaction 

with their English language ability can be attributed to a comrnon Anglo-Saxon cultural 

heritage. The expenence of making fiiends with Canadians is an issue which is closely 

related to students' language ability. A number of studies (e.g., Chow, 1990; Mickle, 1984; 

Wong 1977) have shown that close friendships with Canadians appeared to be difficult for 

Chinese students. Language barrier has been regarded a crucial factor. The fact that 



Chinese students tended to be less active in cornrnunity or extra-cumcular activities, can 

be explained by their inadequate comrnand of English and the "mismatch" between their 

interests and those of the Canadians. 

It is peculiar to note that Hong Kong immigrant students scored higher on the two 

scales measuring their sense of belonging to Canada and sense of belonging to homeland. 

The concept of belonging described by Capra and Steindl(199 1 : 14) is quite noteworthy: 

Belonging has a double sense. When I Say, "This belongs to me," 1 mean 
that 1 possess something. But when 1 Say, "1 belong," I don't mean that 
something possesses me, but that 1 take part in, am intimately involved with 
a reaiity greater than myself, whether it's a love relationship, a community, 
a religion, or the whoie universe. So "1 belong" means "Here I find my 
place", "That is it" and at the same time, "Here I am." 

The seemingly ambivalent results could perhaps be attributed to the eagemess of Hong 

Kong students to "find a place" where they belong. As shown by both the questionnaire 

survey and i n t e ~ e w  data, many of these immigrant f ~ l i e s  chose to leave Hong Kong 

because of the 1997 problem. The immigrant students were "uprooted" by force of 

circumstances. The plight of these immigrants has indeed been captured well by the title of 

a book published recently on the Hong Kong emigrants entitled The Reluctant Exile? 

Migration fiom Hong Kong and the New Overseas Chinese (Skeldon, 1994). Many of 

these British subjectsl decided to leme reluctantly as they had been "abandoned" by 

Bntain. More specifically, they were not granted the right of abode in the United Kingdom 

and being "forced to become Chinese nationals of communist China, the motherland 

where many of their parents fled a few decades ago. 

The remaining scale on academic performance was not found to be statistically 

significant level at p < 0.05 (only at p = 0.075); however, the average mark of the Hong 

Kong sample (mean = 76.97, SD = 1 1.09) was higher than that of the Caribbean sarnple 

(mean = 73.98, SD = 10.41). It should be reiterated that the self-reponed average grade 

was based on the courses compieted in the previous term, and that the level of difficulty of 



the courses taken by the students was not taken into account. Based on the fact that only 

40.0 per cent of the Caribbean students planned to enter university upon cornpletion of 

their hi& school education, as compared to 90.0 per cent of the Hong Kong students 

indicating a similar intention, it could be reasonably assumed that students kom Hong 

Kong were more likely to have completed advanced-level courses. Hence, univariate F- 

test of group difference failed to reach the minimum statistical significance level at p < 

0.05. 

The discrepancy between the students' actual grade and their self-rated acadernic ability 

was noteworihy. This may perhaps be attributed to the high educational aspirations of the 

students and the high expectations of their parents. Indeed, as observed by Wong (1 990), 

a fiequent topic of scholarly interest and discussion in the field of education in the United 

States has been the extraordinary educational attainment of the Asian population, 

including the Chinese (e.g., Chen and Stevenson, 1995; Mizokawa and Ryckman, 1990; 

Stevenson et al., 1985). According to a cross-cultural study of psychological 

maladjustment and academic achievement of Japanese, Chinese, and American high school 

students, Crystal et al. (1994) revealed that Asian students reported higher levels of 

parental expectation and lower levels of parental satisfaction conceming academic 

achievement than their Amencan peers. Other studies (e.g., Endo, 1980; Wong, 1990; 

Youn, 1993) also demonstrated that Asian parents had a significant infiuence and place 

considerable pressure on their children to achieve acadernically. The lack of superior 

acadernic performance by Asian students, as argued by Wong (1990:370), may lead to 

feelings of personal guilt that they are failing or not living up to parental expectations. 

7.1.3. Dimensions of Adaptation 

The original 13 scales measuring the adaptation experiences of immigrant students 

were subjected to a factor analysis. This statistical procedure delineated five key 

dimensions of adaptation, including (a) fiequency of English usage; (b) acadernic 

performance; (c) sense of belonging to Canada; (d) ethnic language retention; and (e) 



general gratification with life. These dimensions were named by paying particular attention 

to the items that loaded most significantly on them. As well, the factor scores derived from 

the analysis were subsequently used in the multiple regression analyses. 

a. EngIish Lanpage Usage. Facility in English is surely a prime consideration in the 

necessity, the rapidity, and the ease with which immigrants adapt to an Engiish-language- 

dominated environment. It is required for communication and for the acquisition of 

information about the new society. Immigrant students' attendance at and, in particular, 

the successfùl completion of a course of study in an educational institution where English 

is the medium of instruction would require a minimum level of English language skills. 

b. Acudemic Performance. Educational success c m  be regarded as one of the major 

goals for immigrant students to attain. Academic performance is an early indicator of 

success for immigrant students and serves as a preparation for the future in a career. 

EngIish proficiency and acadernic performance are two inter-related variables. Immigrant 

students who may be able to cope with scientific Engiish or mathematics with ski11 will still 

very likely be at a loss when faced with intuitive and emotive contexts as required in other 

courses. 

c. Seme of Belonging ro Canada. New immigrants are expected to gradually develop 

a sense of belonging to the host country. Traditionally, one frequently used measure of 

immigrants' identification with the host country is their readiness to become naturalized. 

This may not apply to the case of the recent Hong Kong immigrants as most of them are 

quite eager to acquire Canadian citizenship. Thus, this dimension will be more aptly 

measured by immigrants' interests in the affairs of the Canadian society, the frequency of 

participation in various institutions, and degree of identification with Canada. 

d Elhnic Language Reren~ion and Use. Although it is a cultural right to retain one's 

own language in Canada, English is still the dominant language. Ethnic language retention 

is an important issue as it is often seen as vital to ethnic cultural survival. In fact, 



according to Reitz and Ashton (1980:44), ethnic language retention has Found to be 

correlated with various indicators of ethnic community participation, including ethnic 

identification, endogamy, maintaining group networks. 

e. Gerieral Gra~zjication with L i f .  People migrate because of their desire to seek a 

better life. Migrants' subjective feelings of life satisfaction is therefore an important 

adaptation issue. In tems of immigrant students, their degree of satisfaction with both 

acadernic and non-academic aspects of life, such as living arrangement, possessions, 

family, school, fnends, community, recreation, and life circumstances, needs to be 

assessed. 

7.1.4. Detenninants of Adaptation 

Adaptation of immigrants is a complex process involving variables at the individual, 

family, societal, and institutional levels. Various researchers have focused on factors 

affecting the adaptation of immigrants (e.g., Richmond and Kalbach 1980; Scott and 

Scott, 1989). Noticeably, the Canadian Task Force on Mental Health of Immigrants and 

Refugees (1986-88), as pointed out by Disman (1988), identified three areas of strong 

influence on the process of immigrant adaptation: socio-demographic variables (age and 

gender), conditions of exodus (pre-migration stress, composition of the rnigrating unit), 

and post-migration variables (governent policies, socio-economic status achieved, 

composition of the ethnic community, and length of residence). 

The present study has also investigated the relationships between students' adaptation 

experiences with the following 5 sets of socio-demographic and background variables: (1) 

major reasons for immigration; (2) personal characteristics; (3) family charactenstics, (4) 

socio-economic status, and (5) other control variables, such as location of school and 

language of instruction in homeland. 



The results of the ordinary least square and logistic regression analyses have 

disentangled a number of statistically significant socio-demographic and background 

variables afFecting the adaptation experiences of immigrant students. The following 

discussion focuses only on the Hong Kong group because the small sample size of the 

cornparison group precluded separate statisticai analysis. 

7.1.4.a. Synopsis of the Multiple Regression Models 

Multiple ordinary least square regression was used to predict the five dimensions of 

adaptation delineated corn the original 13 scaies. The significant predictors found in the 

five regression models are summarized below. The strongest factors in order of strength 

for the different dimensions of adaptation (i.e., the standardized regression weights or 

betas) are presented. 

Etigiish language use: cultural reason for immigration (beta = 0.185. p < 0.0 1)- mother's 

occupation in homeland (beta = 0.178, p<0.001), highest grade completed in homeland 

(beta = 0.1 62, p < 0.0 1 ), and prior experience in Canada (beta = 0.145, p < 0.0 1 ) . 

Academic performame: presence of fat her in Canada (beta = 0.1 94, p < 0 -00 1 ), social 

reasons for immigration (beta = -0.188, p < 0.01), personal reasons for immigration 

(beta = -0.155, p < 0.05). political reasons for immigration (beta = 0.154, p < O.OS), self- 

rated socio-economic status (beta = 0.136, p < 0.05), and langage of instruction used in 

homeland (beta = 0.105, p < 0.05). 

Swtse of belotzging to Cana&: age at immigration (beta = 0.259, p < 0.01), politicai 

reasons for immigration (beta = 0.150, p < 0.05), prior expenence in Canada (beta =-. 106, 

p < O.OS), and cultural reasons for immigration meta = 0.063, p < 0.00 1). 



0 EhNc latzguage retetztion and use: location of school (beta = -0.1 8 1, p < 0.0 1 ), 

persona1 reasons for immigration (beta = -0.177, p < 0.0 1), discrimination experience 

(beta = -0.15 1, p < 0.0 1), and presence of father in Canada (beta = 0.13 1, p < 0.05). 

0 Geiieralgrat~jication with ive: discrimination experience (beta = -0.1 16, p < 0.05) 

Multiple logistic regression was used to predict the 2 measures of overall adaptation 

experiences of the immigrants students as the outcome variables were dichotomous. Both 

the unstandardized coefficients and standard errors relating to the predictors are 

presented. The logistic regression coefficients indicate the change in the log odds of one 

outcome versus another outcome associated with a one-unit change in the independent 

variables. 

Immigration decision based on lived experieme: age at immigration b = 0.255, s.e. = 

0.128, p < 0.05), economic reason for immigration (b = 0.527, s-e. = 0.244, p < 0.05), and 

disctimination expenence (b = 0.454, s e .  = 0.229, p < 0.05). 

Rrcomrnemhtion of Canada as choice of destir~atiorr economic reasons for 

immigration (b = 0.867, se .  = 0.345, p < 0.05). political reasons for immigration (b = 

0.938, se. = 0.325, p < 0.0 1), cultural reasons for immigration (b = -0.874, s.e. = 0.398, p 

< 0.05) immigration category (b = 0.609, se.  = 0,280, p < 0.05), ernployment status (b = 

-0.669, se .  = 0.3 30, p c 0 .OS), and discrimination expenence (b = 0.649, se .  = 0.296, p < 

0.05). 

7.4.1. b. Significant Predictors of Adaptation 

Socio-demographic and background variables, which emerged as significant predictors 

of adaptation, are discussed in the following section. 



a. Motivation for immigratior~. The decision to move can be regarded as a resultant of 

attractive features of the new and old locations, balanced against their disadvantages (Lee, 

1966). Students in this study whose immigration reason was more culturally-oriented were 

significantly more likely to develop a stronger sense of belonging to Canada and to exhibit 

a higher frequency of English language use. On the other hand, they were significantly less 

likely to encourage their relatives and fnends to emigrate to Canada, suggesting that the 

respondents were cognizant of the fact that a new cultural experience might not be the 

desire of every prospective immigrant. 

Respondents whose emphasis was on political reasons were perhaps those who were 

more determined to leave. Their cornmitment to settle in this country would thus be 

greater, and hence a higher academic performance, a greater sense of belonging to 

Canada, and a greater likelihood of encouraging relatives and fiends to come. 

Those whose reasons were more economically-oriented were sig~ficantly more likely 

to state that based on their lived experiences in Canada, they would still have emigrated if 

a choice were given, and that they would encourage their relatives and fnends in Hong 

Kong to emigrate to Canada. Being a densely-populated temtory, most people in Hong 

Kong live in apartment units and make use of the relatively efficient public transportation 

system. The possession of a house and a car, for exarnple, which is common in Canada, 

might considered by immigrants as a significant improvement in the economic aspect of 

lives. In fact, the ownership of property is relatively tiigh among the farnilies of the Hong 

Kong immigrant students (68.6% live in houses purchased and 1 1.9% in an apartment unit 

purchased). The corresponding figures for the Caribbean group are 1 1.5 per cent and 1.6 

per cent respectively. 

6. Age alid age at immigration. Age at the time of migration is considered to be 

vital for the course of adaptation. Scott and Scott (1989:64) pointed out that young 

people are deemed to be more flexible than the aged, beîter able to absorb the shock of 

change and to modi& their living patterns accordingly. The regression analysis has found 



that older students tended to express a stronger sense of belonging to Canada. With 

respect to age at immigration, those who came as a more mature adolescent (Le., older) 

were significantly more likely to indicate that they would still immigrate to Canada based 

on their lived expenences in this country thus far. Apparently, older students rnight have 

had greater input into the decision-making process and were more determined to make 

Canada their permanent home. 

c. Prior experience in Cm&. Immigrants' adaptation to the new culture will 

ceriainly be aided by prior familiarity with it. Prior exposure both to diverse cultures and 

to cultures similar to the new one, according to Scott and Scott (1989:64), have generally 

favourable effects on various aspects of adaptation. Prior to immigration, 26.2 per cent of 

the Hong Kong immigrant students had visited Canada, 5.8 per cent had studied in 

Canada on student authorization, and 0.6 per cent had both experiences. It is, therefore, 

not surprising that those who had pnor experience in Canada exhibited a higher frequency 

of English usage. 

d Highesr level ofeducation completed in homeland Students who had completed a 

higher level of education in Hong Kong pnor to immigration were associated with a higher 

fi-equency of English usage. As the Engiish language is a subject taught in all Hong Kong 

secondary schools and is the medium of instruction in some schools, students who had 

completed a higher level of education would generally correspond to a higher degree of 

English proficiency. Hence, they would have a jump-start advantage on the acquisition of 

the English language. 

r. Medium of i~~strtictiort zised in homeland. The medium of instruction being English 

in place of ongin was found to be significantly related to higher academic performance. 

This is understandable as language is a tool of leaniing. A higher proficiency in English 

will serve as one of the crucial factors in facilitating immigrant students' academic success. 



j Socio-economic status. The self-rated socio-economic status was found to be 

significantly prediaive of academic performance. The higher the students' self-rated socio- 

economic status, the higher their academic performance. The relationship between these 

two variables may be explained by the fact that those with a higher socio-economic status 

had greater access to academic resources. For example, parents with more financial 

resources can a o r d  to hire private tutors or send their children to education centres for 

courses or tutorid classes. Private tutonng seMce is, in fact, now a burgeoning business 

in the Chinese community in Toronto. 

This finding is in accord with the results of a study which examined the effectc of 

social class, ethnicity, and gender on educational and occupationai expectations of high 

school students fiom grades 9 through 12 in level five schools in the Ontario public school 

system. In particular, Calliste (1982: 16) has found that higher social class students were 

likely to have higher academic achievement and higher self-concept of ability. She argued 

that where parents had high socioeconomic status, they were likely to have smaller 

farnilies; their children would have a greater chance to complete their education and 

reproduce parental status than children with parents of lower socio-economic status would 

have to improve their position. As well, higher social class students were more likely to 

receive both encouragement and money to pursue higher education. 

The racial-ethnic differentials in school performance, however, should not be reduced 

to merely class differences. Different ethnic groups have distinct values and attitudes 

related to schoolwork and use different socialization patterns to discourage or encourage 

academic performance. As argued by Fejgin (1995:28), the interactions arnong race- 

ethnicity, parents' financial and human capital, parents' attitudes and actions, and 

students' attitudes and actions are some dimensions of the social capital of farnilies that 

may enhance the development of human capital. 



g. Employment sfatus. Students' employment status appeared to be a significant 

predictor of their recornmendation of Canada as a choice of destination. In particular. 

those who held a part-time job were Iess Iikely to recomrnend their fiends and relatives to 

immigrate to Canada. Funher cross-tabulation analysis with other acadernic (e-g., 

acadernic performance and pressure fiom school work) and non-acadernic variables (e.g., 

farnily income and selicrated SES) failed to reveal any significant association. It is 

plausible that the significant relationship found may be due to factors such as difficulties 

in job search in view of the depressed economic condition and dissatisfaction with their 

employment expenence. 

h. Admission category- Those who came under non-business class were more likely 

to recommend their relatives and fnends to immigrate to Canada. Their standards of living 

have perhaps been irnproved. The better living environment and materiai possessions (such 

as a house and a car) might have been perceived by the immigrants as a significant 

improvement in their standards of living. 

I .  Presence, absence of parents in Canada. The presence of mother in Canada was 

found to be significantly related to student's higher fiequency of Engiish language use, 

whereas the presence of father was significantly associated with higher academic 

performance and ethnic language retention and use. Of course, the presence of a parent 

would increase one's use of e h i c  language in the family as the Chinese language would 

be the medium of communication arnong family members. The significant relationships 

between the presence of a parent and the two acadernic-related dimensions of students' 

immigration could certainly be understood within the context of parental expectations as 

discussed previously. 

j. Locatioir of school. Students who attended school in the downtown area were 

found to exhibit a higher degree of ethnic retention and use. Perhaps this is due to the high 

concentration of the Chinese population in the downtown area and the higher degree of 



institutional completeness. Students would thus have greater accessibility to services in the 

ethnic cornmunity and greater exposure to ethnic media. 

k. Discriminaïion erperience. The adaptation of immigrants certainiy does not 

proceed as though this process takes place in a vacuum completely unaffected by the 

reactions and views of the host society. Discrimination experience was found to be 

significantly related to a lower degree of gratification with life, a small possibility of 

immigrating to Canada if a choice were given, and would be less likely to recornrnend their 

relatives and fiiends to immigrate to Canada. It is peculiar to note that this was also 

associated with a higher degree of ethnic language retention. Immigrants who experience 

discrimination on account of their race, language, or nationality may perhaps be more 

likely to develop a conviction that their ethnic group matters a great deai. The nahiral 

response to being discnminated against is, therefore, to daim pnde in one's identity. Hence 

they are more likely to demonstrate a higher degree of ethnic language retention and use. 

In fact, a stüdy of visa students attending hi& schools in Metro Toronto has found that 

students from Taiwan (33.3%) and Hong Kong (14.9%) were most likely to have 

experienced discrimination (Chow, 1990). Similady, a study of the cross-cultural 

adaptation of Hong Kong visa students attending York University and the University of 

Toronto has concluded that "lack of discrimination", "ease in making fiends with 

Canadians", and "finding Canadians kind" were arnong the most significant predictors for 

their positive adaptation experience (Mickle, 1984). 

7.1.5. Overall Immigration Experience 

Respondents' responses to the following two questions (1) whether they would still 

irnmigrate to Canada, based now their lived expenences thus far, if a choice were given 

and (2) whether they would encourage their &ends and relatives to irnmigrate to Canada 

were used to assess the overall immigration experiences of the Hong Kong and Caribbean 

immigrant students. With respect to the former question, 3 1.1 per cent of the Hong Kong 



students said they would prefer to stay, as compared to 5 1.6 per cent of the Caribbean 

students. As regards the second question, 23.6 per cent of the Hong Kong and 45 -9 per 

cent of the Caribbean students indicated that they would encourage their Giends and 

relatives to immigrate to Canada. Clearly, the overail immigration experiences of the 

Caribbean students appeared to be more positive than the Hong Kong counterparts. 

It is wonh noting that relatively few Chinese immigrant students appeared to be certain 

at the time of the study that they would make Canada their permanent home. With the 

passage of time, however, these immigrant students may develop a deeper commitment to 

Canada. Stated differently, the length of residence may act as an intervening variable 

afTecting the adaptation and funire plans of the students. In fact, it is rather likely that their 

future plans will be contingent upon three socio-economic and political factors: the 

Canada factor (econornic conditions in the country when these immigrant students 

complete their post-secondary education), the China factor (political and economic 

developments in the mainland), and the Hong Kong factor (its political stability after the 

change of sovereignty and its demand for graduates fiom tertiary institutions in view of 

the rapid expansion of post-secondary education2 in the temtory). 



7.2. A B R E F  SUMMARY OF INmRVIEW DATA 

A total of 30 Hong Kong and 10 Caribbean students were willing to further participate 

in a personal i n t e ~ e w .  Those who participated have shared in detail about the 

circumstances of ernigration, school life, social life, negative and positive immigration 

experiences, future plans, as well as their advice for prospective immigrants. 

Hong Kong students shared the effects of the political instability in their homeland, 

whereas Caribbean discussed how better educational and econornic oppominities in 

Canada prompted their families' decision to ernigrate. They also expiained why Canada 

was chosen and the decision-making process. With respect to school life, students in both 

groups talked about the differences between the educational system in Canada and in their 

place of ongin (such as the schools being quite liberal and lax in discipline, teachers being 

more approachable, and cumculum being more flexible in Canada). They were generally 

satisfied with their school life in Canada. In tenns of social life, the major probiems 

encountered by the Hong Kong and Caribbean immigrant students appeared to be the 

Yack of close friends" and the "boredom of life". Hong Kong students' close contacts with 

Fnends kom their place of origin were found to be related to their inadequate command of 

English and making fnends with Canadian students. 

As regards ethnic identification, since the present study focused on recent immigrants, 

most still considered their place of ongin as being "home". Only very few respondents 

were wiiling to identiS, themselves as "Canadian" or "hyphenated Canadian". These two 

groups of visible minority students appeared to be aware of their rninority status in 

Canada. Students generally recognized that they would be identified by the dominant 

society as "Chinese", "Caribbean", "Black", or "West Indians", whether or not they 

identified themselves as such. Particularly arnong the Hong Kong students, many were 

convinced that their ethnic membership (i-e., being Chinese) would restrict their 

employment oppominities and limit their oppominities for advancement in this country. 



Students in both groups shared their future plans upon the completion of their post- 

secondary education, and offered some useful advice for prospective immigrant students. 

7.3. CONTRIBUTIONS OF THE STUDY 

It has been pointed out that research on the adaptation experiences of Chinese 

immigrant students has been surprisingly sparse in view of its complexity and importance. 

Previous studies tended to focus only on midents attending post-secondary institutions. 

The present study has filled a gap in the study of Chinese immigrant students in Canada. 

The results constitute the strengths of this study because they will be beneficial not 

oniy to the various Boards of Education and high schools, but to other educational 

institutions where a body of Chinese and Caribbean immigrant students are found. They 

can be used as basic information for developing academic and cultural prograrns and 

support services. In addition, they can provide the prospective immigrant students with 

valuable information conceming the various adaptation problems that they may expect to 

encounter when they immigrate to Canada. Of course, the findings should also be of 

interest to govemental departments which are responsible for formulating immigration 

policies. 

Methodologically, the use of both quantitative and qualitative techniques in the quest 

to understand the adaptation experiences of immigrant students has also enabled the 

researcher to examine qualitative derived insights against a larger sample. 

A new conceptual scheme for analyzing the adaptation experiences of immigrant 

students, adapted from Goldlust and Richmond's (1 974) rnultivariate model of immigrant 

adaptation, has been proposed in this dissertation. This conceptual scheme takes into 

consideration of aspects that are pertinent to the adaptation experiences of immigrant 

students (e.g., degree of satisfaction with school life, English language proficiency, 

acadernic performance, and tùture study plans). 



In particular, thirteen indices have been constmcted to measure the various dimensions 

of adaptation. Patterns in the underlying f a a o d  structure of these indices have also been 

identified. The factorial stmcture is parsimonious and congruent with other theoretical 

approaches to the study of immigrant adaptation (e-g., Kim and Hurh, 1993). This new 

conceptual scheme can surely be employed to examine the adaptation experiences of 

immigrant students belonging to various ethnic/racial backgrounds and age groups. 

7.4. RECOMMENDATIONS AND POLICY IMPLICATIONS 

When immigrant students arrive in this country, they must make a transition that is 

social, cultural, educational, linguistic, as well as psychologicai. These needs merit special 

efforts on the pan of the school system. Given the findings in this study, a few 

recomrnendations are made. 

a. Effective language training prograrns should be offered. It should be noted that even 

students from t hose ostensibly English-speaking countries of the Caribbean may in fact 

speak a Creolized form of English that is vimially a foreign language when the 

Creolization is deep. It should also be emphasized that aithough dl students in Hong Kong 

either study in English-medium schools or study English as one of the acadernic subjects in 

Chinese-medium schools, the English language is largely used in acüdernic contexts. It is 

not a tool that students will readily use in their daily lives. In particular, Chow (1990) has 

found that 77.0 per cent of the Hong Kong visa students studying in private high schools 

in Toronto expressed their "ability to express myself in English" as one of the major 

problems that they were encountering. 

b. Small group sharing sessions should be organized for immigrant students to share 

their feelings uid experiences of immigration. School psychologists, teachers, or 

counsellors could provide a cornfortable atmosphere in which the immigrants could 

discuss any difficulties they are encountering as a resuit of their immigration. Such 

gatherings would allow these young immigrants to realize that others share their feelings, 



fears, and hopes. As well, these groups would also provide a place for new immigrants to 

meet other immigrants of similar backgrounds. 

c. In view of the significant statistical relationships between the presence of father and 

students' academic performance, the schools should pay special attention to students 

whose parents or guardians are not residing in Canada with them. These students rnay 

require counselling or other suppon services. 

d. It is disturbing to find that racial discrimination was found to be an area of concem 

to a significant proportion of both the Hong Kong and Caribbean sarnples. Nearly 25 per 

cent of the Chinese students and 17 per cent of the Caribbean counterparts indicated 

personal discrimination experience in both school and non-school settings. The interview 

data hrther identified the concerns of some Chinese students who held the view that their 

minority status would adversely affect their full participation in the broader society, 

particularly in terms of getting jobs in the labour market. This has, in fact, been one of the 

frequently mentioned reasons for their intention to retum to their homeland or to go 

elsewhere upon the completion of their post-secondary education. Discrimination on the 

basis of ascribed characteristics (such as race, ethnicity, and skin colour) is both unfair and 

irrational. Strenuous efforts must be made to eradicate discrimination at the personal, 

institutional, and societal leveis. 

e. At a time of social dislocation, immigrants students have the urgent need to build 

and consolidate a social network. Support groups or buddy system rnay be developed. 

These groups and network can serve as a vital source of emotional support and a source 

of information. 



7.5. DIRECTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 

The findings of this study point in a number of directions for funher research. First of 

d l ,  the instrument used for the present study could be further refined so as to better 

understand the adaptation experiences. 

Secondly, as this study has shown that while 90 per cent of the Chinese immigrants 

planned to enter university upon the completion of their high school education, 80 per cent 

of the Caribbean counterparts intended to attend cornmunity college. If these two groups 

of students had different educational aspirations, fbrther studies may attempt to provide 

the answer. If such a difference was due to the misplacernent of Caribbean students into 

the technical or vocational Stream, the differential treatment must be properly deait with. 

Thirdly, it has been noted that 29.0 per cent of the fathers of the Hong Kong 

immigrant students were still working in Hong Kong at the time of this study. In fact, a 

survey of Chinese immigrants conducted by the Chinese Information and Community 

Services has found that the unemployment rate among the survey participants was 13.0 

per cent, nearly 25.0 per cent higher than the province-wide rate of 10.6 per cent released 

in April 1992 (Lau, 1992). It is crucial, therefore, to examine whether their decisions to 

continue their work in Hong Kong were due to structural bamers, such as their 

qualifications and experiences not being recognized or the economic situation in Canada. 

Founhly, in Mew of the significant impact of the presence of parents in Canada on the 

various aspects of immigrant students' adaptation experience. Future studies should 

explore the exact nature of parents' impact (such as parental expectations and parental 

involvement in terms of support and assistance) on students' adaptation. 



Finally, longitudinal studies of immigrant students will be usefûl in terrns of identifying 

the factors that tend to promote or hinder the adaptation process and understanding how 

length of residence will affect the various aspects of their adaptation experiences and 

future plans. 

The essence of Canadian life is that it is composed of different groups, cultures, races, 

religions, attitudes, interests, and ideologies. Al1 these differences give this country its 

distinctiveness. Immigrants, regardless of their place of origin, can be an asset to their 

"adopted" country, for they are able to extract the best fkom both their original and host 

cultures to their own benefits, and make Canada a more colourfùl and interesting country 

to live in. Upon the completion of their studies, the potential contributions that these 

immigrant students could make to the various spheres of Canadian society, including 

social, economic, and politicai, cm hardly be under-estimated. Every effort must, 

therefore, be made to assist al1 newly-arrived immigrant students to be better and more 

quicWy able to adapt dunng the transition into a new culture and to become a full 

participant in our society. 



NOTES 

1 About 5.0 per cent of the respondents were bom outside Hong Kong. Unless these 
students have acquired some type of foreign passport or have become a British subject 
through naturalization, they should be holders of the Hong Kong Certificate of Identity 
(comrnody referred to as "Ci"). 

'Hong Kong's tertiary education has seen remarkable expansion in the past decade. As 
pointed out by Choi (1992:253), it was due to an emaneous political factor that the Hong 
Kong government pledged to undertake significant expansion of university education. 
More specifically, the Governor announced four months after the Iune 4 massacre in 
Beijing that the original provision for degree-level places would be increased by as much 
as 42.7 per cent to 15,000 in 1991-95, or over 18 per cent of  the 17-20 age group. 
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APPENDIX A 
COVERING LETTER & QUESTIONNAIRE 

(English & Chinese Versions) 



TLe Ontario lutitile for S n i ~  in Ediution 1-t d'études pédagogiques de I'Ontario -= 252 Bloor Street West. Toronto. Ontario MSS 1V6 252. rue Bloor Ouest. Toronto (Ontario) M5S 1V6 

SURVEY ON ADAPTATION EXPERIENCES OF 
HONG KONG & CARIBBEAN IMMIGRANT STUDENTS 

Dear Immigrant Student: 

1 am a doctoral student in the Department of Sociology in Education at the 
University of Toronto. As I am undertaking a study concerning the adaptation 
experiences of recent Hong Kong and Curibbean immigrant students. l am asking 
for your CO-operation in filling out the attached questionnaire. 

Please be advised that this project has been approved by the Research Cornmittee of 
your School Board and by your School Principal. As well, it is being fînancially 
supponed by the Federation of Chinese-Canadian Professio~ls  (Ontario) and the 
Toronto Chinese Business Association. Your participation in this study is, however, 
strictly on a voluntary basis. 

Most of the questions can be answered by circling the numbers which corresponds ro 
your reply. Sometimes you are asked to respond in your own words. Please note that 
you may answer these questions in either English or Chinese. 

Completion of the survey will tuke approximately 20 minutes. Since the data are 
b e h g  used for group comparison purposes only, there will be no identification of 
individuais or schools in the completed report. 

As Z would also like fo interview you so as to better understond your experience as 
an immigrant student, please fill out the consent fonn which is attached to this 
questionnaire if you are willing to participate. 

A sumrnary of results will be available to oll the participating students. Please 
contact me at (416) 365-0883 ifyou would like to receive u copy upon the completion 
of the final report. 

Your participation in this study is much uppreciated. 

Yours sincerely , 
1 

Henry PH. ~ h o w ,  B.A.(Hons. j,M.A.,CertB.S., 
Ph.D. Candihte 

TEL. (416) 923-ml T ELEX 06217720 FAX (416) 9264725 Affiliatcd with the University of TomntolAffilii a l'Université de Toronto 



QUESTIONNAIRE 

NOTE: Please read and answer dl questions as accurately as possible. Indicate your response by 
circling the appropriate number or filling in your response in the space provided. 

PART A= REASONS & DECISIONS FOR IMMIGRATING TO CANADA 

01. Please circle nurnber on each line to explain the role of each motive or influence at the time of 
your familys decision to corne here. 

1 = Very unimportant 
2 = Unimportant 
tic = Uncertain 
4 = hportant 
5 = Very important 

1. SOCIAL FACTORS 

a. Poor housing condition in home country. 
b. Life is too tense or hectic in home country. 
c. Pollution problems in home country. 
d. My home country is too overpopulated. 
e. Better social welfare system in Canada. 

2. EDUCATIONAL FACTORS 

a. Better educational opportunities in Canada. 
b. More university or college places in Canada. 
c. A wider choice of fields in Canada. 

3. ECONOMIC FACTORS 
p p p p p p p p p p p p - - - - - - - - - -  

a. Better investment opportunities in Canada. 
b. Better job opportunities in Canada. 
c. Family owns business in Canada. 

4. POLITICAL FACTORS 

a. Uncertain political future of country of origin. 
b. Greater political freedom in Canada. 
c. Hurnan rights are highly respected in Canada- 

5. CULTURAL FACTORS 

a. Canada is an English-speaking country. 
b. Communities of my own ethnic origin are 

well-es tablished in Canada. 
c. Canada is a multicultural society. 



6. PERSONAL FACTORS 

a. Recommended by immigration consultants or 
immigration lawyers, 

b. Recommended by friends o r  relatives. 
c. To join family members or  relatives akeady in 

Canada. 
d. Unable to obtain landed immigrant stahis h m  other 

countries. 
e. To prepare the way for remaining family members or 

relatives to immigrate to Canada. 
f. Came ta Canada before as  a v i s ib r  or student. 
g. The prospects for personal advancement in Canada 

are better. 

7. OTHER FACTORS 

a. PLease indicate other important factors that may not have been included in the above Iist: 

02. The decision to immigrate to Canada was maidy made by: 
1. My parents 
2. Family as a whoIe 
3. Others. Please specify: 

03. Under which immigration category was your family aàmitted to Canada? 

1. Family class 6. Overseas worker recruitment 
2. Assisted relatives 7. Domestic labour 
3. Business immigrants ( investor or muepreneur) 8. Retirement 
4. Family business 9. Refugee 
5. Independent or self-employed 10. Other. Please specify: 

04. How long have you been living in Canada? 

(# of Years) (# of Months) 

05. Before coming to Canada as  a landed immigrant. had you visited Canada before? 

1. Yes, as a visa student 
2- Yes, as a. tourist or  visitor 
3. No 



06. Besides Canada and your home country, have you ever lived in any other countries? 

1. Yes * 2. No 

* If yes, please specify a) Name of Country: 

b) Length of Residence: 

07. At what age did you corne you Canada as a landed immigrant? 

08. How wodd you describe the place you lived in your country of origin before coming to Canada? 

1. City or urban area 
2. Suburban area 
3. Rurd area 

PART B: EDUCATION & LANGUAGE ISSUES 

01. Rate your ability to use the English language. Circ1e the appropriate number as it wodd 
apply to your self-rated ability. 

1 = Very irnsatisfactory .ci 
-9 

2 = Unsatisfactory 6 @ 
uc= Uncertain t0 $ 
4 = Satisfactory < b $ 

e A? 
5 = Very satisfactory @ s? 
a. Speak English 1 
b. Read English 1 
e.Udërçtand English 1 
d. Wrïte English 1 

02. Indicate the English language tests you h ave written and the highest SC 

a. TOEFL mest of English a a Foreign Inngrrage) a. Yes b. NO 
b. MELAB (Michigan English Language Assessmen t &rtteryJ a. Yes b. No 
C. ELTS (British Council Engluh Lungirage Testj a. Yes b. NO 
d. Other. Please specify both the test and score: 

ore you have obtained. 

HICHEST SCORE 

03. Wàat grade are you currently in? 

Grade 



04. In which of the following subject areas have you completed most of your credits? 
(Choose the appropriate number from below) 

a- in your home country: 
b. in Canada: 

1. Arts (language, geography, ecunomics, history, etc) 
2. Science (math., physics. chemistry, biology, cornputer, etc.) 
3. Business (accounting, typewriting, marketing, etc.) 
4. Technicd (design & technology, woodwork, metalwork, etc.) 
5. Combimtion of the various fields (including Arts/SciencdE3usinessR'echnical subjects) 

05. Please indicate the type of English course that you have taken in the past two terms/semesters. 
1. English as a Second Language (ESL) 
2. Regular English 
3. Both (1) and (2) 
4 .1  am not taking any English course 

06. How do you rate yourself in sdiool ability cornpared with other Canadian students in your 
classes in school? 
1. I am weU above average 
2.1 am above average 
3 .1  am average 
4. I am below average 
5. I am well below average 

07. Approximately what was the average mark of al1 the courses you took last tendsemester? 
1. A (80-100) 
2. B (70-79) 
3. C (60-69) 
4- D (50-59) 
5. E (49 or below) 

08. What is your mother tongue (or first language)? 

a. Parents 
b. Brothers a d o r  sisters 
c. Best fiiends 
d. Best schoolmates 
e. Family doctor 



10. How often do you do each of the following in your daily life? 

2 = Rarely (once euery feu. rnortllzs) 
3 = Occasiorially (once every feu: weeks) 
4 = Sometimes (orrce euery feu? days) 
5 = Very ofterr (daiiy) 

a. Watch English T.V. programs or videos. 
b. Watch T.V. programs or viàeos in your 

ethnidfmt language. 
c. Listen to Engiish radio broadcasts. 
d. Listen to radio broadcasts in your 

ethnidfmt language. 
e. Read English newspapers. 
f Read newspapers in your ethnidfirst 

language. 
g. Read English magazines or periodicals. 
h. Read magazines or periodicals in your 

ethnifirst language. 

1 1 . Please indicate to what extent are you satisfied with the following aspects of your school Me. 

1 = Very dissatisfted 
2 = Dissatisfied 
ztc= Uncertain 
4 = Satisfied 
5-= Very satisfiëd - - 

a. My acadernic program. 
b. Helpfulness of rny teachers. 
c. Friendliness of Canadian students. 
d. School facili ties. 
e. My relations with other students. 
f. Grading and examination system. 
g. Counselling services provided. 
h. Teaching quaiity. 
i. Language training programs offered. 
j. Extra-cumicular activities provided. 



PART C :  SOCIAL & CULTURAL ISSUES 

01. Following are a number of problems which new immigrant students in Canada may encounter. 
Which of these problems concerns you now? 

1 = Very unimportant 
2 = Unimportant 
uc= Uncertain 
4 = Important 
5 = Very important 

a. Doing well in school. 
b. Discrimination against m y  race. 
c. Unpleasant treatment by teachers. 
d. Unfriendliness of Canadians. 
e. Getting used to the clirnate. 
f. Adjusting to Canadian food. 
g. Separation from friends/relatives in home country. 
h. Adjusting to Canadian culture. 
i. My family's adjustment to this country. 
j. Financial situation of my family. 
k. Pressure of school work. 

02. Have you ever been discrirninated against in Canada because of your ethnic or cultural 
background? 

1. Yes * 

*If yes, please give a brief description of the worst experience you have encountered: 

03. How would you describe your experience in making friends with Canadians who are NOT 
of your ethnic origin? 
1. Very easy 
2. Fairly easy 
3. Uncertain 
4. Fairly difficult 
5. Very difficult 

04. With whom do you spend most of your leisure time? 
1. Farnily or relatives 
2. Friends or schoolmates frorn home country 
3. Canadian friends or schoolrnates 
4. Other. Please specify: 



05. There are many customs in a new d t u r e  which are ditferent from the culture in your 
country of origin. They may pose problems to you. Please indicate the extent to which 
eadi of the folIowing is ditferent by cirding the suitable number. 

1 = Very diffemt 
2 = Diment 
uc = Uncertain 
4 = Similar 
5 = Very sirniiar 

a. Ideas about what is furiny. 
b. Ideas about what is sad. 
c. Subjects which shodd not be discussed. 
d. The degree of Wendliness and intimacy between 

unrnarried men and women. 
e. Students' respect for their teachers. 
f. Children's respect for their parents. 
g. Attitude towards sex. 
h. Openness to new ideas. 
i. People's respect for the elderly. 
j. Tolerance of others. 

06. How often do you participate in activities organized by the following organizations? Please 
also indicate the language used in each of the organizations. 

b. Recreational organizations 
(e.g. sports centre) 1 2 3 4 5 

c. Community organizations 
(e-g. YWCArYMCA, communi ty centre) 1 2 3 4 5 

d. Poli tical organizations 
(e-g. political party, lobby p u p  1 2 3 4 5 

e. Others. Please specify. 
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07. Circle the number that indifates your degree of agreement with each of the fouowing statements. 

1 = Strongty agree 
2 = Agree 
rrc= Uncertain 
4 = Disugree 
5 = Strortgly disagree 

a. 1 am very interested in issues, events, or a.Eairs 
concerning Canada. 

b. 1 am very interested in issues, events, or af fa i rs  
concerning my home country. 

c. I have a strong positive feeling about being Canadian. 
d. 1 have a strong sense of bebnging to Canada 
e. 1 feel a strong attachent towards my own ethnic group. 
f. 1 am active in organizations or social groups that 

include rn0st.y people of rny own ethnic group. 
g. I find it easy to make friends with Canadians who are 
not of my own ethnic group. 

h. I seldom spend time with Canadians who are not of my 
own ethnic group. 

08. Do you consider yourself as 

1. A Chinese 
2. A Hongkonger 

6. A Caribbean 
7. A West Indian 

3. A Chinese-Canadian 8. A West Indian Canadian 
4. A Canadian 9. Other. Please specify: 
5. A Black 

PART D: FUTURE PLANS & OTHER MIGRATION-RELATED ISSUES 

01. How often have you revisited your country of origin since coming ta Canada as a permanent 
resident (landed immigrant or citizen)? 

1. Yearly 
2. Every two years 
3. Less than every two years 
4. Never 
5. Other. Please specify: 

02. What do you plan to do when you finish high school? 
1. Gu to university 
2. Go to college 
3. Get a job 
4. Other. Please specify: 



03. Do you plan to r e m  to your country of origin eventudy? 

1. Yes * 2. No 3. Not sure 

* If yes, when? 

1. Upon the completion of my high school education. 
2. Upon the cornpletion of my pst-secondary education. 
3. Other. Piease specify: 

04. Would you encourage your friends and relatives in your country of origin to emigrate to Canada? 
1. Yes (Reason: 1 
2. No (Reason: 1 
3. Uncertain 

05.  Based on your experiences in Canada so far. what would you prefer to do ifyou had a choice? 
1. Stay in Canada 
2. Retum to country of origin 
3. hmigrate to another country. Please speàfy: 
4. No preference 

SECTION E: FAMILY & INDIWUAL CHARACTERISTICS 

01. In what country were you born? 

02. What is your age? 

03. What is your gender? 
1. Male 2. Female 

04. What is your marital status? 
1. Single 
2. Married 
3. Other. Please specify: 

05. What is your religion? (e-g.. Roman Catholic, Protestant, ancestral worship, etc.) 

06. Piease indicate the highest educational level you had completed before coming to Canada? 
I. Pfimary school 
2. Secondary school (Forms 1-5) 
3. Secondary school (Forms 6-5 or Matriculation) 
4. Technical institute/Commercial school 
5. College or polytechnical institiite 



07. What was the major language of instruction used in the school you attended before 
coming to Canada? 

OS. Do you work part-time? 

1. Yes * 2. No 

* If yes, please indicate 

a. the type of work you do: 

b. the average number of hours you work per week: 

(II) FAMILY CHARACTERISTICS 

09. Where were your parents bom? 

a. Father 

b. Mother 

country of ongin 

b. in Canada 

11. Your mother's occupation (PI- k rpcif ic  b p t a :  textile mrrtwt. -nting c~et -ial wigiwr. banli manavri 

a. in country of origin 

b. in Canada 

12. Please indicate the highest level of education com~leted by your parents? (Chme the 
appropriate number from below .) 

a. Father 
b. Mother 

1. No forma1 education 
2. Primary school 
3. Secondary school 
4. Technical institute or commercial school 
5. College, polytechnic, or teachef s college 
6. University (Bachelor's degree 
7. Graduate school (Master's or Doctoral degree) 
S. Don't %ow 



13. Please indicate the marital status of your parents. (Ch- the appropriate number h m  below) 

a. Father 
b. Mother 

1. Manied 
2. SeparatedIDivorced 
3. Widowed 
4. Remarried 

14. Are your parents cwrently residing in Canada? 

a. Father 
b. Mother 

1. Yes 
2. No. Returned to home country for a visit 
3. No. Workiag in home country 
4. No. (Reason: 1 

15. How many brothers and sisters do you have? (including pursein 

16. How many of your brothers and sisters are now living in Canada? (Uicluding yourseîn 

17. What type of accommodation do you currently have? 

1. Apartment rented by my family 
2. House rented by my family 
3. Apartment bought by my family 
4. House bought by my family 
5. Other. Please specify: 

18. In which of the following cities do you currently reside? 

1. North York 
2, East York * 

3. York 
4. Scarborough 
5. Toronto 
6. Etobicoke 
7. Other. Please specify: 



19. Which of the following categories best describes your familfs total yearly incorne? 

1. Cdn. $ 20,000 or under 
2. Cdn. $ 20,001 - 40,000 
3. Cdn. $ 40,001 - 60,000 
4. Cdn. $ 60,001 - 80,000 
5. Cdn. $ 80,001 - 100,000 
6. Cdn. $ 100,001 or over 

20. On a five point scale, circle the number that indicates the socio-economic dass to which 
you think your family belongs: 

'LIIANa YOU YEaY MUCR FOR YOüR ASSEXANCE 

Dear Immigrant Strrdent: 

1 wozïld like to interview you so as to better undetstand your lived experieme as an immigrant st udent 
in Canada. Please prouide the following information i f  you are willing to be interviewed by me at a 
mzttually convenient ti~ne. Ml information will be k p  t confident ial. 

N a m :  
Telephone Nrtmber: 
Address: 

01. Place where you prefer to be itztentkwed 

a. Your home 
6. The researchefs office 

c. No preference 
d Other. Pleuse specifL: 

02: Langiïage preference for the interview: 

a. Cantonese 
b. English 
c. Other. Please specify: 
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APPENDIX B 
INTERVIEW SCHEDULE 



iNTERMEW SCHEDULE 

1. Circumstances of Emigration 

0 1. What were the major rasons for emigration? 

(Hong Kong immigrant students were asked to express their views on the socio-political 
development in the territory durin3 the transition period: the "one country, two systems" 
policy to be practised in Hong Kong &er 1997; the Daya Bay nuclear plant to be built near 
Hong Kong; tems of the Joint Dedaration; the Basic Law; stationing of the People's 
Liberation Army in Hong Kong after 1997; acceptability of the new British National 
(Overseas) Passport; Iune 4 th massacre in Tiananmen Square). 

02. Who made the decision? 

03. Why was Canada chosen? 

04. Did you feel that you had some input/control into the decision to emigrate? 

05. Did your entire family emigrate at the same tirne? 

IL Experiences and Impact of Immigration 

01. Was the Canada you met the Canada you imagined or expected? 

02. How has your life (social, personal, school. and f ~ l y )  changed since you moved 

to Canada? 

03. Has your immigration experience enn~he~mpovenshed you in any way as a person? 

04. Do you notice any changes of relationships among your family members alter 

immigrating to Canada? 

05. What are some of the major difficulties that you are now facing in Canada? 

06. Does the English Ianguage present any problems in your school work or social Me? 

07. Are you actively involved in your (ethnic) community? 

OS. With whom and where do you spend your leisure time? 

09 Do you think of Canada as being "home" or your place of origin still "home"? 

10.What do you think the various govemrnental agencies or school can do to help you adjust 

to this society? 

1 I What advice would you give to those prospective Chinese immigrants fiom your 

homeland? 



In. Looking into the Future 

O 1. Now. with al1 your experience and knowiedge, if you were back in time, would you 

immigrate to Canada? 

02. How do you see yourselfin five years, where and how? 

IV. About the Interview 

O 1. Is there anything else that you would like to share with me about your expenences and 

feelings of  having irnmigrated to Canada? 

02. How did you feel about talkinç your feelings and expenences of immigration dunng this 

interview? 

03. Have you talked about these experiences with someone else previously? 

04. Are there any other cornments that you would like to make regarding this interview? 



APPENDIX C 
PARENTAL CONSENT FORM 

(English and Chinese Versions) 



Thc Ontario Institute for Studies in Education 
Institut d'etudes pidagogiques de l'Ontario 

S U R .  ON ADAFïATION EXPERIENCES OF HONG KONG 
AND CARIBBEAN IMMIGRANT STUDENTS 

PARENTAL CONSENT FORM 

Dear Parent or Guardian: 

As a doctoral candidate in the Deparment of Sociology in Education at the University of Toronto 
(OISE), 1 am undertaking a study conceming the adaptation experiences of recent immigrant 
students from Hong Kong and the Caribbean. This project has been appmved by the Research 
Cornmittee of the School Board and by the School Principal. As well, it is being fmanciaily 
supported b y the Federation of Chinese Canadian Professionals (Ontario) and the Toronto Chinese 
Business Association, 

Please be advised that participation in this study is strictly on a voluntary bas&. Ali participating 
students will fill out a questionnaire which consists of questions focusing on the cultural, educational, 
and social aspects of adaptation expenences. Students may also choose to hrther take part in a 
personal interview which wiU take pIace at the convenience of the participants in both time and 
location. AU students WU require consent from their parents or guardians in order to participate in a 
personal interview. 

Al1 data provided by students WU be treated with strict confidenriizlity. The anonymity of the 
identities of students and schools wi2l be maintaineci. Also, students may withdraw from this project at 
any time. At the cornpietion of the studty, a summary of resuïts may be sent to you upon request, 

It is believed that the findings of this study c m  be used by the School Boards as basic information 
for developing academic and cultural programs (e.g.. orientation & ESL programs) and support 
services (e.g., cross-cultural counseiüng) which cater to the specific needs of immigrant students. As 
a result, immigrant students rnay be better and more quickly able to adapt during the transition into a 
new culture. 

Please kindly fiil out the permission slip beïow. If you have any further questions, please feel fiee to 
contact me at (416) 365-0883. Your support for this research project would be greatly appreciated. 

Henry P.H. Chow, BA.(Honr.)Jf.A.,Cert.B.S., 
Ph.D, Candidate 

PERMISSION SLIP 

1 give/do not give permission for to participate 
(Name of Student) 

in a personal interview. 

Signature of Parent or Guardian Date 

Telephone Number 



ï h e  Ontario Institute for Studies in Education 
f nst itut d'itudes pédagogiques de 1 'Ontario 

PARENTAL CONSENT FORM 



APPENDIX D 
LETTER OF INFORMED CONSENT 

(English and Chinese Versions) 



The Ontario Institute for Studies in Education 
Institut d'études pédagogiques de l'Ontario 

LETïER OF INFOltMED CONSENT 
~ U D Y  ON ADA~ATION EV~P~ENCES OF HONC KONCKASUBB~AN rn~chrr mm 

1, (please print your full name), have been invited to take part in a 
study conceming the adaptation experiences of Chinese andhr  Caribbean immigrant students under 
the direction of the researcher, Henry Chow, in which 1 voluntarily consent to be interviewed. 

a. My voluntary participation in this study, its nature, duration and purpose, the methods and 
means by which it is to be conducted have b e n  thoroughly explained to me by the researcher. 

b. 1 understand that interview data is confidential. Any resulting documents will not  contain real 
names and will be written so as to conceal identities. Only the researcher and members of his 
supervisory committee can see the full transcripts of the interview. 

c. 1 understand that my participation in this study can be terminated a t  any time upon my request. 

d. I understand that the research data will be used for purposes of scholarly writing and  for articles 
in professional or  research journals. 

Participant's Si, anature Researcher's Signature 

Date Date 



IMAGE NALUATION 
TEST TARGET (QA-3) 

APPLIED IMAGE. lnc - - - 1653 East Main Street 

Q 1993. Applied Image. Inc.. All Righls Resenred 




